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PREFACE
I.

STIMULUS FOR THE

E!YMQ~OGY

AND LINGUISTIC PRINCIPLES PROJECT

(reprinted from the preface of volume 1)
Yakov Malkiel's 1975 Lingua article, 'Etymology and Modern
Linguistics,' deplores the divorce of etymological and general
linguistic research, calling for each to shed light on the other.
This call raises several questions.
How much insight into broader linguistic issues (i.e. general
linguistics) can etymology provide? How much light can general
linguistics theory shed on etymological problems? And assuming
that etymology really is a source of general linguistics insight,
how does etymology compare in importance to other possible sources
of insight, e.g. mathematics?
The answers to these questions will determine whether Malkiel's assessment of the linguistic scene is correct, and if it is,
linguists are overlooking a very profitable -- and perhaps the
most profitable avenue for their theorizing.
Simply raising this
possibility is controversial, as indicated by the (approving) comments of Edward Tuttle to Malkiel's 1983 article, 'The Interlocking
of Etymology and Historical Grammar':
'To be blunt, what initially struck me in your paper, Professor Malkiel, was the simple affirmation that etymology could
recover a productive relation to grammar ....
The mere assertion that etymology has a future as a useful branch of
linguistic research now seems audacious .... •
In order to see where Malkiel's theorizing might lead, I am
starting the monograph series Etymology and Linguistic Principles,
with the working assumptions that the discovery of linguistic
principles should be the main goal of linguistic research and that
etymology can play a major role in this endeavor.
Etymology is
here defined loosely as the search for the origin of linguistic
features: words, idioms, morphological elements, writing systems.
And although principles may be discovered in a flash, they are
more likely to result from the composite of many small pieces of
insight.
So the obtaining of linguistic insight, ~ny insight
whatever means, becomes the primary task of a theorist.
II.

NOTE ON NATHAN SUSSKIND'S ITEMS

I have been in correspondence with Nathan SUsskind since the
1970s, and in the mid-1980s he once mentioned that he had a drawer
full of manuscripts, many of which were almost complete; but he
doubted that he would ever get around to finally preparing them
for publication.

-v-

The articles concern various aspects of Judaism and early
Christianity, some touching upon etymology and others not.
I
promptly replied that I would be honored to play any role in
bringing them to the attention of the scholarly community.
They began appearing as working papers in my Co~~ents o~ ~ty~
~p_lo~ and its occasional supplement Comments Q~ ~u~~ic~, and now,
for the ready access of other scholars, they are compiled in the
first part of the present volume.
Other articles of his that appear in publications I edited are
Susskind 1985, 1988, 1989a and 1989b.
III.
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MURPHY'S LAW IN ACTION IN THE TALMUD,
RESULTING IN THE HORRIFIC DIRECTIVE TOV SHEBAGOYIM HAROG
'KILL THE BEST GENTILEJ 1
-Nathan Stisskind
(editor) :

ABSTRACT

Rabbi Shimon ben Yo~ai (ca. 120-193 C.E.) unjustly had the
following dictum attributed to him: Tov sheba goyim harog "Kill
the best gentile!"
This dictum makes no sense either morally or
practically, and yet its inclusion in the Talmud was fuel on the
fires of anti-Semiticism throughout the Middle Ages.
What was
going on here? Avigdor Perla in 1885 figured out how the terrible
misunderstanding of the phrase arose, although his work lay largely
unnoticed until recently.
Chayim Bloch and Dov Sadan worked on
pieces of the puzzle independently, as did Nathan Susskind, who
added some details to the overall picture.
What Rabbi Shimon really said turns out to be something quite
different:
Ha-kasher sheb' Mitsrim horag "the most pious of the Egyptians
was killed,"
followed by:
HaTOV shebi NUaShiM RuTsaTs MOijO "the best serpent had its
head crushed."
The context for Rabbi Shimon's statements was his search for
solace for Israel in its suffering at the hands of the Romans.
In
the miracle of the parting and then closing of the Red Sea, even
the most pious Egyptian was killed because he was a torment to
Israel.
The hidden, hinted message of Rabbi Shimon was that the
same fate would befall the best and most civilized imperialists
ever, the Romans.
The reading of Hebrew H R G in Rabbi Shimon's statement is
therefore not harog "kill!" (as long assumed), nor har6g "wanton
murderer" (as Stisskind once proposed but now abandons), but Perla's
horag "was killed." Confusion then set in to distort Rabbi
Shimon's original statement:
1 (G. Cohen) This article is compiled from several Comments
on Etymology working papers, and I have now added only the title,
headings, and an abstract.
Ideally the items comprising this article would be rewritten into a single unified treatment, but Susskind's health no longer permits such an undertaking, and I am not
sure I could do justice to it.
Hence my decision to proceed as I
did below; the overriding concern is to share Susskind's material
with other scholars.

-

Tov ...
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1.

An item in Jewish lore concerning a snake that rewards good
with evil ends with the moral: "The best snake -- crush its
head."
The second part of Rabbi Shimon's statement was
therefore reinterpreted as an imperative ("the best serpent,
crush its head!"), and the first part followed suit ("the
best gentile, kill!").
This confusion stems from the usual
absence of vowels in Hebrew writing.

2.

Scholars in Judea after ca. 350 C.E. who compiled the
commentary on Exodus known as the Mekhilta were probably
puzzled by the directive to kill Egyptians -- an enemy long
gone -- and corrected "Egyptians" to "Samaritans" (Kutim),
who were their present enemy then.

3.

Still later, in Babylon, there were no Samaritans, and Kutim
usually designated "non-Jews."
Kasher "pious" referred to
Jewish piety, and thus kasher Kuti was seen as self-contradictory.
Kasher was therefore replaced by (ha)tov "':>est."
But since Kuti still maintained some semantic connection to
"Samaritan," it was replaced by 'akum "idolator" and finally
Goy "heathen, gentile."

The result was Tov sheba Goyim harog "Kill the best of the
gentiles!" - - a scholarly puzzle for almost two millenia.

*****
I.

SUSSKIND 1983:
DEFENSE (LATER ABANDONED) OF HAROG IN TOV
SHEBAGOYIM HAROG AS 'MURDERER'; SUPPORT/DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCH'S SUGGESTIONS THAT GOYIM WAS AN EMENDATION OF MITSRIM
'EGYPTIANS' AND EGYPTIANS WAS A CODE WORD FOR 'ROMANS' --I.E. (EVEN) THE BEST OF THE ROMANS WAS A MURDERER (OF JEWS).1

Qa~ol:
losing one of its (rare) meanings cost the Jews
countless lives throughout history.

There are three "patterns" (mishkalim) in Hebrew for forming
the noun for agent: 1.
Qo~el
(and all other participial
patterns); 2.
Qa~~al; and (rarely) Qa~ol.
Rare is only the meaning of agent.
The pattern as such is
very frequent: it is the infinitive and verbal-noun pattern of
Qal.
Additionally it is used as an intensive imperative.
Even
this latter meaning is not too frequent and Rashi in his Commentary
takes pains to explain each occurrence: "it's an imperative here,
and this form, rather than the regular imperative, is used because
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 12, #7-8,
Jan. 1983, pp. 5-10.
Stisskind acquired the interpretation harog
'murderer• from the late professor Dov Sadan (Hebrew University,
Jerusalem), but its ultimate originator remains unknown.
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Stisskind -

of the sfecial emphasis, etc." or so it (Rashi) can be paraphrased.
Without saying it in so many specific words, Rashi is
implying that the use of the Qatol for the imperative is for added
emphasis and intensity.
3.
The third rare (and hence easily forgotten) use of Qatol
is as a noun for agent.
And like the other two uses it is ·
employed to express emphasis, intensity of feeling, and/or
continuity of action.
In the Bible there are only two instances of such use:
1.
Bagoda (Jer. 3:7,10) a woman utterly faithless in perverse blindness to her own doom.
The word is used twice and each time paralleled with the regular, normal synonym from the same root BGD, 85geda =a faithless woman; 2.
the second is Karoza = public
announcer, town-crier, herald (Dan. 3,4).
The word there is
Aramaic, not Hebrew; and in Aramaic Qa~ola is the regular pattern
for a noun for agent.
But the word is extant in Mishnaic Hebrew
as Karcz and the pattern is not uncommon in the Talmud.
But a curious fate betook even the Talmudic forms.
They were
misunderstood as errors of a copyist! and "corrected" accordingly
to the more usual noun of agent pattern Kotel!
One has to remember that Hebrew for adults dispenses with
vowels and the consonantal image of the two is much more similar
than the vocalized image: LQVT = Laqo~ and LVQT = Loqet.
The lat·ter being more common, the former more rare, copyists easily
thought the V in the former misplaced, metathesized, and so "corrected" accordingly.
So,

for example

Laqo~

was trivialized to Loket.

In principle, there were three nouns for agent:
1.
Qotel
(he happens to be doing it now, or happens to have done it); ·2.
Qattal (a skilled worker, artisan, professional); 3.
Qatol (a
gigantic perpetrator of something, big, great, constant, "extraordinary, terrible, something charged with emotion).
Not every root has all three forms, and sometimes usage wiped
out the differences.
The basic meaning of a root sometimes precludes or makes unnecessary one or two of the three forms.
So R?~
= murder in the simple form and requires no intensification!
But
HRG =kill and it has three "killers":
1.
Horeg, an involuntary,
and/or occasional killer, by accident; 2.
Harag, a professional
hired killer, an executioner; 3.
Harog, a vicious, wanton, sadistic killer.

1 Cf. Rashi to Exod. 20,8: Remember the Sabbath; to Deut.
5,12: Keep the Sabbath; to Deut. 16,1: Watch out for the month of
Abib (=Spring); and Deut. 25,17-19: Remember ... Amaleq ... Don't
you forget!

- Tov.
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Thus Alcalay's Hebrew-English Dictionary lists:
1.
LOQET, a
gatherer, gleaner, collector; 2.
LAQQAr 1 (presumably a professional) collector (or hobbyist).
Alcalay doesn't specify and no
other dictionary lists the item.
The principle though would
apply.2
3.
LAQO+, gatherer of the left-overs on the field for
the poor (LeQe~) in accordance with the Biblical Law (Lev. 23,22).
GONEV is a "stealer," for the moment, real or even playful.
GANNAV is a common, professional thief.
GANOV -- i f someone
needed to express his disgust with an incorrigible, self-destructive kleptomaniac, or specially skillful master-thief, Hebrew offers
him an innovative coinage in QA~OL.
In the last 5-6 years the New York Daily Jewish Forward
printed at 3 different times letters inquiring about the curious
spelling of the Hebrewism in Yiddish for "informer," betrayer,
stool-pigeon.
There were about half a dozen "phoney" attempts at
explanation, all wrong.
I started to write the answer, but got
too involved, and then I thought the time passed.
Anyway, the
explanation was and is too technical!
They didn't realize that the term was of the pattern QAroL
since so few are aware of its existence!
The traditional consonantal Hebrew-Yiddish spelling of the
word: pronounced in "Standard Yiddish" M.:>sr (and pronounced according to regular corresponding variations in all Yiddish dialects)
-- is MSVR; but one would expect MVSR ( = Moysr); MSVR suggests the
victim of the betrayal, not the perpetrator!
The answer:
MVSR would designate someone who ~~PP.e~s 9nce to
"betray" or inform on (for whatever reason); but MSVR = MASOR ( =
QATOL) i.e., the horrible traitor who betrays his brothers and
preys on them to make his living.
The spelling MSVR however also,
spells MASUR = betrayed victim!
Everybody who knows elementary
Hebrew knows the pattern QAruL in Masur, (also pronounced in Standard Yiddish MJSR - QJTL): the final syllables - OR UR, both become
reduced to ~ in modern Yiddish.
The fact that among the more than
50,000 readers of the Daily Forward there wasn't one who knew
the answer is ample proof that QATOL and its meaning had been lost
on almost all Jews, except a few reticent scholars, maybe.
Now to the cost in blood of that ignorance:
During the Middle Ages renegade Jews tried to profit from
"informing" on their erstwhile brothers.
Most of their "informing"
actually consisted of libels put in their mouths by enemies -- for
confirmation (Cf. any Encyclopedia on Pfefferkorn and Reuchlin).
1 Cf. Footnote #2 below.
2 Qattal "intensifies," i.e. doubles the middle radical, if
it can be comfortably ~oubled.
If not then the vowel is doubled,
i.e., lengthened.
Hebrew R is guttural, not prolongable.
Hence
the ~ is prolonged instead in Harag.
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Those were terribly troublesome to "disprove," but the "knowledge
to be in the right gave the Jewish defenders of such accusations
(in public ordered disputations, no less) the courage and selfassurance of the innocent!"
But there was one charge that filled those defenders with
consternation!
The charge was horrible, but it was seemingly
true:
The Talmud apparently did contain the aphorism: "Kill the
best Goy!" (Tov She-ba-Goyim harog!).
For over a thousand years
at least (since the editing of the Tractate Soferim of the Talmud,
ca. 8th century) Jewish scholars and defenders veritably "choked"
and stuttered in efforts to square that aphorism with the otherwise generous pronouncements in the Talmud on "good" Goyim, let
alone the best.1 Worse and worst:
Massacres of Jews are justified and more such are threatened -- unless the Aphorism can somehow be shown to be innocent.
And some dozen sincere, honest
attempts at explaining the aphorism convinced mostly only the
explainers, but hardly the confronting accusers.
If at any time
the adage "He who excuses himself, accuses himself" applied, it
applied here.
In 1943, ~ayim Bloch, a Rabbi in Vienna, was hiding from the
Nazis in a Catholic monastery there.
The Abbot wasn't too sure
the Rabbi deserved the shelter, so he plied him with complaints
against the Jews, among them, our aphorism.
The Rabbi escaped to London and lived to publish his dialogue
·with the Abbot. 2
I had occasion to deal with the subject in my 1976 article,
and there I quoted Rabbi Bloch's great (and still little known
"cultural lag"!) discovery: the word "Goy" in the Aphorism was a
mindless substitution for the word "Egyptian" in the original
version, and "Egyptian" itself was only~ code-word for "Roman"!
The aphorism had been coined by the famous Talmudic Founder Rabbi
Shimon ben Yo~ay:
Rabbi Juda the Prince,3 compiler of the Mishneh-part of the
Talmud (ca. 140 CE) "went overboard" in praising the greatness of
the Roman people.
Rabbi Shimon told him off:
"all their deeds
are pure self-interest." The Roman authorities got wind of it and
issued warrants for Rabbi Shimon and his son.
The two went into
hiding for 13 years.
They came out from their cave with sand
embedded in their eroded skin.

1 "Good Goyim go to Heaven" (lt. "Righteous Gentiles have a
portion in the world to come -- ~asidey Umot Ha-Olam yesh !ahem
~eleq ba-Olam Ha-Ba; Tosefta Sanhedrin 113.
Cf. my 1976 article.
2 Know what to answer (in Hebrew, Title is a quote from the
Talmud, (Avot 2, 19) New York 1943).
3 (ed.) should be Juda son of Ilai, who preceded the Prince
by two generations.
Stisskind makes the correction below, p. 15.

-Tov. . . -
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Rabbi Shimon was "inspired" to the aphorism by an analysis of
the Biblical story of Pharaoh's pursuit of the Jews escaping from
Egyptian bondage (Exod. 14).
The original version of this
analysis is documented in Mekhilta ad lac. (Exod. 14, 7-8):
"And he (Pharaoh) took six hundred chariots ... and
pursued the children of !srael." From whom were the
beasts that drew those chariots gotten?
If you would
say that they were from the Egyptians, does not the
Bible say: "And all the cattle of Egypt died" (Exod.
9:6)?
So whose were they?
Answer:
They were from
them "who feared the word of the Lord (Who) ... brought
their cattle home" (Exod. 9:20).
Thus we learn that
the cattle which the God-fearing Egyptians brought home
were a misfortune to the Israelites.
Based on this,
Rabbi Shimon used to say: Tov sheba-Mitzrim harog.
The
best among the Egyptians -- kill; the best of the
snakes -- smash its brain.
Throughout our history rabbis and Jewish communal leaders
were confronted by government authorities with this unfortunate
passage, and these great Jews all made desperate, honest attempts
to explain the passage in a way consonant with the totality of
Jewish traditional attitudes toward the stranger, and their own
decent convictions about right and wrong.
But their explanations,
even if they satisfied and convinced themselves, still left a
stigma on the Jews.
That Rabbi Bloch must be right both on "Egyptian" and "Roman"
for "Goyim" I have the conceit to claim to have proven (incontrovertibly!), in CCAR.
Let me just summarize here:
1.
The Mekhilta homily just naturally calls for "best
Egyptian" -- they are the logical subject and horrible example.
2.
But those Egyptians had been dead for 1500 years and
were no longer relevant to "get excited" over.
3.
Besides, the Bible commands not to even despise the
Egyptian (Deut. 23,8) (as a marriage-partner!) "because thou wert:
a sojourner in his land."
4.
Rabbi Shimon already had experienced the terrible consequences of bad-mouthing the Romans.
So he used the homily and
coined the aphorism to denounce the most: terrible enemy ever of
Jews and Judaism (up to that time), Hadrian's vengeful attempt at
genocide (detailed in CCAR) after his costly "triumphal" defeat of
the last Jewish uprising led by Bar-Kokhba in 135 C.E.: So Rabbi
Juda's glorious Romans, reputed the most: civilized nation and
benign government up to that time, turned out to be the Jews'
merciless enemies.
The Mekhilta is not a "popular" book.
So t:he homily and its
allusions to the Roman enemy was not an ever-present subject of
awareness after the Hadrian era.
Yet the Jewish Animus against
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the Roman enemy was strong enough to last through and infuse even
the New Testament author of Revelation (An 180° contrast from the
positive attitude to Rome in Paul's Epistles!).
The homily as such lay dormant and half-forgotten.
So much
so that the hard-pressed Jewish "Defenders" never used it -- until
rediscovered by Rabbi Bloch.
But why was "Egyptian" replaced by "Goy"?
The aphorism, without the rest of the homily, of which it is
the climax, did get "popular."
It was included in a list of
aphorisms -- all beginning with the words "Tov she-ba" (= the best
of) a literary genre called in Midrash and Talmud Peti~a and probably based on the (Greco-) Latin "Preamble."
So separated, it was
not clear why just Mitzrim (Egyptians)?
In Judea of that time the
Egyptians had long ceased to be a problem.
Instead Jews were suffering gravely from the Samaritans, who made it a practice to join
every enemy of the Jewish State.
So some scribe "corrected" the
text accordingly to read the best Kuti {= Samaritan).
Still later,
in Babylon, where there was no problem with Samaritans, and where
the term Kuti had become a synonym for Goy and ~ku~ (idolater) the
three terms were used interchangeably.
In the "Preamble" of Tractate Soferim 15. end. the list of
aphorisms ends with "ha-kasherah (the most decent and pious) of
·women is a witch."
Hence -- the combination ha-kasher shebagoyim, ha kasher sheba-cakum, ha-kasher sheba-kutim instead of hatov sheba-.
That is as far as Rabbi Bloch had arrived at and I followed
in his footsteps in a Hebrew treatment of the Theme.
Then I met
Prof. Dov Sadan of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, who introduced me to a new revelation: a literal rendering of "Tov she-ba
Mitzrim harog" is the best Mitzri is a (wanton) murderer!
I.e.:
"harog" is not the imperative, h~rog, but a noun, h~r6g in the
predicate nominative.
I have since made many "heroic" efforts to
find out who was the first scholar to have made this discovery.
So far - in vain.
That's about as far as I got with Sadan's "pointer" in CCAR.
Further investigation brought the insight of the evanescent
role of QATOL in Hebrew and its proneness to be overlooked,
misread, and "corrected, .. and, inevitably, misinterpreted.
As already mentioned, in adult, vowel-less Hebrew "harog" the
imperative ("kill!") and "harog" the intensive (rare, buried and
forgotten) noun are homographs.
Both are spelled ~RVQ.
tern

Hence the forgetting of one of the rare meanings of the patcost the Jews countless lives.

QATOL
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The pattern developed from infinitive(= timeless), continuing, or repeated (and therefore, much) activity, to strong, intensive, peremptory, enormous, terrible action.
Thus Rabbi Shimon's expression of shock at the irony that the
best Roman should have become the worst vicious Genocider of Jews
-- became distorted into further cause of attempts at their
Genocide.
What tragic piling up of ironies!
ADDENDUM:

11/29/82 LETTER FROM NATHAN SUSSKIND

After a long search I came upon another QAr6L noun of agent,
denoting "horrible perpetrator" and again paired in identical
phrases by the same prophet Jeremiah.
The curious thing is that Jeremiah uses QA~OL and QorEL seemingly synonymously, and it seems to me as if he weren't "satisfied"
with the strength of the "shocking horror" already expressed by
the mere meaning even of the Q6rEL form, that he repeats the
phrases in the QATOL to vent his condemnation:
ci§5Q
jer. 22, 3 = horrible oppressor
ro~EQ
Jer. 21, 12 = horrible oppressor

..

II.
SUSSKIND'S 1988a SUPPORT OF PERLA 1885,
WHO DISCOVERED THAT WHAT LAY BEHIND TOV SHEBAGOYIM HAROG WAS
REALLY: 'THE MOST PIOUS EGYPTIAN WAS KILLED, (AND THE BEST
SERPENT -- ITS HEAD WAS CRUSHED) 1 - - IMPLICATION OF THE PASSAGE: THE SAME FATE WILL BEFALL THE ROMANS.1
This is my fifth and final revision, I hope!
It is also an
added instance of cultural lag to the one I mentioned in my fourth,
the one in COE XII, 1-8.
I have already referred to the discomfort of so many generations of scholars confronted with this adage and the very absurdity of the numerous efforts to explain it.
In COE XII, I offered support for an utterly new interpretation I had gotten from Professor Dov Sadan of the Hebrew University.
In spite of great efforts, however, I could not find out
who originated the interpretation.
That interpretation maintains that the last word in the
adage, spelled in regular adult Hebrew without vowels, should be
read HaRoG, a predicate noun with the meaning "murderer," rather
than HaRoG, an imperative "Kill!"
(The lower case vowels indicate
that they have to be conjectured in unvocalized, consonantal
texts.)
The meaning of the adage in this rendering would then be:
the best Gentile is a murderer (sc. "of Jews").
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vel. 18, #1,
October 1988, pp. 1-12.
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I added the find of Rabbi Chayim Bloch:
that (Ha)tov ShebaGoyim was a later substitute emendation of (Ha)tov Sheb' Mitsrim
(=Egyptians), and I motivated the emendation by the fact the adage
was found out of its original context, in a list of "Sayings," the
only linkage between which was their identical initial word: "the
best" (or some synonym of "best") - - a well-known genre of classical literature, called in English "Preamble," and in Hebrew
"P'tiha," in Aramaic "P'tihta."
I showed why Mitsrim "Egyptians"
out of its context made no~sense to the copyists, and hence they
emended it.
(Tov and Hatov are interchangeable in this context).
It was also Rabbi Bloch who pointed out that "Egyptians" in
the context must be a code-word for "Romans"; Rabbi Shimon, the
author of the adage, was some 1500 years separated from the Egyptian problem but was terribly plagued by the Romans of his day
(ca. 120-150 C.E.).
Rabbi Bloch still read HaR6G "Kill!"
The
meaning thus was still to be:
Kill the best Roman [because he is
an oppressor] !
But putting Sadan's and Bloch's finds together we got: the
.most civilized Roman (Ha-kasher "the most pious, most decent)
Roman is a murderer [of Jews]!
I then researched the pattern of Qa~ol, to which pattern
HaRoG belonged, and discovered that it wasn't just another verbal
noun, but that it was always emotionally charged; the meaning of
. HaRoG therefore is, in the context, "cruel, wanton murderer"-not just a synonym for "murderer" or "killer."
This last discovery of the added special meaning of the Qa~ol
pattern is still valid; and so is the meaning of HaRoG; but the
emendation turns out to be wrong!
Yet the real solution was there all the time.
is a terrible curse!

Cultural lag

The unfortunate distortions that befell Rabbi Shimon ben
innocent homily and has caused so much misery, let alone
embarrassment, were "straightened out" and restored to their
original formulation at least as early as 1885 (too, too late at
that), but it has remained generally unknown to-date!
Yo~ai's

In a Hebrew Anthology of "Talmudic Sayings" (Otsar L'shon
Warsaw, 1885, on pp. 165f., No. 2648, reprinted, Jerusalem 1976) Avigdor Kalman Perla reproduces the whole homily as
quoted in its earliest appearances and version in Mekhilta,
B'shalaQ, with no substantive emendations, but with five explanations that constitute the ultimate solution.
~akhamin,

I provide a verbatim English translation of Perla below,
Appendix #1.
Here now are a

few introductory explanations:

in

- Tov. . . -
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r1ekhilt;~ is in the form of a commentary on Exodus -- comments
mostly by the Disciples of Rabbi Ishmael, the First Generations of
Tannaim (Talmudic "Founders") second century C.E. The actual compilation of the work may be as late as the 5th century.

B'sha~ is the name of a pericope 1 comprising Exodus 13, 17-

17 end.

B'shalaQ is an especially important Tara-reading, and its
Sabbath is a unique Sabbath, named after the content of that reading, "Shabat-Shira" = the Sabbath of Song, the song celebrating
the miracle of the parting of the Red Sea to let Israel escape,
and flowing back to drown the pursuing enemies. Rabbi Shimon was
inspired by the reading to find solace for Israel's suffering at
the hands of their current enemies and would-be genocides to say:
"the most pious, God-fearing Egyptians, they
were drowned, in spite of their piety, because
they were a trouble to Israel."
The hidden, hinted message was:
· "these best and most civilized imperialists ever, the
Romans, will have the same fate as Pharaoh and the
Egyptians of old."
And this prayer full of faith and trust got distorted to mean:
"The best Goy-- kill!
head."

The best serpent -- smash its

Part of that process I have already described and traced in
COE XII.

Now Perla not only found the original reading of Mekhilta
(which I in turn discovered through Bloch) "Ha-kasher sheb'
Mitsrim" (instead of "Tov sheba-Goyim"), i.e., "the most pious
Egyptian," instead of the "best Goy"; but by his genius and breadth
of knowledge he was able to discern in the unvocalized, consonantal
Hebrew text different vowels than those implied and supplied by
Tradition.
The words kasher and Mitsrim of Mekhilta served as
good hints and pointers, and Perla's seeming total recall of
rarely-read sources enabled him to conjecture substitute vowels
into Rabbi Shimon's consonants that made those words hint, and
refer to, those recondite sources which spoke of the promise of
Heaven's intervention, again, to save Israel, as in olden times.
Perla emended HRG to read HoRaG and thus be identical with,
and hint at, the H6raq of the recondite text interpreted to mean
the promise of "Heaven's intervention"' and he read R Ts Ts as
RutsaTs, another hint and reference to one more salvationpromising text, which uses the same verb (though not the identical
conjugation).
1 The Tara reading section specific for the week.
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The whole emendation now translates literally:
"The most pious of the Egyptians was killed, and the
best serpent -- its head was crushed"
-- the implication by the hinted reference is that this will happen
again, now.
A necessary caveat:
as sure as I am that Perla discovered
the original meaning (and I can't be charged with prejudice, since
my "author's pride" should prompt me to find it unacceptable), so
sure I am that there will be unprejudiced people unfamiliar with
Talmudic homilies and hermeneutics, who will find Perla's solution
farfetched, i f not outright unbelievable.
The initiated would
recognize it as genuine at once.
The uninitiated might find it
easier to accept after sampling the line of argument in the
"Epistle to the Hebrews" in the New Testament.
I emphasize that I am giving up my solution in favor of
Perla's.
Now to those recondite sources that Rabbi Shimon alluded to
(according to Perla):
1.

Horag alludes to Isaiah 27, 7b

l!in

,,~1,cr lj~? c~

IM K'HeReG HaRuGaV H6RaG
The literal translation of the verse:
"Or was he ( = Jacob) killed like the killing of his
killed ones?"
KJV:

"Or is he ( = Jacob) slain according to the slaughter
of them that are slain by him?"

RSV:

"Or have they ( = the Israelites) been slain as their
slayers were slain"
(Free, but correct).

NEB:

"Or has the slayer been slain as he slew others?"
(Wrong! )

TEV:

"Israel hasn't been punished as severely as his enemies
[7a; 7b] nor lost as many men.
(Very free paraphrase,
but correct as to meaning!)

Now you'll believe me when I say that Isaiah 27 is a very
difficult chapter and will understand what I mean by "recondite."
Now 27, 1 reads in RSV:
"In that day the Lord .. . will punish Leviathan, the
fleeing serpent, and he will slay the dragon that is in
the sea."

- Tov...

-
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Targum and Commentaries interpret Leviathans to refer to the great
kings of important nations, Pharaoh of Egypt and Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon, etc.
And 27, 13 promises the final ingathering of the
exiles.
Therefore, the entire chapter is interpreted as a promise,
that even though Israel deserved punishment, he had already been
punished enough and now will be saved.
Rabbi Shimon's HoRaG
alludes to that!
RuTsaTs is again an allusion -- to Psalm 74, 14:

Ata RiTsaTsTa RaSheY LiVYaTaN
"Thou didst crush the heads of Leviathan."
74,13 RSV:
"Thou didst divide the sea by thy might, thou
didst break the heads of the dragons on the waters."
Targum,

13b:

"You [God] drowned the Egyptians in the water."

Targum, 14:
"You [God] broke the heads of the strong men of
Pharaoh and gave their bodies to wild beasts."
The entire chapter 74 complains of Israel's current plight in
contrast to God's miracles to save it that it had been privileged
to receive in the past, and the chapter pleads for a renewal of
that old Grace.
So even though neither Pharaoh nor the Egyptians are
specifically mentioned in the text, the context leads the Targum,
Midrash, and commentaries to interpret the verse (14) as referring
to the crushing of the heads of Pharaoh and the Egyptians.
RuT~~Ts is thus an allusion to the prayerful Psalm, pleading
for a return of the Grace of the Redeemer, as Horag is an allusion
to Heaven's assurance that Israel had been punished enough, but
that those most pious Egyptians still "have got it coming," as
they did in the past.

It was this very abstruseness of these allusions, and the use
of the code word "Egyptians," that made the homily unintelligible
even to the scholars and therefore led them through the process of
distortion I described in COE . XII.
There are now still several options:
1.

Accept this final version of Perla.

2.

Accept my version in COE XII, i.e., that HaRog is a predicate
noun meaning "wanton murderer." However, I myself now reject
this solution in favor of Perla's. 1

1 Incidentally, my Harqg and Perla's B5r~ are two different
formations.
The former is the pattern of Qatol, as the infinitive
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Accept To~_~h~~~-~-Lts~!~ only ( = substitute "Egyptian" for
Gentile
and leave "Harog," the imperative "Kill!"
11

4.

11

)

The old reading is not an option.
Kill the best Goy is an
unfortunate mistake, a distortion of copyists.
Insisting on
its correctness in the face of the facts would be tantamount
to a wilful, vicious libel.

Now 3 is not as plausible as 2.
Even if Rabbi Shimon's hatred
was intense enough and his proven courage great enough to want to
kill the most decent and noble ( kasher
the best of the Romans,
he was not fool enough to try it or recommend it.
The Talmud is
filled with tales of the brutal, collective retaliation at even
the slightest suspicion of disrespect, let alone defiance or rebellion.
Such was the trauma inflicted on the psyche of Jewish religious leaders by the aftermaths of the two catastrophic defeats at
the hands of the Romans (Rebellion of 66-70 C.E. - destruction of
the Temple, Exile of Jerusalem survivors); (Rebellion of 132-135defeat of Bar-Kokhba, destruction of Judea as a Jewish homeland),
that scholars searched the scriptures for the proper response.
11

11

),

They found it in the Song of Songs 2, 7, which in RSV reads:
I adjure you, 0 daughters of Jerusalem, by the gazelles
or the hinds of the field, that you stir not up nor
awaken love, until it please.
As is well known, Jews included the Song of Songs in Scripture
only because they believe it is an allegory of the love between
God and the community of Israel (Christians substitute: love between Jesus and the Church).
The three determining phrases in
this verse for finding the answer are: adjure the daughters of
Jerusalem -- not stir up love until -- by the gazelles and hinds
of the field.
By typical Talmudic hermeneutics the Sages found here variously 3-, 4-, or 6 adjurations, oaths imposed on Jewry -- at the
threat of being punished with death and left unburied in the fi~l9
to be devoured by animals.
Two of these adjurations concern
rebelling against their subjectors or trying to take back their
country by force; the third -- not to try to hast~~ redemption,
i.e. wait patiently for Messiah to come and lead the Redemption
(Cf. Babylonian Ketubot, p. 111a and references there}.

of Qal ( = simple root), about which I claim in COE XII to have
discovered a forgotten use: that of a noun of agency with an
intense emotional charge.
Perla's Horag is actually identical in
conjugation with RuTsaTs, the pattern Quttal, the past intensive
root, passive, 3rd per. sg. masc.
However, B caused a "combinatory vowel change in Horag "was killed" vs. RuTsaT~ "was crushed."
Also, the ~ (long) is due to H6rag's being at the end of the verse.
11

- Tov. . . -
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Rabbi Shimon could not and would not have defied this religious injunction.
Just consider the hold these adjurations have
been having on "extremely" religious Jews to this very day.
They
have been against Zionism from its inception, and most of them
have remained hostile to the Jewish State even after the Holocaust
in the face of the dire need for a refuge for its survivors.
The
Neturey Karta in Jerusalem and the Szatmar Hasidim in New York are
"sworn" enemies of the State of Israel, call it the work of Satan
and fight it with international diplomacy.
Only the Aguda mellowed into being non-Zionist and accepting the State quasi
de facto only, but not de jure divino.
For these reasons, 2 is also implausible.
Perla.
Q.E.D.

We are left with

At the end of Perla•s article, which I translate below in
Appendix I, he tries to strengthen his thesis that Tov sheba
Goyim harog runs counter to everything Judaism stands for and
therefore simply must be a distortion.
He then refers the reader
to fully a dozen 11 Sayings of the Sages" from the Talmud scattered
in his "Otsar." Since my article is already lengthy as is, I will
reluctantly refrain from including this portion of Perla•s
treatment in my translation.
Tara:

But I will
- cite two commands that Perla left out -- from the

1.

(Lev. 19, 33f. TEV):
Do not mistreat foreigners who are
living in your land.
Treat them as you would a fellow
Israelite, and love them as you lov~ yourselves.
Remember
that you were once foreigners in the land of Egypt.

2.

(Numbers 15, 15f. NEB):
For all time to come, the same rules
are binding on you and on the foreigners who live among you.
You and they are alike in the Lord•s sight; the same laws and
regulations apply to you and to them.
A FEW NOTES OF SINCERE THANKS

Now to the joy of giving credit.
Perla is not ~discovery.
After I had handed my host in . Jerusalem a copy of my fourth revision (in COE XII) he brought me Perla and showed me #2648 on p.
165.
So my sincerest thanks to Mr. Phillip Grayevsky, an outstanding, modest, and most gracious scholar and host.
I am also very grateful to him for introducing me to another
friend, the great son of a great father, busy compiling singlehandedly the concordance for the Yerushalmi ( = 11 Palestinian
Talmud").
In addition to his illuminating pointers on controversial passages in the Talmud, he very graciously hosted me in
his home and furnished me with the bibliography to versions of the
tales of "The Snake Rewarding Good With Evil." To him and Mrs.
Adela Kossofsky I send my heartfelt thanks.
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Dr. Meir Feldblum, Talmud professor at Yeshiva University in
New York, called my attention to the fact that when "Rabbi Juda"
appears in the Talmud -- without any further identification, it is
not Juda the Prince (as I had erroneously identified the Juda,
"singer of the praises of Rome" -- to the annoyance of Rabbi
Shimon),
but Juda son of Ilai.
He preceded the Prince by two
generations.
Live and learn.
Thanks!
(Cf. COE XII, p. 8).
Finally, my special thanks to~ editor, who happens to be
the editor of COE as well, for his encouragement, judicious and
competent editing of my drafts, and for his collegiality and
friendliness.!
APPENDIX #1
TRANSLATION OF PERLA ON TOV SHEBA GOYIM, "OTSAR LESHON
~AKHAM I M, " p . 1 6 5 f . , # 2 6 4 8
"And he took 600 choice chariots etc." (Exod. 14); from whom
were the beasts that pulled the chariots?
If you shou;d say they
were from the Egyptians, doesn't it already state (Ibid. 9) "And
all the cattle of Egypt died"? And it's written (Ibid.) "And the
hail came down on them, and they died."
And if you should say
they came from Pharaoh, ·wasn't it already stated (Ibid.) "The hand
of the Lord will strike your cattle which are in the field"?
And
if you should say they were from Israel, wasn't it already stated
(Ibid. 10) "And also our cattle will leave with us, not a hoof
shall remain"? So from whom were they? From them "that fear the
word of the Lord" (Ibid. 9).
So we discover: the cattle that they
who feared the word of the Lord sheltered, it was they who became
a trouble to Israel.
Hence Rabbi .Shimon used to say:
Ha-kasher sheb' mitzrim HoRaG, HaTOV shebi N~aShiM RuTsaTs
= the most pious Egyptian was killed, the best serpent
had his head crushed.
(Mekhilta B'shalah ( = Exod. 13, 17-20
end], TanQuma, ibid. #8, and Yalqut ibid:, #186) .2

MO~O

And this allegory [M'litsa] of Rabbi Shimon, which we see
here in its original form -- in the stress of times, hands of
1 (G. Cohen) For my part I am delighted and deeply honored to
play any role at all in helping Nathan Susskind share his
extensive knowledge with the scholarly community.
2 Note:
Ha-Kasher sheb'-Mitsrim HoRaG is from the language
of Scripture (Isaiah 27) IM K'HeReG HaRuGaV HoRaG, that the reference there, according to our Sages of blessed memory, is to the
Egyptians that were hurled into the depths of the sea, and as Rashi
interpreted, ibid. in Isaiah (cf. also Yalqut Isaiah, ibid.).
Similarly: Ha-TOV SheBi N~aShiM RuTsaTs MOijO was borrowed
from the language of Scripture (Psalm 74) ATa RitsaTsTa RaSheY
LiVYaTaN [You crushed the heads of Leviathan] -- that there too
the reference is to Egyptians, as the Targum [translates]:
"Thou
didst crush the heads of the strong men of Pharaoh," and like the
interpretation of Rashi and Radaq there.

- Tov. . . -
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various copyists fell on it (compare to this our no. 1246), so
that one in one way, another in another way, changed its form and
meaning, by changing the words "most pious Egyptian" (that are
still extant in Tan~uma and Rashi on Tara) into "most pious
idolator," or cakum (N. Susskind: an acronym for idolator] and the
words HoRaG and RuTsaTs into H~RoG and R'TsoTs (i.e., into
imperatives], from which the version
"Ha-kasher she-b •'"akum b' sha Cat mi ll)ama,"
which Tosafists attribute to Soferim.
Tosafot, top, initial V'lo moridin.)

(Cf. Avoda Zara 26,b,

But against that even the following sayings of our sages of
blessed memory, cited by us in our nos. 212, 527, 745f., 914,· 916,
967f., 1331, 1507, 1509, 2005 should suffice to convince that to
practice charity and kindness with every human being, regardless
of religion, was their canon and guide.

APPENDIX #2
TALES OF SNAKES THAT REWARD GOOD WITH EVIL
1.

Apparently these are tales that may have arisen independently
in many cultures.
The tales have a moral implied or
expressed, which may lead to a proverb that then obtains an
independent existence.
A case in point is our adage: "The
best snake-- smash its head."

2.

Gedalya Elqoshi in his Hebrew Treasury of Latin Proverbs and
Sayings (Otsar Pitgamim ve-Nivim Latiniyim, Tel Aviv 1959)
cites a longer story of a man moved by the bitter cries of a
snake which was dying of thirst.
He revives the snake with
milk, whereupon it kills· him.

3.

In another version of the tale the snake promises his
benefactor a pile of gold.
When he tries to take it, he is
killed.

4.

The second version may have been the base of a very elaborate
story, so embellished with Jewish lore that at first glance
one might suppose this tale must have originated in Judaism.
I reproduce it now in its entirety -- from TanQuma, ed. by
Buber, 1885, Introd. p. 79:
"He will bruise your head and you will bruise his
heel":
A man was walking in a field with a pitcher
of milk in his hand.
He met a snake who was screaming from great thirst.
Said the man, why are you
screaming? Said the snake, because I am thirsty.
And what's jn your hand? Answered he, milk.
Said
he, let me drink the milk and I'll show you lots of
money, that you'll become rich.
So he gave him
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milk, and he drank.
After he drank, the man said,
now show me the money that you spoke of.
Said he,
follow me.
So he followed him until they came to a
big stone.
Said he, under this stone is the money.
So the man lifted the stone, dug and found the
money, took it and carried it to his house.
What
did that snake do? He jumped up and wound himself
around his neck.
Said the man, whatis this? He
answered him, I'll kill you, because you took all
my money.
Said he, come with me to Solomon's court.
So they went and came before Solomon, and the snake
was still on him.
Cried the man before the King.
Said the King to the snake, what do you want?
So
the snake said to him, I want to kill him, since it
is written, "You shall bruise his heel." So he
said to him, get off his neck, for it is not proper
that you should hold him more than I, since you two
are in a court.
So he went off his neck down to
the ground.
Said the King to him, now have your
say.
So he started to talk and said, I'll kill
him, as the Holy One, blessed be He, said to me:
"Thou shalt bruise his heel." Said the King to the
man, and to you the Holy One, blessed be He, commanded: "He shall bruise thy head." 1 So he immediately jumped him and crushed his brain.
Hence the
Sages said, The best snake -- crush its head!

*****
N.B.
The words 'crush its head," like the entire adage, is
identical in every word with the second line of Tov sheba ...
and must have been current as a proverb long before Rabbi
Shimon.
The importance of its being a proverb is that it becomes
another support of Perla.
I have already pointed out the great
implausibility of Rabbi Shimon urging the "killing of the best
Egyptian/Roman," --hence the proverb offers no parallel to the
first line and is completely out of place.
If you don't have a
Roman to kill, you don't have a snake to crush!
The extant editions of the Yerushalmi (as opposed to
purported quotes from it) has only the second line, the proverb
with the snake, accompanied by way of introduction with just:
"Rabbi Shimon taught" -- perhaps the greatest blunder ever made by
a copyist!
The whole homily is dropped in an effort to suppress
the brutality in its supposed lesson, "Kill the best Goy."
Rabbi
Shimon was a disciple and colleague in Rabbi Ishmael's Academy.
The Mekhilta is basically a compilation of part of the teachings
1 From God's curse of the snake after he made Eve eat of the
tree of knowledge (Gen. 3,15).

- Tov ... -
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in that Academy.
What was taught was at the time still the "Oral
Law," which the disciples had to commit to memory by repeating
them, preferably, 101 times!
Is it likely that Rabbi Shimon would
offer a currently well-known proverb as his novel lesson to be
studied thus? Any scholar might of course cite a proverb apropos
to the occasion, but would he teach it?
Add to this that the Yerushalmi's word for "crush!" is spelled
differently: R Ts Ts.
In the context this could yield either our
familiar ReTsoTs, or more likely: RaTseTs.
Both are almost identi- .
cal in meaning, and both fit.
The former is the simple imperative
"crush!" while the latter is the intensive imperative "crush to
pieces!"
Just to keep such patterns differentiated in even consonantal texts for adults, the consonants V and Y are used as minimal reading aids:
y serves also for ~ and Q, and X for i and ~
(vowels pronounced as in German).
The customary spelling to date
(in the consonantal texts) is R TsOTs for the former and only
R Ts Ts for the latter.
For the earlier time, though, R Ts Ts sufficed for RuTsaTs as well.
Yerushalmi's R Ts Ts testifies that the word taken for
"kill!" was spelled similarly: H R G.
Because of the puzzling
lesson, the then current proverb about the snake led people to
read "crush!" and "kill!" for Rabbi Shimon's "were crushed" and
"were killed"; these latter two forms made no sense to them.
Then
in Judea after ca. 350 C.E., when Mekhilta was probably compiled
and committed to writing, there was puzzling about "killing
Egyptians" -- enemies long gone, so the scholars corrected
"Egyptians" to Kutim "Samaritans," who were then their present
enemies.
Still later, in Babylon, there were no Samaritans, and
Kutim had become a synonym for non-Jews (they had been branded as
such by Ezra in Judea).
Kasher Kuti was then felt to be a
contradiction in terms (kasher is also used for a "thoroughly
pious" Jew) and was replaced by (ha)tov "best." But since Kuti
still maintained some connection of specific, limited ethnicity,
it was first interchanged and then replaced altogether by Cakum
"idolator" and finally Goy "heathen, Gentile."
Thus most Mekhilta editions currently read Tov shebaGoyim harog.
Yet many older sources quote Mekhilta as reading:
Kasher sheb' Mitsrim and all the other intervening variants,
including the qualification "in time of war."
The proverb and the
defective spelling had that inevitable effect.
Yet the defective
spelling must have been chosen by Rabbi Shimon himself, when,
around 140 C.E. he first recorded it, for himself (that was
permitted), because the biblical spelling to which his homily
alluded is defective.
So this common feature was to serve as a
hint for the scholarly to solve the puzzling meaning -- which was
actually achieved -- in Perla almost two millenia too, too late.
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ADDENDA IN SUSSKIND 19888:
CLARIFYING THE REASONS
FOR THE WRONG EMENDATIONS LEADING TO
TOV SHEBAGOYIM HAROG; AND SOME HISTORICAL DETAIL
8/17/1988 LETTER FROM NATHAN SUSSKIND 1

... I now have the motivation why every single word in the
adage ha-kasher ... suffered those wrong emendations once the
connection with the "defective" spelling of the obscure and
abstruse redemption-promising text was lost.
The last such motivation (new!) is the change of rakum
( C''1 JY) to gQY.
You remember Mi tzr im was changed to Ku tim -because the former had been long dead, no longer enemies, and the
Bible moreover commanded they should be well treated.
Kutim was
changed in Babylon, because there there weren't any of them; the
Kutim as a nation were favored by the Romans and never left
Palestine.
They were never exiled, and in Babylon their name
became a synonym for "pagan."
The ethnic limitation was never
quite lost, however, and so rakum was the preferable synonym.
'Akum is an acronym, 2 used to save space.
In Hebrew
cakum is
spelled C"1;)Y, the two "apostrophes" here being the sign of an
acronym.
,,l (SQY) is ever so much shorter, so gQy became the
preferred synonym for "pagan, heathen, infidel," even though it is
less specific than takum about "worshipper of idols and planets."
In our particular passage even the usually abbreviated plural form
of goyim ("'.,:l) would still be shorter than C"iJV.
8/28/1988 LETTER FROM NATHAN SUSSKIND
. . . I keep on getting new ideas and then research them.
I now
have an idea of the chronology of events: decrees against the
practice of Judaism of increasing severity after the defeat of
Judea by Rome in 70 C.E. -- reaching their culmination in the last
rebellion against Rome and the defeat of Bar Kochba (132-135 C.E.)
under Emperor Hadrian.
Hadrian died in 138, and for about 4 or 5
years his follower, Emperor Antonius PiusJcontinued Hadrian's
decrees, but later he relented somewhat and started a policy of
pacification and economic rebuilding of Judea.
It was at this
time that Shimon bar Yo~ai was sent as a (reluctant) Petitioner to
Rome.
He was successful (where an earlier Petitioner was not) in
having the decrees of Hadrian against even the private practice of
Judaism annulled.
(The decrees remained against anything related
to the public practice.)
The Jews were to have to assimilate-painlessly -- practicing their religion in private, but having no
religious schools, no authorities to set the religious calendar,

1 First appeared in Comments __
on Etvmol ogy,

vo 1 . 18 , #3 ,

December 1988, pp. 11-13.
2 'oved kokhavim u-mazalot = worshipper of stars and planets.
ni'l~1
c,~JiJ
i~iv
T• -r
••
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no national leadership, gradually losing their ethnic and religious
identity, becoming part of the polyglot Roman Empire.
It was at this point in time that Rabbi Shimon was enraged by
Rabbi Juda bar Ilai's hyperbolic praise of Rome's beneficent
activities.
How could Rabbi Juda fail to see that Rome was motivated by its utterly selfish interests to have a strong economic
and military base in Judea, but determined to abolish Jewish ethnicity? When an informer reported the discussion, the rage of the
authorities was all the greater, because they considered Rabbi
Shimon especially ungrateful; they had been "gracious" to him as
Petitioner.
That's why he was condemned to death by a regime
looking to pacify the rebellion-prone, hostile Jewish population
by gestures of beneficence.
To the authorities the likes of Rabbi
Shimon were dangerous ...
So Rabbi Shimon and his son spent 12-13
years hiding in a cave, where the sand ate into their skin.
The "debate" probably took place ca. 5 years after Antonius
Pius became Emperor.
When R. Shimon emerged after 13 years, ca.
156, the "pacification" had had its influence, and the authorities
were less strict.
Rabbi Juda bar Ilai had been rewarded by the
authorities by being imposed upon the Jewish community as its
leader; his role was that of Exilarch in everything but in name,
and his title was cip~ '~:;1 C .. '"1~1~t! 2ix·, =Rosh Hamdabrim B'khol
Makom = First Speaker Everywhere:
We find Rabbi Shimon at the
Public Academy and the Court, where Rabbi Juda is the First
Speaker, and Rabbi Shimon argues with him.
In 161 Antonius Pius, the Pacifier, died.
The next Emperor
was Marcus Aurelius, the philosopher.
At the beginning of his
reign new ~rouble between Rome and the Parthians broke out, and
some of the local commanders renewed the "old decrees" of Trajan
and Hadrian.
But Jews organized peaceful demonstrations in an
appeal against the decrees, and the decrees were abolished.
There
followed the great period of friendship between Rabbi Juda, the
Prince, and the Philosopher Emperor that became legendary.
Rabbi
Juda, the Prince, was restored to his "rightful," dynastic position as Exilarch.
It was in this period between 156 and 161-2 that Rabbi Shimon
dared reappear at the academy and court of Rabbi Juda bar Ilai.
To give the latter his due, he did use his position and good
repute with the Roman authorities to win favors for his people.
He was therefore held in high esteem in the Jewish community, and
it seems that he was discreet -- in not assuming the official
titles of dynast and exilarch.
It was during this period that on the Sabbath of Song Rabbi
Shimon gave his sermon on the "Pious Egyptians."
He had learned
that one cannot be too careful.
He was afraid to say openly that
the end of the days of Israel's suffering at the hands of the best
of imperialists ever was at hand.
Even using a code word for
Romans -- Egyptians --wasn't enough of a precaution against informers.
His confidence about the impending redemption of Israel
came from the two obscure passages in Isaiah 27 and Psalms 74.
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His photographic memory seized the fact that one word, horag, had
"defective" spelling: HRG (no vowels).
So he was going to protect
himself against informers by limiting his message to the trustworthy -- the greatest scholars.
Among Jews Holy lore scholarship
and piety correlated.
So he used defective spelling as the cryptic reference and link to the message of the impending redemption
of the Jews in Isaiah 27 (and Psalms 74).
The cryptic reference
was not caught for some 17 centuries -- until Perla -- though
there were thousands who must have searched, some well equipped
both with the scholarship and a photographic memory.
One such was
surely Rabbi Yakov ben Asher, the Baal Haturim (died ca. 1340 in
Toledo, Spain) -- his abbreviated commentary on the Tara deals
especially with interpreting the occurrence of defective and full
spellings in the same words in the Bible.
He couldn't have missed
-- except for the fact that there is a distraction in the aphorism
about the snake.
The intent of Rabbi Shimon to deliberately make
its spelling "defective" is vitiated by the existence of the proverb: "smash the head of the best snake" -- where R Ts Ts is a regular, correct spelling for the intensive imperative, and is not
felt as defective; there is no way to "defectivize" RaTseTs in
Hebrew spelling.
So if the second leg of the message had an imperative, the first leg HRG was also taken as a parallel, i.e. as
an imperative.
Then the problems started concerning "why Egyptians?" and the proliferation of miscorrections ended in Tov
sheba-goyim harog.
The information on the chronology etc. I owe to Avraham Moshe
Naftal: The Talmud and its Creators, (in Hebrew), Yavneh, Tel Aviv
19 7 2 •
( See Index ! ) .

IV.

SUSSKIND 1990:

A FEW MORE DETAILSl

4/18/1989 LETTER FROM NATHAN SUSSKIND
Traditional Jewish scholarship had little time to spend on
history.
The scholars were too busy trying to grasp and apply the
enormous Tradition, conceived as eternal, to ever-changing conditions of life.
Even some of the greatest scholars were ignorant
of the events in which their predecessors lived and created -except in so far as those events directly affected the Tradition.
Men of the earliest and latest eras were felt to be contemporaries.
To know the chronology of events in a predecessor's biography -unless the events were the result of a causal chain -- was too
much to be expected.
The Age of Enlightenment ("Haskala"} changed
this -- for the unorthodox would-be "reformers," who used History
to explain and "explain away" the origin, growth, and re~ativity
(rather than eternity} of the Tradition.
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, val. 19, #4,
January 1990, pp. 2-7.
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Even though I have been the product of "modern .. (American)
orthodox tradition of what is now the Yeshiva University -- and
even though I had therefore taken several Jewish history courses
and have known the history of the destruction of the Second Temple
and its consequences -- I did not realize until my research for
"Tov ... " the real dimension of the Roman oppression ....
In my very first attempt (1956)1 to explain Rabbi Shimon's
"Tov sheba goyim harog" I accepted the text as authentic and knew
enough history to explain its limited intent (the Roman Genocide)
and plausible justification.
I continued in that vein in version
2 (in Hebrew to Chief Rabbi Goren in Israel) and in version 3 in
CCAR Journal with stronger supporting arguments from History.
The
latter -item incorporated Rabbi Bloch's discovery that the original
text was !la ~asher she-ba Mitsrim 11 the most pious Egyptian," but
it still retained the reading HaR5G "Kill!"
My trouble (and every other scholar's trouble who accepted
the reading "Kill!" -- that includes all the copyists who had a
hand in compiling the mountain of miscorrections) was that we didn't know the exact chronology of the events in Rabbi Shimon's life
-- even if we did know of the main events.
We, the scholars, knew
that he challenged Rabbi Yehuda's praising the supposed beneficence
of the Romans; that he was sentenced to death and had to remain in
hiding for 12-13 years in a cave of sand, etc.
So we took it for
granted that he could have meant "kill the best Roman!"
However, we were not fully satisfied, because the Sages of
the Oral Law (Talmud) belonged to the Peace (at any Price) Party,
considered as traitors by the Patriots, even before the fall of
Jerusalem in 10 C.E.
After the Fall they championed peace with
even greater fervor and derived from Scripture that Heaven adjured
the Jews not to fight their oppressors, not to use force to take
back Jerusalem, not to provoke their enemies -- with dire warnings
of punishment to be killed and left unburied.
Could Rabbi Shimon
have been guilty of defying these adjurations?!
Besides, it was terribly irresponsible and foolhardy advice
to kill Romans.
They were so vindictive that for the slightest
sign of even passive resistance, just for practicing Judaism in
private, the punishment was torture to death; killing a Roman
would bring "collective" annihilation of a whole community.
Therefore ,
tion is not the
inf ini t.i ve used
Roman (the best
lent solution.

Professor Dov Sadan's pointer2 that the vocalizaimperative HaRoG "Kill! 11 but rather HaRoG (an
as a predicate noun), and that the meaning is "The
Goy) is a killer (of Jews)" seemed a most excel! searched hard for the fi~st discoverer of that

1 In a private letter to a friend; now dubbed: Version I.
2 In a conversation I had with him; at that time, at least,
he had not yet published 'it.
He was Professor Emeritus of
Yiddish at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
His passing to
Eternity has just been reported and is being widely mourned.
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meaning but did not find him -- except only that Kna'ani's dictionary already lists it.
I then searched Hebrew grammars and
found, yes, the infinitive is also used as a verbal noun; but the
grammars I could find do not mention that the noun has a special
emotional charge, usually pejorative, and that fact had already
been forgotten by the punctuators (Hebrew: nagdanim -- vocalizers
of the masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible by dots and dashes).
The grammars do not mention that a few texts were thus distorted,
that HaRoG is not just a killer but a wanton, vicious killer.
This became my fourth version of "Tov ... "
When I showed it to Mr. Phillip Grayevsky, a private scholar
in Jerusalem, he pulled out an anthology of Talmudic sayings by
Perla (Warsaw 1885), where the passage "Tov ...
is explained as a
corruption of an original ha-kasher sheba-Mitsrim H6RaG, ve hatov
she-bi-neQashim RuTsaTs Moijo.
I admired the genius of Perla, who
is the only person in nearly two millennia to penetrate the cryptic
message of Rabbi Shimon; but frankly, I was too enamored and proud
of ~ discovery to see the cogency of Perla's solution.
That came
to me after studying in Naphtal's The Talmud and Its Creators (Tel
Aviv '42) the chronology in Rabbi Shimon's events.
11

After the defeat of Bar Kokhba in 135 the Romans decided to
proscribe Judaism once and for all, even if this should require
annihilating its practitioners.
Any manifestation of even private
religious observance was punished by death.
Petitioners coming
merely to plead to the authorities for mitigation were arrested
and killed.
After the death of Hadrian (138 C.E.) came Antonius
Pius.
He decided to strengthen Judea as a military base in case
of war with Parthia.
For about 2-5 years (138-142, 143) the harsh
laws against Judaism continued to be "on the books" but were less
strictly enforced.
It was then that Rabbi Shimon was sent as a
(very reluctant) petitioner -- "because he was used to miracles"
happening to him.
Miraculously he was fairly successful where another had
failed shortly before him.
Public practice and the teaching of
Judaism were still proscribed, but private practice would not be
prosecuted. At an apparently secret meeting, the Romans' rebuilding of Judea was discussed, and Rabbi Yehuda praised the beneficence of the Romans, to the extreme annoyance of Rabbi Shimon:
How could Rabbi Yehuda fail to see that it wasn't out of beneficence but out of sheer selfishness that the Romans were building.
The Romans had their spies and got a report.
They rewarded Rabbi
Yehuda to be "Head Speaker of the Jews" and condemned Rabbi Shimon
to death.
To escape death, he and his son had to hide in a cave
for 12-13 years.
Rabbi Yehuda used his popularity with the Romans
for the benefit of his people, and they in turn showed him gratitude, love and respect.
When Rabbi Shimon resurfaced, he came to
Rabbi Yehuda's court.
He realized that Rabbi Yehuda's way with
the Romans was good for the Jews and learned perhaps two lessons:
to be more circumspect in bad-mouthing government and to be less
extreme in his judgment.
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Rabbi Yehuda, now 18 years after that "conversation," was
functioning like the Head of the Sanhedrin, the Head of a Yeshiva
(a teaching academy).
Judaism was practiced publicly -- all due
to the wise "lobbying" of Rabbi Yehuda.
Now Rabbi Shimon could give a sermon in the Yeshiva that is
reported in the Mekhilta of Rabbi Yishmael.
And on the "Sabbath of
Song, .. when the Song of Moses at the splitting of the Red Sea is
read in the synagogue, he ended his sermon with the words that
Rabbi Perla deciphered as
Ha-Kasher Sheba-Mitsrim H R G, Ve Ha-Tov She-BiNe~aShiM R Ts Ts Moijo.
Perla's genius and photographic memory remembered the one single
out-of-the-way, abstruse place in the Bible where H R G is spelled
defectively, in a very difficult passage; but it is interpreted by
most as messianic, promising the Jews speedy, pending redemption
and the deserved punishment of their oppressors.
The same genius
and photographic memory worked for R Ts Ts, which is not spelled
defectively where it occurs in the Bible -- in a rather obscure
passage; the passage is generally interpreted as a psalm of solace
and comfort, speaking of bashing the heads of Leviathan (= sea
monster, crocodile, a metaphor for great powers or rulers, probably
Pharaoh of Egypt or Nebukhadnezar of Babylon -- past oppressors of
Israel) who were punished. Perla says that Rabbi Shimon wanted to
communicate by the defective spelling a cryptic message: Israel
will soon be saved and their oppressors punished -- the defective
spelling would allude to the passage; and the abstruseness of the
passage would assure that no godless informer would catch on and
get the real meaning of this innocent-looking part of the sermon.
The sermon supposedly explains a seeming contradiction in the biblical text: in one place we are told that the plague killed everything the Egyptians had in the field -- man and beast; but elsewhere the Bible says that Pharaoh pursued the fleeing Jews with
300 chariots -- where did he get the beasts for his chariots? 1
Answer: the pious Egyptians, the Bible relates, listened to
Moses' warning and sheltered their beasts. They then gave them to
Pharaoh and were punished for it.
The cryptic allusion to that
rarest of all passages would assure that only the greatest scholars would get the real meaning -- and as piety and Traditional
scholarship went hand in hand, there was no danger that the Romans
would be informed by them.

1 (ed., additonal comments by N. Susskind in a letter to me):
'The plague had wiped out all the Egyptians had in the field
-- man and beast.
[Only] "the beasts of the God-fearing
[Egyptians who] sheltered their cattle" survived.
[It was]
"they who [lent themselves and their horses for the chariots)
and so were a calamity to Israel."
Hence Rabbi Shimon
taught: the most pious among the Egyptians was killed.'
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The trouble, however, was the interference of an existing old
proverb: smash the brain of the best snake.
The average manuscript copyist was a great scholar, but not great enough to avoid
being misled by the very defectiveness of RuTsaTs (R Ts Ts) as
RatseTs; since in adult Hebrew (without vowel-points, negudot)
RaTseTs (Smash!) is regularly written R Ts Ts, there is no way to
"defectivize" RaTseTs.
RuTsaTs, however, is written regularly in
adult Hebrew as RVTsTs, i.e. /u/ is represented by V.
Leaving out
the V makes it defective, and in context with the "best snake"
suggested the imperative RaTseTs (an intensive = smash to pieces),
for which RVTsTs without the V would be "more regular."
So if the second half of Rabbi Shimon's "Lesson" was an
imperative "Smash the brain," the first half's defective verbspelling H R G was also read as an imperative:
HaR6G.
But then a
difficulty arose: why kill the most pious (ha-kasher} Egyptian;
the Bible specifically commands to treat him kindly.
Besides,
this was almost 1500 years since the Exodus, and the Egyptians had
long ceased to oppress.
So the copyist guessed that Mitsrim
(Egyptians) was a code word, but for whom?
It could not be for
the Romans because of the three adjurations (not even to provoke
them, let alone to kill), so it must be the lesser but very virulent enemy aiding the century-long Roman effort to suppress Judaism:
the Kutim (Samaritans).
So, to remove all future "misunderstandings," they miscorrected and removed the defective spelling; this
also removed the play with code words.
The fixation in writing of the traditions of the Academy of
Rabbi Yishmael (Mekhilta d'bei Yishmael) ca. 350 C.E. (about 200
years after the death of Rabbi Shimon) resulted in the unmisleading directive: Kill the most pious Kuti and smash the brain of the
best snake.
Another copyist felt uncomfortable with ha-kasher
sheba-Kutim, since kasher is appropriate for a Jew, not for an
"imitation" "half-Jew" like a Kuti.
So ha-kasher was changed to
ha-tov 'the best.'
By the end of the 4th century the sorry role
of the Kutim had long faded, and the word became a synonym for a
hostile idolater (that's what the Talmud charged the Kutim with -keeping some biblical commands even more rigorously than Jews, but
worshipping the idols of Kutia as well).
In Babylon there were no ethnic Kutim, since they had never
been exiled from the Holy Land.
Babylonian copyists therefore
wondered why they should use an ambiguous synonym, when a fine and
clear acronym for idol-worshipper existed: ~kum.
So for further
clarity they substituted the clearer term for the "ethnic" Kuti.
This happened especially to the copyists of the Preamble" on the
words "the best." The "Preamble" is a genre of ancient literature,
a collection of wisdom -- aphorisms, popular proverb-like sayings,
all starting with the same word.
Such a Preamble (P'tikha in
Hebrew, P'tikhta in Aramaic) is built on the word ha-tov 'the
best': the best servant, the best doctor, the best butcher, the
best woman, the best Kuti, the best snake.
11

Here the connection with Rabbi Shimon's Lesson that the most
pious Egyptian was killed was completely lost.
The copyist made
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it 11 Unmistakably 11 clear: cAkum -- the specific acronym for
idolater instead of the possibly misleading Kuti!
The next copyist apparently thought: if an acronym is
employed here, it is obviously to save space; let's use a word
that will save even more space, gQY.
Thus the cryptic Lesson of
Rabbi Shimon that "the most pious Egyptian was killed and the best
snake's brains were smashed ... (= Redemption is imminent!) was
altered step-by-step by would-be pious copyists trying to make
sense of the Lesson.
Result:
"Kill the best goy!"
ADDENDUM
(ed., G. Cohen)
I recently wrote to Susskind for clarification as to why he sometimes includes ha- in e.g. Ha-tov sheb' ...
and at other times omits it.
He replied:
'Ha-tov sheb' and Ha-kasher sheb' are the older, original
forms and are grammatically more clearly superlative; without
the Ha- they are still superlative, but abbreviated for
proverbial style.
When the author of a Preamble wanted to
build his composition of adages on the word Tov, he clipped
the Ha- off; so the most frequent quote became Tov sheb',
without the Ha-.
Kasher has no Preamble, but one could coin
one on the pattern of Tov.
Both Kasher and Ha-kasher are
correct and mean the same thing, and are extant.
But the
more frequent quote is Ha-kasher.'
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BIBLICAL 'SHE SHALL BEAR ON MY KNEES'
AND 'I WILL BE BUILT UP'1
Nathan Susskind
I have some important "trifles" I ought to write up before I
forget.
I started on some, but the research took me too long; so
I stopped in the middle because of the press of time.
I have
already mentioned to you my having become terribly slow-paced.
But this one I'd like to nail down before I forget and i t ' l l be
another long wait 'til someone will notice it.
The phrase "build a house" in Hebrew also means "raise a family, have or beget children."
In fact, "man and his house" in the
O.T. means "he and his family"; and in post-Biblical Hebrew it
means "he and his wife." When Sarah asks Abraham (Gen. 16,2) -and later Rachel asks Jacob (Gen. 30,3) -- to beget a child by her
slave-girl, which she will then raise as hers, the words are:
I'll be built [up] by her (= ibane mimena o~~~ n~~~ ) . Sarah
uses the word "perchance," Julay.
Rachel also says:
She shall
bear [children] on my knees, v'theled cal birkay ,~~~ ~~ i~~1·
Some translators paraphrase both the phrase "built-up" and
"bear on my knees" as "[the slave-girl] will bear the children
and I'll raise them"; others give the literal translation.
Still
others point out that etymologically the Hebrew words "to build"
~l~
(bane) and son/children, ben/banim,
C,l~
,y~,
are identical.
T
·'T
••
Curiously the commentaries, all traditional, and the few critical
that I was able to consult, pay no attention to what the literal
meanings might imply, except to ignore or obliterate them by the
paraphrases mentioned.
The Biblical text proper, especially
Genesis 30, implies that beyond the mere remedy for a childless
couple, or just a childless woman, or even a woman with many
children (the case of Leah, for instance), to adopt a child at
its birth -- there is a religious merit for a woman to give her
own slave-girl to her husband as a concubine per se; and God may
reward this merit by "opening the woman's womb" so she can have
her own children (or in the case of Leah, to give her more of her
own after she had already stopped bearing).
In those cultures
polygamy and slavery were the accepted order, and many children
were the ardently desired "blessings of breasts and womb" -- a
slave-girl rose considerably in status when she became a concubine.
She would consider herself blest indeed to give up her child for
adoption into the master's family, let alone that she could ultimately actually become mistress of the clan thereby; she might do
so either as wife of the same status as her husband, or as mother
of her son, with the status of his father.
Note that the four tribes (Dan, Naphtali, Gad, and Asher) had
the same status and right of inheritance as the other eight of the
1 (G. Cohen) This item is excerpted from a March 1989 letter
Nathan Susskind sent me.
The item first appeared in Comments on
Etymology, vol. 18, #8, pp. 18-20, May 1989.
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two first-class wives: Rachel and Leah.
Biblical law gives the
slave-girl-become-wife all the conjugal rights of a first-class
wife; and if this slave-girl-become-wife falls into disfavor, she
can be divorced, i.e. sent away as a ~~ee ~rso~, but cannot be
sold as a slave.
That's why Abraham could send away Hagar and
Ishmael, but Sarah could not have sold them into slavery.
Cf.
Exodus 7-10, and Deut. 49, 10-17.
The Talmud extends this right
to a male slave whom the master permitted to marry a free woman;
the master thereby liberates the slave.
The implication of the Bible text in its entirety is, obviously, that the "opening of the womb" is a miracle wrought by
God, not a voluntary procedure that works sometimes; it comes
from sufficient merit earned.
Rashi says that the "merit" consists
in deliberately choosing to suffer pangs of jealousy by taking in
a rival for her husband's love.
No other commentator offers this
or any other explanation wherein the "merit" lies.
It is not
impossible that ascribing "merit" to deliberate self-torture
is compatible with main-line Judaism, since expiation of sin is
effected by freely chosen suffering, and the feeling of sin and
sinfulness is a common emotion.
Hence the affliction of barrenness
may be felt as a punishment for sin, identifiable or not by the
fearful sinner.
But that is hardly the implication of the text.
Women in the Biblical culture felt that their worth was in
direct proportion to the number of children they produced -- their
own, preferably, but by "proxy" if not possible otherwise.
Gen. 30
just rings with the triumphing, jubilating Leah at the birth of
each new son.
All her life she suffers involuntarily from being
rejected and neglected by Jacob, who "sees" only his first love
(but second wife) Rachel.
Rachel sings no less triumphantly at
the birth of each son by her surrogate, someone whom Rachel chose
freely to be her rival.
And Rachel is boundlessly happy with
these two adopted sons "born on her knees."
Leah, with four sons
of her own, is said by the Bible to begrudge her sister the two
adoptees from her slave-girl; and in jealousy, Leah imitates her
sister's trick and gives her maid to Jacob to beget more children
for her.
The trick succeeds beyond that of Rachel (at first).
Leah
not only has two new children by her maidservant, but she who had
stopped bearing becomes fertile again -- before Rachel does.
The
implication therefore must be that the merit consists in having
more and more children, alone or by surrogate, and the suffering
of jealousy is only an inevitable but perhaps unimpo~tant or even
unnecessary/irrelevant concomitant of it.
Witness Leah:
she did
not suffer pangs of jealousy at her maid Zilpa; Leah had "lost"
Jacob to Rachel and was bitter enough against Rachel to enjp~
Rachel's "jealousy"!
God is just; He rewarded her for involuntary
suffering at the hands of Jacob and Rachel. And He also ultimately
rewarded Rachel -- not for voluntary suffering, but for increasing
the population -- despite the [irrelevant] suffering.
up":

Now to "perchance, " . "bear on my knees" and "I'll be built
lulay, theled 'al birkay, ibane.
---
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Sarah's use of the word "perchance" obviously means that the
"trick" didn't always work.
Not only didn't it always make the
wife fertile, but sometimes the slave-girl turned out barren, and
there wasn't even an adoption.
That proved to Tradition that God
sits in judgment to determine if a wife has other merits, beside
the merit of giving her maid as a concubine. When Rachel's maid,
Bilha, gives birth, Rachel triumphantly jubilates:
"God has judged
in my favor and listened to my prayer and gave me a son; and named
him Dan (=He has judged [favorably])." {T.E.V., Gen. 30,6).
And
when the maid bears a second son, Rachel triumphs again: "I have
played a fine trick on my sister, and it has succeeded.
So she
named him Naphtali (=trickery)." (Oxford, Gen. 30,8).
Long after Zilpa gave Leah two sons, and after Leah became
fertile again through the "trick," or as Leah said, "God rewarded
me because I gave my slave-girl to my husband {ibid., 18f.). So
she named him Issachar (= Reward!)
--only after that did God
finally deem Rachel worthy to open her womb.
Now she humbly said:
"'God has taken away my humiliation. • She named him Joseph, saying: 'May the Lord add for me another son.'" (Joseph= may he add,
or may he take away), ibid. 22ff.
11

These actions of our Matriarchs lead me to believe that "bear
on my knees" and "build me up" originally had a literal and a
slightly more "naturalistic" meaning: these were "tricks" to force
nature to change human barrenness to fertility.
"Nature" and
~naturalistic'' are anachronistic terms for that ancient period -"animistic'' isn't too apt either.
But precious experiences of
untold generations were preserved in a ritual where a barren woman
would seek to become fertile by receiving a child directly as it
~out of the womb into her lap "on her knees," and raise it
from that moment on.
The business of a wife presenting her slavegirl to her husband as a concubine came much later -- in a more
"advanced'' culture.
They didn't understand how the trick worked
and why it sometimes failed.
They invented all kinds of explanations.
In the God-intoxicated culture of the Hebrews (The Talmud
says:
A man doesn't stub his toe Below, unless it was decreed
Above) they attributed it to divine testing of "merit ...
Today
many infertile women have become fertile after adopting a baby and
caring for it.
It is still not sufficiently known even by gynecologists and adoption agencies.
It needs to be shouted from the
roof-tops: Most infertile women would become fertile (they would
be built-up -- or to use the Hebrew etymology of banim C,~~ =
children and !bane n~~~ = I will become childrened) -- if they
would take full care·of a very young infant.
Their ovaries would
begin to ovulate and their periods would return -- the works -their wombs would be opened.
But not if the care of the baby
would be left to a nurse-maid!
I may be wrong on most of these interpretations, but I am
convinced that the Bible's ibane 'I will be built up' teaches us,
reveals to us a most precious experience of untold generations
that has been neglected and forgotten: how to cure infertility in
women.

1
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JOSEPH< 'MAY HE ADD'; NAFTALI < 'MY TRICK(ERY)'
5/5/1989 LETTER FROM NATHAN SUSSKIND 1
(ed., G. Cohen:
When I received Susskind's article
'Biblical "She shall bear on my knees," ... ' I was startled to see him translate the name Naftali as literally
meaning 'trickery' ;2 Gesenius' dictionary has it as 'my
strife. • And I was likewise surprised that Susskind
translated Joseph as 'may he add' rather than Gesenius'
'he will add'; my assumption had always been that
Rachel's words 'He will add' were an exclamation of
triumph, somewhat akin to 'You ain't seen nothin' yet!'
Susskind's translation involves rather a supplication.
I drew these points to his attention and soon received
the following reply):
'May 5, 1989
Dear Jerry,
I started writing you a reply to your scruples about my
renderings of Naftali and Yosef.
Gesenius is authority, and to
deviate from him must be justified.
I started that justifying 2
weeks ago and got too involved in minutiae of Hebrew philology; I
must now start again.
Generally it is very difficult to be certain 100% that a
particular word, form, or even sentence, has only one possible
interpretation -- even when no translation from languages of different cultures are involved.
When it comes to the translation of
Biblical passages, that difficulty is raised to a very high degree.
Most "accepted" translations of the Bible were made with utmost
care and responsibility, reverence and awe, devotion and love.
All sacrifice somewhere; to translate literally can involve saying
the very opposite of the intent of the original! (to be "elegant"
where the original is coarse, precise where the original seems
deliberately vague, etc.)
Add the fact that both the realia of
ancient civilizations and the social conditions are so different.
How do you pour new wine into old skins? And above all, add the
skill and precision that the languages of the most "developed
civilizations" have to offer: the possible, the probable, the
potential, the doubtful, the theoretical, the hypothetical, the
desirable, the unreal; will, would, shall, should, (can) could,
may, might, must, ought; and the tenses: present, past, future,
the same tenses in the progressive, perfect and perfect-progressive
-- against practically no tenses in Biblical Hebrew.
It only has
aspects -- but those more than we can imitate literally.
So we
must resort to abandoning literalism and to expressing the sense
of an utterance with our own means.
1 (G. Cohen) I have made the minor addition of including
headings.
This item first appeared in Comments on Etymology, val.
18, #8, pp. 25-32, May 1989.
2 (G. Cohen) Susskind commented on a page proof: 'better
sti 11: "my trickery." •

-
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YOSEF IS SUBJECT TO VARYING TRANSLATIONS
"Technically" Yosef means neither "will add" nor "may add."
Actually it can mean either.
As said: Hebrew has no tenses.
What
in later and in our modern Hebrew is called the future is the
imperfect aspect, and as such it can take place any time (our
division of: now, before, later); the perfect is not a past tense
in Biblical Hebrew, but the finished aspect of action that can
take place any time (before, now, or later).
The "present" used
in later Hebrew is technically a participle (a verbal adjective or
noun), not a tense of a verb indicating action in our needed but
arbitrary division of time into: now, before, later.
Technically the "future" "will add" in Hebrew is Yosif, with
-i-, not -e- (examples cited below), but actually it is used in

expressions that often are better rendered by other tenses and/or
moods.
Similarly Yosef, with -e-, is not a future and not even
(technically) a present, although now used as a present; as mentioned, it is technically a participle, i.e. a verbal adjective or
noun.
And yet Yosef is found used also for the future.
So in
each context a determination must be made how to express the
intended meaning best in English.
When in the later stages of the
culture the aspect of time became important, it was "inevitable"
that the imperfect (which wasn't "finished yet") was pressed into
service for the future; and the perfect, which dealt originally
with a completed action at any time was narrowed to mean "finished
already" = past.
Another difficulty:
Hebrew's poverty in medals
is "compensated" by a great richness in aspects, most of which we
cannot imitate; so there is no other way but to ignore the literal
and determine from the context how best to express the thought in
English.
EXAMPLES
Now to some examples:
A.

Clear cases where the future is Yosif, with -i-:
Josh.

23,17:
~ilifneychem.

Ki lo yosif ha-Shem l'horish et ha-goyim

K.J.V.: For the Lord will no more drive out any of the
nations before you.
Leeser T.!.V.: For the Lord will no longer drive out these
nations.
B.

Cases where this "technical" future is rendered as the
present, even by the usual conservative literalists K.J.V .
(1 )

Proverbs 19,4:

• ,e~

••Y •

~nv,~
•• •• ••

,i,
.., :

Hon yosif rerim rabim v'dal

c~~,
•

~

c~v,
.

~,oi,

••

~erey~~u

•

11n

~~ed.
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K.J.V.: Wealth maketh many friends,
separated from his neighbor.

but the poor is

Moffatt: Wealth brings many a friend, but a poor man's
only friend will leave him.
Leeser: Wealth bringeth many friends, but the poor
becometh separated from his (only) friend.
T.E.V.: Rich people are always finding new friends,
the poor cannot keep the few they have.

but

Oxford: Wealth makes many friends, but a man without
means loses the friend he has.
(2)

Eccles. 1,18:

~x~c ~,oi,

-

.

nv•
--

~,o;,,

.

:

V'yosif daCat yosif makh'ov
And he who will add knowledge will add
Literally:
pain.
T.E.V.: The more you know, the more it hurts.
K.J.V.: He that increaseth knowledge,

increaseth sorrow.

Oxford: The more a man knows, the more he has to suffer.
Moffatt: The more you know,
C.

the more you suffer.

Other "futures" rendered variously:
Psalm 121,4:
Hiney lo yanum v'lo yishan shomer Yisrael.
Literal: Behold Israel's Guardian will not slumber nor sleep.
K.J.V.: Behold, he that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber
nor sleep.
T.E.V.: The protector of Israel never dozes nor sleeps.
Oxford: The Guardian of Israel never slumbers, never sleeps.
Moffatt: He who guards Israel will neither sleep nor slumber.

D.

Now to Yosef:
(1)

"Correctly" rendered as future: Balaam wants to know ...
Nu.

2 2, 19:

Ma yosef ha-Shem daber 'imi
Literally: "What else the Lord will tell me."

- Stisskind -
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K.J.V.: What the Lord will say unto me more.
Leeser: What the Lord will farther speak with me.
T.E.V.: Whether or not the Lord has something else to
tell me.
Moffatt: What the Eternal has to say to me further.
Oxford: What more the Lord has to say to me.

Joel 2,2:

Leeser: And after it there will be none anymore.
K.J.V.: Neither shall be any more after it.
Moffatt: The like of it never shall be.
T.E.V.: And there never will be again.
(2)

Then there are five cases of "Yosef ha-Shem" that are
rendered by most translators as pious wishes or prayers,
including one in which it is definitely a promise for
the future
so much is the formula "yosef ha-Shem"
suggestive of a pious wish, "may the Lord add ... "
Deut. 1, 11:
ha-Shem yosef aleykhem ... elef peCamim
K.J.V. The Lord make you a thousand times so many more.
Leeser: May the Lord make you a thousand times so many
more.
T.E.V.: May the Lord make you increase a thousand times
more.
Oxford: May the Lord increase your number a thousand
times.
Moffatt: May the Eternal multiply you still a thousandfold.
1 Chron. 21,3 and 2 Sam. 24,3 on the same event (Joab
tries to dissuade David from counting the people):
C"'DVB
• T:

;nco
... iov._ 'Y . . . /;r
..., ••

Yosef ha-Shem ... 'al

~ .. ~;,

camo ... me 1 ah pe'amim.

-
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K.J.V.: The Lord ... add unto the people an hundredfold.
Leeser: May the Lord ... add unto the people an hundredfold more.
T.E.V.: May the Lord ... make the people a hundred times
more numerous.
Oxford: Even if the Lord ... should increase the people a
hundredfold.!
Moffatt: May the Eternal ... making the nation a hundred
times as large.
Finally two cases of "Yosef ha-Shem" where, in all humility
and reverence, my convictions force me to differ with most traditional interpretations.
In the case of Rachel: both her good
character and the shattering emotional upheavals she had been
experiencing, from wanting to die because of her "disgrace" of
barrenness to her summum bonum/greatest miracle of giving birth to
a son; to be granted such bliss made her humble to ~ for just
one more.
There was no triumphing over her sister with a trick as
when Bilha . bore on Rache~'s knees the second surrogate-son (at the
birth of the first surrogate she rejoiced and was grateful for being judged favorably but dampened the expression of triumph -uncertain and careful).
Here was gratitude, joy and humility.
The Tradition operates with the supernatural.
She (and her
sister Leah) were inspired by the Holy Spirit and knew that Jacob
was destined to beget twelve tribes; eleven were achieved with
Joseph, so they prayed that the twelfth also be from Rachel!
And
Rachel prophesied that she will bear another son.
(The law of
"sequence of tenses" in English would require me to write:
"Rachel
prophesied that she would bear another son," but that would wipe
out my point!)
Now the RaShBaM (Rabbi Shmuel ben Meir), grandson of
Rashi and a great traditional commentator of the Tora with a
rationalistic bent, comments on "She (Rachel) called his name
Joseph (Gen. 30,24) both because she had said the Lord removed
asaf [~p~ ] my disgrace; if so, she should have called him As~~
~g! ... why Yosef?
Because she prayed yosef ha-Shem l i ~e~ ~~~~r
,~~ T~ ~? ~n ~9.;~
(Literally: May the Lord add for me another
son), so this name serves (~)
two sayings, Asaf
and Yosef.
··- .:
-- - -

1 (Susskind): Not quite right, though Oxford's intent to
express Joab's annoyance and scrupl~s at the "sacrilege" and
"danger" in David's counting the people, and thereby causing their
numbers to diminish, is well taken.
Perhaps "Let the Lord
increase ... " would express that idea more clearly, i . ·e . "leave it
as is; don't mess it up."
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There remains one "Yosef ha-Shem" which most translators
render as a prayer "May the Lord grant," and I insist it is a
future, "the Lord will grant ... Psalms 115,14 is part of
"Hallel" (Psalms 113-118}, a series of hymns of Thanksgiving
that is part of the Liturgy of most Jewish holidays.
Originally these Psalms were sung in chorus responsively in
Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem.
Psalms 115,14: "Yosef ha-Shem aleykhem, aleykhem v' 'al
Literally: The Lord will add to you and your
b'neykhem,"
children.
K.J.V.: The Lord shall increase you more and more, you and
your children.
Leeser: May the Lord increase you more and more, you and your
children.
T.E.V.: May the Lord give you children-- you and your
descendants.
Oxford: May the Lord give you increase both you and your
sons.
Moffatt: The Eternal will make you increase, will multiply
you and your children.
Prayerbook: May ha-Shem increase upon you, upon you and upon
your children.
The curious situation for me in this instance is that
the most conservative and the most innovative translators
have the future-- for which the context quasi cries out: the
chorus of Levites call out three times "Trust in the Lord" in
verses 9-11, in verses 12 and 13 the chorus assures the worshipers that the Lord will bless them (so rendered even by
those who in verse 14 render "may .. instead of the obvious
"will." Verse 14 is a continuation of the chorus' assurances
after it called for trust; 12 and 13 promise blessing
(thrice!) and 14 defines and specifies those blessings~
I
can only explain such deviation from the context by the fact
that "Yosef ha-Shem" (=May the Lord continue to do, or do
more so) is a very common, old formula for uttering prayers,
wishes and adjurations, and the translators misapplied it in
Psalm 15.
Yet the Prayerbook I cite is the best Jewish
Prayerbook ever published in any language, unequaled in its
scholarship, make-up, English translations, directions and
comments.
It's the Mesorah-Art-Scrolls.

All these pages to try to prove that Rachel's Yosef means
"May He add" [for me another son].

- Yosef, Naftali -
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NAFTALI AND TRICK
The root PTL in Hebrew can mean 'to twist, to spin, to make
crooked, to writhe, to wrestle, to struggle, to wrestle/struggle
physically or even mentally by scheming/crooked/cunning devices.'
The best documentation of the last is a psalm that occurs
twice as King David's Song of Victory:
Psalm 18 and 2 Sam. 22; in
both versions it's verse 27.
There are slight differences between
the versions both in forms of the words and in their substance (=
meaning), including in verse 27.
But most (not all) translators
ignore the differences and translate as i f only one version
existed, i.e., they conjecture what the better reading should be
and offer it at both places.
In verse 27 David continues praising ha-Shem's justice and
ends the verse:
Cim cigesh titpatal
K.J.V.: With the froward thou wilt show
unsavory)

thyse~f

(froward, or

Leeser: With the perverse thou wilt wage a contest.
T.E.V.: You are hostile to those who are wicked.
Oxford: You are tortuous with the perverse.
Moffatt: Thou provest treacherous to the treacherous.
Jew. Public. Soc.: With the perverse thou dost show thyself
subtle.
Mesorah-Art-Scroll: With the crooked you act perversely.
Susskind:

(?) With the cunningly sly You use Your tricks.

Clearly the roots for Cigesh and ~ are considered at least
partly synonymous (crooked and twisted), and their figurative use
even more so.
Clearly again, some "soften" the translation of
titpatal to avoid what would sound like blasphemy!
There are thus
at least nine translations of titpatal:
being froward, unsavory,
waging contests, hostile, tortuous, treacherous (!),subtle, perverse. With Stisskind's "tricky" there are 10, and since Cigesh is
synonymous, its meaning of 'crooked, cunning, sly' could also be
added.
The only one I'd exclude is 'wick~.'
When Rachel at the birth of her second surrogate-son breaks
out in triumphant joy (unlike at the birth of the first, where the
expression of joy was restrained lest she lose the favor of the
Judge, who finally did see His way to favor her) -- she exclaims
(Gen. 30,8):
~~~~Dl c~ . n~K ~~1nDl
.: - .
. •: : ..
~

Naftuley Elohim niftalti
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rendered in K.J.V. "a great wrestling have I wrestled" (with my
sister].
I once accepted this translation as possible, since the
passive-middle aspect of PTL does mean wrestle (and therefore
also: "struggle" and "fight").
But when I discovered Oxford's
rendering "I have played a fine trick" [on my sister], I decided
from now on always to consult Oxford.
Only Oxford's finishing the
triumphant exclamation with the pedestrian, bland rendering "and
it has succeeded" made me feel a let-down.
I'd prefer: "and it
was a lulu!"
Q.E.D.
P.S. If I'm giving the impression that I deprecate literal translations altogether, let me correct it; they are of utmost
importance for certain specific purposes, but not necessarily
for giving an immediate appreciation of the intended sense of
the original.
Without the literal translation of v'theled
cal birkay "and she [the slave-girl] shall give birth on !!!.Y
knees" (i.e. "into my lap"), I would never have suspected
what a neat trick the "original remedy" really was.
The barren woman was apparently supposed to act as if the child was
coming out of her own womb.
Again I say, some neat trick!'
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JESUS, THE SUPER-PHARISEE 1
Nathan Stisskind
The image of Jesus painted by the various religious traditions
and "would-be objective historians" can be mutually irreconcilable,
but all seem to agree that he was a religious rebel, more specifically, a "desecrater" of the Sabbath.
According to all the four
Gospels (cf. Mark 3,6; Matthew 12, 14; Luke 13, 14 and 14, 1 f;
· John 5, 16 ff and 7, 19 and 23).
His Sabbath breaking supposedly
was the direct cause of the Pharisees' conspiring to kill him.
(From the Talmud, to the very latest "official" would-be objective
manual on Jesus just published (March 1973) by the Israeli Education Ministry for use in Jewish schools, Jewish authors paint him
as a rebel against Judaism.)
Yet, despite this unanimity, Jesus
can be proven to have been the strictest Sabbath observer.
It is well established that the anti-Jewish animus of the
Church against the Synagogue grows in intensity as it gradually
changes in composition from a sect inside Judaism to a Gentile
rival and would-be supplanter of the Synagogue (the so-called "New
Israel").
It follows that, if and when there are contradictions
in the New Testament, pro and con a positive relation between
Jesus and the Jews (or Judaism), then the pro documents must be
authentic and the con documents interpolations.
For a hostile
Church would tend naturally to omit or to change anything in its
tradition that would favor the Synagogue and might thus tend to
weaken the claim of the Church to be the 11 real Israel."
The Church
certainly would not go out of its way to invent such passages
favorable to the Synagogue.
In fact, the few favorable documents
that survived such "editing" for whatever reasons have ever remained the stone of offense for pious churchmen to explain or
interpret away: cf. the Pharisees' warning Jesus against Herod;
Jesus instructing his disciples to limit their mission to the
"lost sheep of the House of Israel 11 ; his calling for the fulfillment of "every jot and tittle" of the Torah; his initial refusal
to heal the Syria-Grecian girl.
One case of such 11 editing" out a
pro-Judaism item is the Eschatology.
Mark 13 makes Jesus describe
the horrors preceding the coming of the Messiah (Hebrew: "~evley
Mashiat).").
Such will be the severity of the affliction "as was
not from the beginning of creation"; and he advises his disciples
·to "pray that your flight [to the mountains] be not in the winter."
It is
to another
ual source
percent of
(24) Jesus
neither on

established that Matthew and Luke use Mark in addition
hypothesized common source, labeled Q, plus an individpeculiar to each.
Matthew is said to have copied 95
Mark, most of it verbatim.
In Matthew's Eschatology
urges: "Pray ye that your flight be not in the winter
the Sabbath day." (24, 20)

1 First appeared in Comments on Judaica, #1, Dec. 1988 (=
supplement to Comments on Etymology, val. 18, #5-6, Dec. 1988).
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Now, one may debate whether or not the words "neither on the
Sabbath day" were deliberately "edited out" of Mark, but there can
be no doubt on the authenticity of Matthew's tradition.
He didn't
interpolate these words -- in direct contradiction to his own
stories of Jesus breaking the Sabbath!
Jesus, therefore, is saying that the Sabbath would make the pre-Messianic horrors even
more horrible, apparently because in his practice the Sabbath
should prevent the sufferers from doing anything to get relief.
But even the strictest Pharisee preached that "danger to life suspends the Sabbath restrictions."
Therefore, for a Pharisee these
sufferings would not have been worsened because of the Sabbath.
Jesus must therefore have been even stricter in the prohibitions
of Sabbath work than the strictest Pharisee.
If that is so, all the stories in the New Testament about
Jesus breaking the Sabbath must be inauthentic, later interpolations.
Yet, the synoptic Gospels give Sabbath-breaking as the
only reason for the Jews conspiring to kill Jesus.
Hence, if
Jesus did keep the Sabbath, there was no other cause for enmity
between him and the religious authorities.
This puts Matthew 5,
17 ff about Jesus requiring his disciples to fulfill every jot and
tittle of the Torah and to practice a piety "greater than that of
the Pharisees" into its proper light.
The only meaning it can
have in that context for that strictest of Sabbath observers is
that he required an even more pedantic and scrupulous observance
of the 11 613 Mitzvot" than the Pharisees -- despite the Christological (mis)interpretation of this passage.
Justice f}ayim Cohen in his book "The Trial and Death of Jesus," proved that the Jewish authorities could not have wanted,
because they could not have profited from, the execution of Jesus
BY the Romans during the Passover holiday. All the four Gospels
speak of the fear of the Jewish authorities to proceed then against
Jesus, lest the people riot and the Romans take advantage of the
riot to "destroy us."
Cohen further proves that if there was a
meeting of the Sanhedrin on Passover night, as the Synoptic Gospels
claim, when no trials could properly be held, it could only have
been in an effort to save the life of Jesus, not to try and condemn him.
Cohen conjectures that the Sanhedrin advised him to
deny his Messiahship before Pilate, but that Jesus was stubborn
and refused to do so.
My own conjecture is that the Sanhedrin
could not have advised him to deny his Messiahship outright, because he had publicly accepted being hailed as such at his entry
into Jerusalem.
The Sanhedrin therefore could only have advised
him to claim that he was a spiritual rather than a military Messiah and therefore no threat to Rome.
Jesus took that
- advice as
he claimed that his "Kingdom was not of this world," but Pilate
refused to accept that distinction.
He apparently knew that either
way "Messiah" implied an end of foreign, i.e. Roman, domination of
Israel.
Whether or not this last conjecture is accepted, one conclusion is in~vitable: Jesus was the most pious of pious Jews,
(defining piety the only way it was defined by the Jewish ~ontemp
oraries of Jesus -- as our arguments seem to prove -- also by
Jesus himself: scrupulous observance of all the minutiaeof the
"legalisms" of Judaism).
Hence, the religious authorities could

- Jesus as Pharisee -
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not have wanted him killed.
Whether the Jewish political authorities might have wished to be rid of this "disturber of the peace"
is another question, but even they, according to all the four gospels, were afraid of "touching" Jesus, in spite of his repeated
"provocations" -- including the famous driving out the money
changers from the Temple at the head of a "mob," afraid - of a
resulting riot and of the Romans exploiting of that riot; they
were afraid to have him killed during the holiday, with all the
pilgrims around.
Hence the only role any Jewish party could have
had before Pilate was that of trying to save the life of Jesus.
NOTES
(1)
Cf. John E. Remsburg 11 The Christ .. (ca. 1907), published
anonymously without name of author, publisher, or date.
He counts
610 contradictions in the New Testament.
(2)
The Jewish sources on Jesus are in a chaotic condition.
It
is impossible to use them prima facie: Josephus -- the authoritative Jewish contemporary historian -- seems to have treated the
subject of Jesus and his brother James the Just (really = "Jacob
the Pious").
But most Christian historians now agree that the
original words of Josephus were changed by copyists zealous to
make the Jewish historian testify to the divinity of Jesus.
The Talmud continued to be transmitted orally only -- for 5
centuries after Jesus.
The Oral Law, as it is called, in contrast
to the Bible, the Written Law, was at first prohibited from being
fixed in writing.
Only when because of the unbearably hard times
of exile-life reduced the availability of memorizing scholars, and
there was danger "that the (Oral] Law might be forgotten," did the
Rabbis of the Talmud order its fixation in writing, first the
Mishna (ca. 170 C.E.) and later the Gemarah-part (ca. 550 C.E.)
Great care was exercised in transmitting accurately the legal
sections of the Talmud -- to the point of quoting by name as many
as ten consecutive generations of Rabbis transmitting to one
another one and the same precept.
The Agada sections (homiletic,
narrative, historical and legendary) "enjoyed" less care.
Many
inaccuracies crept in, they were "folklorized." Thus the Talmudic
traditions about Jesus make him disciple and contemporary of Rabbis
3 centuries apart.
(Rabbi Joshua ben Perahya, 2nd century B.C.E.
and Papus ben Judah, the contemporary of Rabbi Akiba, 2nd century
C.E.)
Furthermore, in most instances Jesus is not mentioned by
name, but as was the practice of "eradicating the names of the
wicked," notorious malefactors are referred to as "that man" ("Oto
ha-ish").
Stories concerning one -"oto-ha-ish" were easily attributed to another oto-ha-ish; and when the incognito oto-ha-ish was
nonetheless, exceptionally, identified again by name, there always
was the danger of erroneous identification.
Thus the mother (and
possibly the father!) of Jesus is given almost half a dozen names
in one reference (Sanh.67a).
Apparently we deal there with several
different 11 0tam-ha-ishim" that were later erroneously identified
as one person -- the most important oto-ha-ish.
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What is significant about the Talmudic sources is that so
early in Christian history even the names Mary and Joseph were not
known!
My theory is that they may be fictitious -- of a piece
with Matthew's and Luke's genealogies of Jesus, about which -more, later -- (not to speak of Matthew's Magi and Luke's Manger).
I theorize that, as it was a common practice by Jewish scholars in
Jesus' days to identify and resolve obscure passages in the Bible
as prophecies, referring to a specific person by the "process"
called "Gezera Shava" (="identical expressions," used in two
otherwise unrelated passages, which are thereby declared and
"proved" to be related), this gezera shava was used to find the
name of Jesus' mother.
The identical word is the controversial
almah of Isa. 7, 14 on which Christian tradition bases the dogma
of the Virgin Birth (Mat. 1, 23).
In 6 out of 7 times in the
Bible it is rendered even by the Septuagint (the Jewish-Greek
translation adopted [and adapted!] by the early Christian Church
as their very own standard) as "neanis" = maiden, or young woman,
married or single. Three other Jewish-Greek translations translate
it the same way also in Isa. 7, 14.
But the Septuagint translates
"parthenos" = Virgin.
(The specific Hebrew word for virgin in the
whole Bible elsewhere is always "betulah"!).
By rendering Isa. 7,
14 "Behold the Virgin shall conceive and bear a son.
. Immanuel,"
the passage was interpreted to prophesy the Virgin Birth of Jesus.
(More about this later).
"Almah" in Ex. 2, 8 refers to .Miriam (=
Hebrew for "Mary") the sister of ·Moses.
By gezera shava the
"Almah" of !sa. 7, 14 is identical with "Almah" in Ex. 8, 2, hence
.the Virgin Mother is Miriam, Mary.
Terribly far-fetched this
theory must sound.
But such gezerot shavot to find and ascertain
names were standard practice.
Cf. Yalkut on Job with dozens such
identities based on gezerot shavot.
Joseph, the husband of Mary, and, in some versions, the father
of Jesus, was arrived at, possibly, by way of another Jewish tradition.
There had been two Jewish States, the Northern ( = Joseph)
and the Southern ( = Judah).
Both had exiles waiting for a final
Redeemer or Messiah.
Both had had Redeemers, according to Talmud
and Midrash, already in Egypt, but the Messiah of the Tribe of
Ephrayim ( = son of Joseph) tried to leave Egypt "prematurely" and
suffered destruction.
There was thus a Jewish tradition of an
Ephramite would-be Redeemer who was killed.
Either already before
the death of Jesus, or certainly, at least after it, the traditions
of two future, final Messiahs (Judah and Joseph) were harmonized
and assigned rOles in accordance to their roles in the tradition
of the First Redemption ( = from Egypt).
The Messiah, the son of
Joseph, will die in the preliminary Messianic battle (with Gog of
Magog- the New Testament Armageddon).
After the Crucifixion
Jesus' followers were faced with the argument that the Messiah
must be victorious over the enemies of Israel instead of succumbing.
(Ace. to Isa. 11, 4 the Messiah must be able to "slay the
wicked with the mere breath of his lips"!) 1 They had to fall back
1 Also according to Christian Tradition -- only since Jesus
failed to do so in his first appearance, his "killing his enemies
with the breath of his mouth" was postponed to his second appearance (2 Thes. 2,8).
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on that vague and obscure harmonization of the Tradition that
there was a succumbing Messiah, the son of Joseph! and claimed
that role for Jesus.
That's how the Nazarene-Ebbionite and similar Jewish-Christian sects were able to harmonize their beliefs
with their biblical proof-texts, and continue believing in Jesus
as a Messiah.
The Church Fathers tell us about their heresie~:
they didn't believe that the Torah is no longer valid, that Jesus
was born of a virgin, or that he was the son of God: No Trinity,
no mother of God.
But their very ability to continue believing in
a would-be Messiah who failed, was due to their discovering the
Messiah, the son of Joseph!
A dozen other would-be Messiahs in
Jewish history vanished because of their "failure." There was no
room for a second succumbing Messiah!
When one considers that even Mark, the model Gospel and main
source of all the others (ca. 75 C.E.), mentions Mary but once,
and that casually (6, 3), and Joseph-- never; and that John, the
last Gospel (after 135 C.E.), this undeservedly favorite, "beloved
and glorious" of Gospels, never mentions either; when one adds
Paul's contempt for Messianic genealogies (Tim. 1,4), one will be
less surprised that the Jewish Tradition has no reliable records
of the "Holy Family."
There is one other Jewish source: a medieval, folklore "Life
of Jesus" (under various titles: "Toledot Yeshu, Maaseh Toluy")
that circulated mainly orally and was retold and rewritten (mostly
from memory) surreptitiously, at the risk of life.
Several printed
and manuscript versions are available now -- some, edited by
Christians.
Nothing in them is reliable.
If they ever contained
some grains of genuine, original traditions, these are buried
under a mountain of travesties of the New Testament.
So, for
example, Jesus' miracles are not denied, only they are represented
as magic (cf. Mark 3, 20f.) or as illicit use of the miracleworking Tetragrammaton (= the mystic, ineffable name misspelled
and mispronounced in English as "Jehovah"); the Virgin Birth is
mocked as illegitimacy -- to the horror of Christians, who could
not but consider this as "scurrilous blasphemy."
(3)
The Talmud (Gittin 57a) 1 charges Jesus with "ridiculing the
words of the Sages" ("mal' ig ~al divre ha~akhamim") and claims
(Sanh.53a) that a Jewish court condemned him and had him stoned to
death on the day before Passover for preaching heresy.
That was another Jesus, and not Jesus of Nazareth, and perhaps just another man, whose name wasn't even Jesus.
The practice
of the Talmud is not to mention heretics by name, as mentioned in
(2).
There is something wrong in this single, unique exception.
Add to this irregularity several others: a totally different set
of events than those described in the Gospels: "On the Eve ( = "the
day before") Passover they hanged Yeshu ( = Jesus).
And a public
1 All Talmud quotations concerning Jesus refer to manuscript
editions.
The usual pririted editions were forced to omit such
passages by Christian censors.
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crier had gone out before him shouting 'in 40 days he is to be
stoned because he practiced sorcery, preached heresy and led
astray Israel.
All who know any defense in his favor, let him
come and plead it.'
And they found no defense in his favor.
And
they hanged him on the Eve of Passover."
"Said 'Ulla: 'Can you understand that? ( = How is that possible?)
Is such as he a proper object of searching a mode of
acquittal for him? He is a seducer and didn't the Merciful say
(Deut. 13,8): thou shalt not spare him nor conceal his guilt?'
'Yes, Yeshu is a special case.
He was close to the Government'
(lit. "near to the kingdom" -- probably, a member of the ruling
house, a relative of the king." (Sanh. 43a)
That this condemned
is a member of the ruling family is a conjecture of 'Ulla's (an
Amara in Israel and Babylon of the second half of the third
century C.E.) respondent, to motivate the irregularity of improperly seeking Acquittal Pleaders by means of a Public Crier for
a Preacher of Heresy.
It need not be a fact, not even a tradition.
Not only is the excuse for the irregularity a bad (and unlikely}
guess, but the "solution" raises a worse problem than the original
problem of the irregularity.
But, whether of the royal family or not, and whether named
Yeshu, or not -- this heretic was tried entirely before a Jewish
court, 40 days before Passover, with the period open for defenders
to come and plead in his favor, without any role to the Romans,
was executed by stoning (which was always followed by hanging the
·corpse).
It is apparent that the trial and execution took place
at least before the Romans took over.
And if the unlikely explanation of 'Ulla's respondent should be true after all, the case
would be the opposite of that of Jesus of Nazareth: Jesus of Nazareth was/supposedly, tried twice in the short time between midnight of the Seder and noon of Passover Day, sentenced to be
crucified immediately by the Roman Governor for sedition against
Rome -- a political crime.
The Talmud's Yeshu was almost saveq
for political reasons.
He was given a 40-day period to search for
favorable evidence -- and an official public crier did the searching for him-- because he "was close to government."
There is additionally the great likelihood that "Yeshu" is a
late substitution for an original "oto ha-ish."
Incidentally, the few supposed references to Jesus in the
Talmud cannot be found in the usual printed editions.
They were
censored out by Christian orders.
They are found only in manuscript editions and in recent collections printed under the title
"Omissions of the Talmud" (Hashmatot Ha-ShaS).
( 4)
Mark 3, 4-6:
"And he sai th unto them.
Is it lawful to do
good on the sabbath days, or to do evil? to save life or to kill?
But they held their peace.
And when he had looked round about on them with anger, being
grieved for the hardness of their hearts, he saith unto the man,
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Stretch forth thine hand.
And he stretched it out: and his hand
was restored whole as the other.
And the Pharisees went forth, and straightway took counsel
with the Herodians against him, how they might destroy him."
Matthew 12, 10, 13 & 14:
"And, behold, there was a man which
had his hand withered.
And they asked him, saying, Is it lawful
to heal on the sabbath days? that they might accuse him.
Then saith he to the man, Stretch forth thine hand.
And he
stretched it forth; and it was restored whole, likeas the other.
Then the Pharisees went out, and held a council against him,
how they might destroy him."
Luke 13, 14:
"And the ruler of the synagogue answered with
indignation, because that Jesus had healed on the sabbath day, and
said unto the people, There are six days in which men ought to
work: in them therefore come and be healed, and not on the sabbath
day."
Luke 14, 1-3:
"And it came to pass, as he went into the
house of one of the chief Pharisees to eat bread on the sabbath
day, that they watched him.
And, behold, there was a certain man before him which had the
dropsy.
And Jesus answering spake unto the lawyers and Pharisees,
saying, Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath day?"
John 7, 19 & 23:
"Did not Moses give you the law, and yet
none of you keepeth the law? Why go ye about to kill me?
(5)

If a man on the sabbath day receive circumcision, that the
law of Moses should not be broken; are ye angry at me, because I
have made a man every whit whole on the sabbath day?"
John 5, 16-18:
"And therefore did the Jews persecute Jesus,
and sought to slay him, because he had done these things on the
sabbath day.
(6)

But Jesus answered them, My father worketh hitherto, and I
work.
Therefore the Jews sought the more to kill him, because he
not only had broken the sabbath, but said also that God was his
father, making himself equal with God."
It is utterly impossible to conceive that any sane Jew could
have proclaimed himself to Jews as the Son of God, in a literal
sense, i.e., "equal to God," around 30 C.E. and expect acceptance.
The Jews of Judea had gone through 200 years of a life and death
struggle (from Antiochus Epiphanes to Caligula) resisting, at the
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cost of immolation, the imposition of Emperor Worship.
The holy
horror against worshipping a human being as a god goes back much
further in Jewish history and tradition: Abraham the "first Jew"
had himself thrown into a furnace rather than worship Nimrod
{Louis Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 1, 198-203); Hannaniah,
Mishael and Azariah emulated Abraham, and chose Nebuchadnezzar's
fiery furnace {Dan. 3, 16-20).
This horror was most intense just
at the time of Jesus -- because of the constant provocations of
the Roman legions and their standards (which had images considered
by Jews as idols).
"Pilate, being sent by Tiberius as procurator to Judea,
introduced into Jerusalem by night and under cover the effigies of
Caesar which are called standards.
This proceeding, when day
broke, aroused immense excitement among the Jews: those on the
spot were in consternation, considering their laws to have been
trampled under foot, as those laws permit no image to be erected
in the city; while the indignation of the townspeople stirred the
countryfolk, who flocked together in crowds.
Hastening after
Pilate to Caesarea, the Jews implored him to remove the standards
from Jerusalem and to uphold the laws of their ancestors.
When
Pilate refused, they fell prostrate around his house and for five
whole days and nights remained motionless in that position.
On the ensuing day Pilate took his seat on his tribunal in
the great stadium and summoning the multitude, with the apparent
intention of answering them, gave the arranged signal to his armed
·soldiers to surround the Jews.
Finding themselves in a ring of
troops, three deep, the Jews were struck dumb at this unexpected
sight.
Pilate, after threatening to cut them down if they refused
to admit Caesar's image, signaled to the soldiers to draw their
swords.
Thereupon the Jews, as by concerted action, flung themselves in a body on the ground, extended their necks, and exclaimed
that they were ready rather to die than to transgress the Law.
Overcome with astonishment at such religious zeal, Pilate gave
orders for the immediate removal of the standards from Jerusalem."
(Josephus, War ii. 169-77)
Quoted after Barret 123f.
Very pious Jews refused to handle even a coin with a human
image on it, in accordance with Deut. 7, 25, because of scruples
about the image being an idol.
This horror at deifying a human being runs like a constant
theme in Jewish literature of the era and is most palpable in the
Books of the Maccabees, more especially still in Book 2, Chapter 7
-- the story of the Mother and her Seven Martyred Sons.
The story
is too long for quotation, so we bring the shorter legend of Hanna
and her Seven Sons -- based on it -- instead.
The story of Hanna is even more sharply pointed against
Deification. Whereas in the original King Antiochus wants to
force the martyrs only to eat swine's meat (apparently from a sacrifice to an idol is implied, and therefore equivalent to Idolatry),
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in the oral legend the king orders that he be worshipped.
Each of
the sons in turn defies the king's order and is thereat tortured,

mutilated and burned in the presence of mother and brothers, who
urge them on to their martyrdom.
At the death of the youngest son
the mother tells God that He demanded only one son from Abraham
and that one was spared sacrifice.
From her he aske.d seven -- and
didn't spare them.
With this she threw herself off the roof.
But most illuminating of all is the Jewish reaction to
Caligula's order to set up his statue for worship in the Jewish
Temple.
It happened only a few years after the Crucifixion.
The
resulting consternation is described by Josephus.
The insolence with which the emperor Gaius defied fortune
surpassed all bounds~ he wished to be considered a god and to be
hailed as such, he cut off the flower of the nobility of his country, and his impiety extended even to Judaea.
In fact, he sent
Petronius with an army to Jerusalem to install in the sanctuary
statues of himself; in the event of the Jews refusing to admit
them, his orders were to put the recalcitrants to death and to reduce the whole nation to slavery.
But these orders, as the sequel
showed, were under God's care.
Petronius accordingly with three
legions and a large contingent of Syrian auxiliaries, left Antio6h
on the march for Judaea.
Among the Jews, some put no belief in
the rumours of war, others believed, but saw no means of defense:
alarm, however, soon became universal, the army having already
reached Ptolemais.
11

The Jews assembled with their wives and children in the plain
of Ptolemais and implored Petronius to have regard first for the
laws of their fathers, and next for themselves.
Yielding so far
to this vast multitude and their entreaties, he left the statues
and his troops at Ptolemais and advanced into Galilee, where he
summoned the people, with all persons of distinction, to Tiberias.
There he dwelt upon the power of the Romans and the emperor's
menaces, and, moreover, pointed out the recklessness of their request; all the subject nations, he urged, had erected in each of
their cities statues of Caesar, along with those of their other
gods, and that they alone should oppose this practice amounted
almost to rebellion, aggravated by insult.
When the Jews appealed to their law and the custom of their
ancestors, and pleaded that they were forbidden to place an image
of God, much more of a man, not only in their sanctuary but even
in any unconsecrated spot throughout the country, Petronius replied, 'But I too must obey the law of my master; i f I transgress
it and spare you, I shall be put to death, with justice. War will
be made on you by him who sent me, not by me; for I too, like you,
am under orders.'
At this the multitude cried out that they were
ready to endure everything for the law.
Petroni~s, having checked
their clamour, said, 'Will you then go to war with Caesar?'
The
Jews replied that they offered sacrifice twice daily for Caesar
and the Roman people, but that if he wished to set up these statues, he must first sacrif·ice the entire Jewish nation; and that
they presented themselves, their wives and their children, ready
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for the slaughter.
These words filled Petronius with astonishment
and pity at the spectacle of their incomparable devotion of this
people to their religion and their unflinching resignation to
death.
So for the time he dismissed them, nothing being decided.
During the ensuing days he held crowded private conferences
with the aristocracy, and public meetings with the people; at
these he had recourse alternately to entreaty, to advice, most
often, however, to threats, holding over their heads the might of
the Romans, the fury of Gaius, and the necessity which circumstances imposed upon himself.
As, however, none of these efforts
would induce them to yield, and as he saw that the country was in
danger of remaining unsown -- for it was seed-time and the people
had spent fifty days idly waiting upon him -- he finally called
them together and said: 'It is better that I should take the risk.
Either, God aiding me, I shall prevail with Caesar and have the
satisfaction of saving myself as well as you, or, if his indignation is roused, I am ready on behalf of the lives of so many to
surrender my own.'
With that he dismissed the multitude, who
rained blessings on his head, and collecting his troops left
Ptolemais and returned to Antioch.
From that city he hastened to
report to Caesar his expedition into Judaea and the entreaties of
the nation, adding that, unless he wished to destroy the country
as well as its inhabitants, he ought to respect their law and revoke the order.
To this dispatch Gaius replied in no measured
terms, threatening to put Petronius to death for his tardiness in
.executing his orders.
However, it so happened that the bearers of
this message were weather-bound for three months at sea, while
others, who brought the news of the death of Gaius, had a fortunate
passage.
So Petronius received this last information twenty-seven
days earlier than the letter conveying his own death-warrant.
(Josephus, War ii, 184-7, 192-203.)
11

Quoted in Barret 12f.
In such a Tradition and atmosphere no sane Jew would claim
divinity.
Even Christian theologians have largely rejected John's description of Jesus' claiming divinity in public and accepted instead
the contrary idea presented by the Synoptics that Jesus kept his
Messiaship a secret to the very end, and when Peter opined that he
was "the Messiah, son of God," Jesus forbade him to reveal it.
These same theologians are preoccupied with this .. mystery .. and try
to explain the reason for Jesus' secrecy.
There are some very
plain but plausible, non-theological, reasons possible: (1) The
political risk involved in proclaiming oneself Messiah ( = .. enemy
of Caesar .. - John 19, 12 and Acts 17, 7); (2) Like many reputed
Jewish mystics and would-be Messiahs Jesus waited for a sure~
11
sign" or "call": so, for instance, Rabbis Isaac Luria, Israel
Baal Shem Tov, Nahman Braslaver -- to name but a few -- thought
they might be Messiah, but that their generations and times weren't
ready and right.
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To return to the point:
It is untenable to accept John's
claim that Jesus proclaimed his divinity publicly -- it is anachronistic, unpsychological and contrary to the earlier, synq~tic
tradition.
John, writing in Greece, a century or more after the
Crucifixion, missionarizing for a gentilized church whose members
were half-pagan and had only shortly before worshipped the Emperor
in addition to the Pantheon of gods and goddesses -- was transposing his syncretic christology, overgrown with paganism, into the
passionately militant monotheistic zealotry of the Judea of Jesus.
Hence the Synoptic Gospels give only one possible cause for
hostility to Jesus: Sabbath-breaking.
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WHY THE GOSPELS BLAME THE JEWS!
Nathan Susskind
Already some 200 years ago Reimarus noted that the intensity
of the anti-Jewish hostility in the various Gospels differed
greatly and seemed to grow with the time: the later the Gospel -the more intense the Anti-Jewish bias.
But psychosociologically the opposite should be expected: the
history of religious polemics shows: they begin fierce but mellow
with time.
In my paper to the Sixth Congress2 I tried to prove that
Jesus was the strictest Sabbath observer -- holding that it must
not be desecrated even to save one's life.
Yet the Gospels unanimously motivate the supposed "conspiracy" of the Jews to "force"
Pilate to crucify Jesus by the supposed public desecration of the
Sabbath by Jesus.
I pointed out that the myth of Jesus' breaking the laws of
the Torah had originally arisen from the need to justify Paul's
abolition of the Torah -- by attributing breaches of the Torah to
Jesus, but was later exploited by Mark to exonerate Rome's role in
the crucifixion; we see here an attempt to fabricate a plausible
reason for Jewish hostility to Jesus on the basis of a religious
conflict that could not have existed.
In my present paper I detail the desperate need of the
"Christian Missionaries to the Gentiles" for such exoneration.

(1)
After Paul's trial before the Sanhedrin, his appeal to
Caesar (55 C.E.) and arrest in Rome he was abandoned by the majority of his followers everywhere as a preacher of a spurious
Christianity (2 Tim. 1,15).
(2)
The Destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E. was interpreted
by the Torah-Christians and Paul's Christians alike as God's
punishment for rejecting their Messiah, and by the Jews as absolute proof that the Messiah had not yet come.
The Torah-Christians (Nazarenes-Ebbionites) were mostly
destroyed in Jerusalem.
Such as survived elsewhere, with their
missionary activity restricted as it was to Jews, had no longer
prospects of success.
(3)

(4)
So Paul's Christians had the field to themselves.
They
had despaired of converting Jews long before and concentrated on
Gentiles.

1 First appeared in Comments on Judaica, #2 (= Comments on
etymology, val. 18, #4, Jan. 1989, pp. 21-23).
2 (ed.) Reprinted as Stisskind 1988; also in the present
volume, pp. 38-48.
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(5)
But Christianity literally meant messianism to the
Romans, meant rebellion against Rome.
Patriotic Romans looked
upon the religion as treason, and all over the Roman Empire
Christians, including Gentile-Christians were hunted as Jewis~
rebels.
As late as 115 C.E. Tacitus writes that Pilate condemned
Jesus for a Judean rebellion against Rome.
The image of Jesus had
to be changed from a rebel against Rome to a Roman patriot to make
any headway.
Even so, Christianity remained a crime for close to
some 250 years after the fixed-up, false image.
(6)
We detail the palpable contradictions in rewriting the
history: Pilate knew Jesus to be innocent.
The Jews were wily
enough to force his hand.
Each later Gospel, in an effort to
remove the contradictions, only succeeded in increasing them.
Paul's Christology, however, required not only changing the
attitude of Jesus towards the Romans, but also the role of the
Messiah -- from a Saviour of the Jews from foreign yoke to a
Saviour of mankind from Original Sin, -- and the meaning of the
Crucifixion from the failure of a would-be Messiah, to his triumph
in achieving God's purpose of saving mankind from Eternal Damnation by sacrificing his son for the "commensurate" expiation of
that Sin.
The Torah now not only wasn't sufficient to save anyone
from Eternal Damnation; attempts to achieve salvation through
one's own merit gained by keeping the Torah were viewed as revealing arrogance and ingratitude -- a rejection of God's Grace, which
alone could bring salvation.
That rejection therefore constituted
a curse and an obstacle to the salvation of mankind in general and
of the Jews in particular.
The Jews were thus pushed not only
into the role of the perpetrators of the Crucifixion (terrible
enough as Deicides) but as the frustrators of salvation, actually
Anti-Christ.
And so began a rewrite also of all the traditions
about Jesus of the Mother Church in Jerusalem that were pro-Jews
and pro-Judaism.
Some Gospels left them out, others preserved
traditions "precious" to them, but managed to give them an antiJewish twist.
Two such traditions are the stories about the question:
What is the Greatest Commandment" and the "Washing of Hands
Before Meals."
In the "Greatest Commandment .. story as told in
Mark 12, 15-34, Jesus and the Pharisees are engaged in the most
cordial, mutual admiration.
But Matthew sneaked in one wordl in
Hebrew-Aramaic
~n~~o~'
and makes the entire story a malicious
entrapment-effort by the Jews against Jesus, and leaves out the
mutual admiration.
Luke tries to weaken the story further by
separating it from Jesus' answer about the "Resurrection of the
Dead" that evoked the first admiration, and suppressing the fact
that the admiring questioners of Jesus were Pharisees.
As if that
were not enough, he makes Jesus force the questioner whom he
apparently knows to be malicious to answer his own question. There
is no mention at all of the mutual admiration, instead, he follows
with the story of the "Good Samaritan," another distortion of a
pro-Jewish story that glorified the common Israelite against the
Kohen and the Levi, and was incongruously dragged in as a symbol
that Jesus considered the Samaritans as better material for salvation than the Jews.
Similarly, the story told in Mark 7, 1-23, of
Jesus failing to wash his hands to a meal, which is used by him to
11
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proclaim that Jesus, with the famous adage "Not What Goes Into the
Mouth Defiles but What Comes out of it" abolished Kashrut 7, 18f.
This story still has Matthew 15, 2-20, make only the followers of
Jesus "guilty" of not washing.
He deliberately omits Mark's inference that Jesus supposedly meant to abolish Kashrut.
Luke, writing when Kashrut was no longer a problem for Gentile-Christians,
uses the story for a tirade against the Pharisees and their hypocrisy (13, 37-54).
John, whose image of the Jews and Jesus is that
of deadly enemies, could not use a story where Jews invite Jesus
to dinner, so he omits the story altogether.
Yet, even this story
originally must have been closer to Matthew's version: which means
that: whatever its point, Jesus himself observed even the Rabbinical requirement of hand-washing before meals.
There are more such
twisted stories.
REFERENCE
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Judaica, #1, Dec. 1988. (= Comments on Etymology, vol. 18,
#3, Dec. 1988, pp. 14-24, reprinted above, pp. 38-48).

1 (ed.):

'to test/tempt/entrap him.'
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PURIM PASTRY HOMENTASHEN:

WHY 'HAMAN'S POCKETS'? 1

Nathan Stisskind
(ed.: Susskind is here responding to a query of mine;
my thanks go to Rolla resident Mary Adams for drawing
the issue to my attention.)
MARCH 1989 LETTER
' ... Now to homentashen:
In my native shtetl every kheyder {=
Hebrew-school)-kid knew its origin:
I presuppose a knowledge of
the story of Purim as found in the Book of Esther (in the Jewish
Bible).
The climax of that story is the miracle that Haman, who
had induced King Akhashveyrosh to decree the extermination of all
the Jews (by Adar 13) and came to the court of the king to ask
permission, in the meantime, to hang Mordekhay -- that he winds up
being ordered to serve as the valet dressing Mordekhay in the royal
pomp of the king.
Haman must also lead Mordekhay's royal horse in
this procession, crying out as he passes through the main street:
"Thus the king rewards him whom he wishes to honor!" When Haman
was through, the Bible states that he hurried home, "mourning and
with head covered." Thus most translators render the Hebrew:
literally ~K1 ~~D~} '~~ (avel va-hafuy rash).
Thus KJV Leeser,
Am. Rev. Version; and Jewish Tradition goes even further, taking
avel ?~!
in its usual technical, specific, narrow meaning of
mourner for a close relative.
Talmud (Megilla 16a) and the
Midrash collection Yalqut ad. loc. (section 1058-subsection 92)
explain by elaborating on the Biblical text '~~ (avel):
As Haman was leading the horse through the main street
and passing his own house, his daughter, standing on
the roof, saw it, thought that the rider was her father
and that the valet (was] Mordekhay.
She took a nightpot from the toilet and emptied it on the [valet's]
head.
When he raised his eyes, she saw it was her
father, and she fell from the roof and died.
In medieval times the "danish" cakes filled with sweets were
called in Hebrew ozney Haman tn~ ~llK
'Haman's ears.'
I don't
have the time to research: "Why~~ar~?;'; 2 But from about 1500 (I
guess), when men of importance in Europe took to wearing 3-cornered
hats, the 3-cornered danish with the filling of brownish jam or
jelly (Leckwar) looked on Purim too much like a three-cornered hat
on which a pot of brown stuff was emptied, with the victim trying
to keep the filth from running over his face by pushing up the rim
of the hat.
On Purim, celebrating Haman's downfall with a day of
fasting, followed by the reading of the Megilla (the whole Book of
Esther) in the evening of the fast, on an empty stomach, with the
1 First appeared in Comments on etymology,
1989, pp. 21-22.

val. 18, #8, May

2 (ed., G. Cohen)
In an exchange of letters, I first guessed
that the three-corner pasty might resemble the ears of the devil,
but Susskind replied that the devil doesn't play any role at all
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smell of goodies in the nostrils and the saliva glands working
overtime, the story of Haman's predicament and his head-gear
(imagined to have been a fancy, stylish 3-cornered hat, add to the
merriment -- but then why was it not called Haman's hat?'
*****
APRIL 1,

1989 LETTER

'My cousine tells me that "pocket" in the kitchen means
cavity in dough that is to be filled with something.
Hence
homentash is the word to be expected, rather than homenhut.'
*****
(G. COHEN):

A FURTHER THOUGHT

Susskind 1985 explains why Shelumiel (one of the Talmudic
names for Zimri) was chosen to render the notion of the archetypal
luckless fellow (shlemiel) rather than the expected direct form,
Zimri:
Zimri's predicament borders on the indecent (see Susskind
1985 for the lurid details), and modesty called for no more than
an indirect reference to the incident.
Similarly·, Haman's receiving the contents of a chamber-pot on
his head/hat also borders on the obscene; the direct thought of
.e ating this hat and its contents must at the very least have
seemed unpalatable.
So substitutes were thought up for 'Haman's
hat': 'Haman's ears,' and then the more neutral sounding 'Haman's
pockets' (i.e. cavities-in-dough to be filled).
REFERENCE

Susskind, Nathan 1985.
Origin of shlemiel 'simpleton, unlucky
bungler.'
Forum Anglicum, val. 14, part 1 (= Gerald Cohen:
Studies in Slang, part 1), pp. 71-84.

in Purim as it has been traditionally celebrated.
He then proceeded on an admittedly speculative tack (4/24/88)
' ... !therefore think there is perhaps some slight
chance that the 'ears' were psychologically 'dragged
in. • Earthenware pottery (jars, pitchers, pots) have
handles that look like human ears.
When many of them
are stored they hang by those ears.
Haman and his 10
sons were hung on the same gallows (50 cubits high =
almost 30 yards) and, according to one legend, hung one
beneath the other; they suggested the picture of eleven
pots hanging by their ears.
The pot-that-was-emptiedon-Haman helped in the suggested image of pots-hangingby-their-ears, ergo Haman seemed to be hanging Qy his
ears.
There may be a better explanation, but I don't
know of any. '
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8/12/1989 LETTER FROM REINHOLD AMAN ON HOMENTASHEN 1
'Dear Jerry,
... Here are a few comments on matters related to homentashen.
Speculations about "contents of a chamber pot" and "hanging
by the ear" seem far-fetched.
The reason for naming certain pastries is simple: they are
named "-ear" or -pocket because they look like ears or pockets.
This answers the questions,
Why ear? Why pocket?"
11

11

11

For example, in English we have elephant ear, a thin, flat,
sugar-coated pastry resembling an elephant's ear.
In Bavaria and parts of Austria there is a pastry called
Schweinsohrl, lit. "little pig's ear" (from Schwein "pig" + Ohr
"ear"+ diminutive -1, causing the o to change too).
This is a
rectangular or triangular pastry made of thin dough, fried, and
sometimes covered with powdered sugar.
During frying in oil or
melted butter, the pastry curls up.
It looks like a pig's pointed
and curled ear.
In the same regions and in Swabia, there is a pastry called
Maultasche, lit. "mouth-pocket." This is a rectangular (sometimes
triangular) pastry, with four (or three) corners bent up and over
the top towards the center, filled with plum or other jam, sweet
cheese, etc., and sometimes covered with powdered sugar.
The
triangular kind is similar to our turnover.
· I'm sure your readers familiar with other languages and
dialects could provide examples from other cultures.
Cordially yours, Rey•
G. COHEN:

COMMENTS ON THE ABOVE LETTER

The information Reinhold Aman presents on 'ear' and 'pocket'
looks interesting, but the homen- part of homentashen is left
unexplained.
For that, Susskind's story still looks valid.
Cf.
Susskind's comments to me in a follow-up letter, after I sent him
a copy of Aman's clarification:
'Dr. Aman's contributions do give an excellent and simple
explanation of the tashen part of homentashen.
But they
leave out Haman.
If the Haman story and his mishap/particular
predicament hadn't provided extra merriment, the food should
have (and would have) rather been called 11 Mordekhai's pockets"
or even "ears ... Or Esther's (?).
The holiday is also called
the Feast of Esther.'
I re Nathan Susskind's comments on the term in Comments
on etymology, vol. 18, #8, pp. 21-22.
Aman, incidentally, is
editor of Maledicta.
This letter and my brief reply first
appeared in Com. on Et., vol. 19, #4, Jan. 1990, p. 11.
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COMPILED COMMENTS ON ETYMOLOGY TREATMENTS ON
REDUPLICATIO~IN INDO-EUROPEANl
Gerald Cohen

INTRODUCTION
In the 1980s I presented various treatments on reduplcation
in Indo-European and will now compile those I regard as possibly
still containing validity.
The underlying thought of these items
is that reduplication and the changes which come in its wake
(dissimilation, haplology, etc.) hold the key to considerable
etymological insight.
This central idea is not original with me; the importance of
reduplication was already well recognized by 19th century IndoEuropeanists, although modern researchers tend to downplay its
role.
I have attempted here to remind my colleagues of its importance, to give illustrations, and to make two major suggestions:
(1)

Palatalization of velars could arise as a result of
... ~; g ... g),

dissimilation(~

(2)

The Indo-European laryngeals also arose as a result of the
dissimilation of velars, specifically dissimilation to zero.
The laryngeals were merely a way-station ~o zero.

Much of what is presented below is admittedly controversial,
due primarily to my dealing with various linguistic changes which
are subject to tendencies (eAg. dissimilation) rather than laws.
It is here that linguistic reconstruction becomes much more an art
than a science.
And it is here that the opportunity for both
insight and error becomes roughly equal.
If even a small portion of the suggestions advanced below
turn out to be correct, I will regard the effort as well worth
while.

1 Eric Hamp and Edgar Polome have my deep gratitude for
advice/suggestions over the years on my IE work, which in no way
implies that they necessarily agree with the presentations below.
Any mistakes of fact or interpretation are, of course, solely my
own responsibility.
The present compilation first appeared in
Com. on et., Vol. 20, No. 7, April 1991, pp. 1-35.
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BRUGMANN'S RECOGNITION THAT BROKEN REDUPLICATION
POINTS TO FULL REDUPLICATION!
Gerald Cohen
Over the past few years I have. been approaching a variety of
PIE terms with the assumption that they might have been originally
reduplicated; and although I anticipated at least some controversy,
I was startled by the vigorous rejection of . reduplication as a ·
feature of importance in PIE.
Cf. Eric Hamp's 1984 remarks:
• • • one
would not want reduplication except when it is forced
on one, e.g. by direct observation as in ... Austronesian ...
lexical derivation ... '
1

• • • damaging
in its specific bearing on the IE forms you take
up is the fact that your reduplication reconstructions violate what we presently know of the structure of canonical IE.
That is, we have no secure IE reduplications of the Polynesian
style you posit; therefore, your proposal is very costly
since it requires us to revise the grammar in a major way.'
1

When I first read these remarks I wondered whether I had made
some major misinterpretation in my readings of so-called broken
reduplication; does not 'broken• imply that the original state was
one of wholeness? So I headed back to Brugmann•s 1875 classic
work on broken reduplication, and sure enough, I was not mistaken:
Brugmann very clearly recognizes that broken reduplication points
to an original state of 'full reduplication•:
p. 188:

Um so weinger, glaube ich, dtirfen wir z. B. ein vavar oder. var-va oder ahnliche Abweichungen von der
reinen Grundform var-var dieser frtihen Sprachperiode
vindicieren, weil wir .. . diese valle Form haufig wirklich
als die altere nachweisen konnen ... , woraus wir schliessen dtirfen, dass auch in Fallen, wo wir die reine Form
nicht zu erreichen vermogen, diese doch einmal existierte und jener schwacheren zu Grunde lag. 1

p. 189:

•unvollkommen reduplicierende Bildungen wie va-var und
va-vardh- entstanden durch Einwirkung des Dissimilationstriebes und tiberhaupt der Lautbequemlichkeit. 1

1

My awareness of the possibly widespread existence of reduplication
in PIE is therefore not an original contribution.
In assuming
that we may deal here with a feature of considerable importance I
am merely following in some very traditional footsteps.

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 15, no. 3-4,
Nov. 1985, pp. 14-15.
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REFERENCES
Brugmann, Karl 1875.
Uber die sogenannte gebrochene Reduplication
in den indogermanischen Sprachen.
Curtius Studien, VII, 185216, 275-368.
Hamp, Eric 1984.
(12/16/1983 Letter cautioning against the search
for reduplicated forms in Primitive Indo-European).
Comments
on Etymology, val. 13, no. 11-12, March 1984, pp. 1-3.
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REFLECTIONS ON THE PRIMITIVE INDO-EUROPEAN WORD FOR 'SIX' 1
Gerald Cohen
Probably no other Indo-European term presents such a
troubling array of reconstructed forms as the word for 'six' does:
*syeks -- e.g. Welsh chwech
*seks -- e.g. Latin six
*kseks -- Avestan:
*~eks

x~va~

-- Old Prussian uschts

'childbed'

What was the original form?
How did the variations arise?
And can the original meaning of the word possibly be determined?
Despite attempts at clarification by some of the most eminent IndoEuropeanists, the solution to these questions remains elusive, and
the uncertainty is clearly reflected in Ernout-Meillet's (1959:
621) comment:
'Comme l'a vu F. de Saussure, l'initiale de ce nom de nombre
a du etre complexe en indo-europeen. 1
Cf. also Frisk (1970: 527):
'Das idg. Zahlwort "sechs" liegt in mindestens zwei Varianten
vor:
*se~s ... . (und] *s~e'ks; viele Einzelhei ten bleiben
indessen unklar.'
A partial solution may be possible, however, by approaching
the problems with a clear understanding of reduplication and the
changes that may come in its wake {dissimilation to zero;
metanalysis; addition of a sound for symmetry).
With these
developments in mind I would set forth the following
reconstruction:
{1)

{2 )
{3 )
(4 )

(5 )
( 6)

13,

The starting point is *suek. (Original meaning: ?)
By reduplication: *syek-s~~ (Reason for reduplication here: ?)
The firsts- disappears {dissimilation to zero}: *~~k~~~By metanalysis:
*yeks-~ek.
For symmetry: -s is added:
*~eks-~eks.
The second k dissimilates from the first ~ by becoming
palatal:
*~eks-~eKs
This dissimilation may have occurred as
early as right after stage #2 above.
And as a tangential
suggestion, perhaps some other examples of palatal ~ in PIE
similarly owe their palatalization to dissimilation following
reduplication.
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology,
no. 7-8, pp. 11-13.

Jan.

1984, val.
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The following changes are all based on alteration of the
*Reks-~eks reconstructed just above:
(a)

*~eks-~eks > *~e-ks~eks

(metanalysis)

*~-ksueKs > *~e-kse~s (dissimilation of second u to

zero)
*ye-kseKs > kse~s (loss of first -e- by dissimilation to
zero; reason for loss of u-: ?)
*kse~s (reconstructed already by other scholars).

Result:
(b)

~
~
*ueks-ueKs
> *ueks
(loss of first syllab 1 e by
dissimilation to zero)

*ueks (reconstructed already by other scholars).
••
*ueks-ue~s > *~ek-s~e~s (metanalysis).

Result:
(c)

~

~

> *suek~ (loss of first syllable by
dissimilation to zero).
*yek-s~eks

*s~eks

Result:
(d)

~

*yeks-~eks

(reconstructed already by other scholars).
1'"\

> *ueks-eks (loss of -u- by dissimilation to

zero) .
*~eks-e~s > *eks-eks (loss of u- for symmetry.
*eks-e~s > *ek-se~s
*ek-se~s > *se~s

Result:

(metanalysis).

(loss of ek- by dissimilation to zero).

f!'\

*seks (reconstructed already by other scholars).
REFERENCES
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WHY PALATAL KIN PRIMITIVE INDO-EUROPEAN *KMTOM '100'? 1
Gerald Cohen
There has thus far been no attempt to determine why PIE
the question
has not yet even been asked.
Scholars clearly assume that the
solution lies too far buried in remote PIE to be discoverable, and
yet a possible answer may emerge after all.
*~wtom '100' has a palatal ~' and as far as I know,

The starting point is my observation in Cohen 1984a that the
palatalization of k in the PIE word for 'six' came about by dissimilation to the other ~ in the word.
I was operating with my
own reconstruction of *s~ek-suek, but the hypothesis of dissimilation would work just as well with Eric Hamp's (1978) reconstruction
*ksue~s.
I then suggested {p. 11):
'Perhaps some other examples of palatal k in PIE
similarly owe their palatalization to
dissimilation following reduplication. 1
And I believe that *Kmtom

1

100

1

may be just such an example.

At first glance, of course, there is no other ~ in sight, but
a second k turns up with a bit of checking; cf~ Szemer~nyi (1960:
.139-140) :
'There can be no doubt that this numeral ... derives
from *dekomt 1 10.'
The only question is:
how is
it formed? Scholars ar~ fairly unanimous in
assuming that the meaning of *Kwtom was the 'decad
par excellence, the great decad" or "a decad (of
1
decads) . " 1 • • • (After some discussion:]
In other
words, "100" was not only conceived, but also
expressed, as "ten tens" or 11 a decad of decads."
The primitive form was thus *dekwt dekwt6m or
*(d)kWk~t6m.
Because of the frequent usage the
antepenult was shortened and the resulting *kmkmt6m,
by haplology, reduced to *kmt6m.
This form was
0
later, quite naturally, interpreted as a neuter
singular noun. '
- ~ - -~ · - -

"'
AND WHY A SYLLABIC SONANT IN *DEKM

1

10 1 ?

So, with two k 1 s in the same word, one of the ~·s apparently
dissimilated by becoming palatal.
This palatal ~ {in 10 lOs) then
spread to '10' in other contexts, so that the usual reconstructed
form for PIE '10' is *deKm .

•

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, April 1984, val.
13, no. 13-14, pp. 3-4.
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In this construction it is possible to wonder whether the *~
in PIE *dek~ might not also have come from '100' when it was still
clearly recognizable as '10 lOs. • My assumption is that syllabic
sonants were not primevally present in PIE but arose there at
least partially by reduction following reduplication.
Cf. Cohen
1982, where I reconstruct *yues-y~es as the source of Gothic _iz~J~
'you (dat., ace. pl.)' and add (p. 4):
'The reduction of the initial syllable. (rather
than the second one) of izwis is due to the stress
not being on that syllable.
i.e. if one syllable
had to be reduced, the one bearing the stress
would be more resistant to this change.'
And:
'The reason for the reduction of the first
syllable in PIE *ms-mes and Celtic *snis,
can now be supposed to be the same as for

*~~~~
izw!~-'

A FEW MORE THOUGHTS
It is possible that the PIE words for 'six' and '100' are not
isolated in their indication that palatalization of ~ might have
arisen from dissimilation to another ~What other examples can
be found to support the supposition of such dissimilation? For if
the supposition turns out to be valid, a piece of insight would be
.gained into PIE: palatal ~would indicate that a second ~ possibly
existed in a given PIE word, even if this second -k is not directly
attested (cf. *kmtom).
And the presence of the second ~would be
due at least fairly often to reduplication.
~

As for myself, when I find either palatal k or a syllabic
sonant in a given PIE word, I see a clue that reduplication may
have occurred there in early PIE.
And when I see both features in
a given PIE word, my impression is that they are offering me a
direct invitation to reduplicate the root and see what happens.
REFERENCES
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REFLECTIONS ON THE PIE WORD FOR 'HEART'
Gerald Cohen
There remain some points of uncertainty concerning the PIE
word for heart (*krd-, *kerd-, *ker, *kred-), but the most important one is its etymology.
Most-rndo-Europeanists have apparently
assumed that the origin of this word is undiscoverable, lost in
the remote prehistory of PIE.
But a new look at old problems is
always useful, and it was clearly in this spirit that Szemerenyi
1970 boldly proposed an etymology: the heart was originally the
'jumper, leaper, springer,' deriving from the PIE root that also
gave Greek skairo 'skip, frisk, dance.'
Maybe.
But the principal
characteristic of the heart seems to be its beating rather than
the more poetic skipping/leaping, and I would therefore like to
propose a different etymology:
(1)

Eric Hamp 1981 has identified IE. -d- as a participial suffix, e.g. (p. 149) Latin forda 'pregnant,' literally 'bearing, I (p. 150) Latin sudus 'dry, hot weather' < *sus-dQ,
literally 'getting, having got dry.'
I accept Hamp's observations on this point and would now suggest that they be
extended to *Krd/etc.: -d- here meant '-ing.'

(2)

In my 1984a and 1984b working papers I suggested that palatal
k in at least some PIE words arcs~ by dissimilati~n to a
second kin the same word.
PIE *kmtom '100' is already recognized to have had another ~ (e.g. Szemerenyi 1960: 139-140:
*(d)k~kmt6m '10 lOs'), as is the PIE word for 'six'; cf.
Hamp's 19·78 reconstruction *ksy.eks.
It is, I believe, of
great importance to realize that a palatal ~ in a PIE word
may be a clue to the original presence of another ~ in that
word, even if this second ~ is no longer otherwise reconstructable.

(3)

Another clue for PIE 'heart' may be the presence of the zero
grade in a.t least some forms of this noun.
My work on pronouns (Cohen 1976) has left me with the clear impression that
zero grade in PIE is an indication of original reduplication.
The presence of both zero grade and palatal ~ in a single
root seems (to me) to underscore the likelihood of original
reduplication in that root.

(4)

I would therefore reconstruct *ker-ker + d.

(5)

Meanwhile, PIE seems to have had a kr root meaning 'to
strike, beat'; cf. Pokorny 1969:
(p. 618-619):
(p. 621):
(p. 622-623):

Dec.

krek 'schlagen' ...
kret 'schlagen'
kreu 'stossen, schlagen, zerschlagen, brechen'

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol.l4, no. 5-6,
1984, pp. 9-11.
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And on p. 578 Pokorny presents ker-/ker- : kre-, defined as
'versehren' (= to injure, damage), but it seems likely that
this meaning was preceded by 'to break< to strike.'
Cf. two
of the attestations ci~ed by Pokorny himself:
~

Old Indian srnati

'zerbricht, zermalmt'

Greek: keraun6s 'Donnerkeil, Blitz,' eigentlich
'Zerschmetterer'
(6)

To return to the *ker-ker + d form I reconstructed for 'heart'
above, I would derive the meaning 'heart' from 'thump, thumping,' i.e. the heart was originally 'the beating (organ).'
Reduplication of the root was probably due either to the
expression of intensity (a pounding heart) or frequency
(repetitiveness; the continually beating organ).

(7)

For the possibility of reduplication in verbs of striking,
cf. Egyptian (Budge 1978, val. 2):
(p. 876): tebteb 'to beat (of the heart)'
(p. 772): .qenqen 'to beat, strike'
(p. 777): ger-qer-t 'beating.'

(8 )

Reduplicated forms in PIE were almost uniformly mangled, and
*ker-ker-d was no exception.
First, one ~ > ~ by dissimilation, resulting in *ker-ker-d.
Then, under varying circumstances that I am not able to reconstruct with any precision,
this *ker-ker-d underwent two developments.
Either the
initial *ker was simply dropped (haplology), leaving ~~r4=,
a form already recon~tructed by scholars.
Or, prior to the
dropping of *ker-, this form induced the following (and similar sounding) -ker- to become reduced; hence ~ in ~~d-,
also already reconstructed by other scholars.
Clearly there
must have been some fluctuation of forms for a while, which·
sorted itself out dialectally or by variations in the paradigm as e.g. Szemerenyi (1978:271) has reconstructed.
In any
event, this bit of uncertainty should not detract from the
possibility that the PIE word for heart was at one point
*ker-ker-d.
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-67LATIN CAL~ULUS 'PEBBLE' 1
Gerald Cohen
It is widely assumed that calculus 'pebble' arose as a diminutive of calx 'chalkstone. ,2
But Ernout-Meillet 1959 gingerly
raise the possibility that calculus arose by reduplication:
{under calx #2):
'Les Latins voyaient dans calculus le
diminutif de calx: cf. P.F. 40.9 calces qui per deminutionem
appellantur calculi ... ; mais lessens sont differents et le
grec kaxles "caillou de riviere" amene a se demander si
calculus ne serait pas aussi un mot a redoublement .... '
Recent work by Eric Hamp on the -a- of Latin guattuor '4' may
be applicable to the -a- of calculus and permit a development of
Ernout-Meillet's suggestion.
Hamp {1969: 153) begins by pointing
out that zero grade for IE '4' once existed in ordinal and other
roles:
e.g. Skt. tur!ya '4th'
Avestan: ~xtuirim '4 times'
He then observes that *kt'X'ur involved a vulnerable ini t .ial
cluster, resulting in revocalizations of the notorious (Hamp's
description] early dialect forms showing so-called "schwa-secundum":
Latin: guattour
Homeric-Greek:
p!sures

Slavic:
~Ityr
Albanian:
kater

Meanwhile, if Ernout-Meillet's suggestion of reduplication is
to be pursued, we would start with *k~el 'round,' which doubled is
*k~el-~el.
This form was then mangled, probably by the following
steps:
dissimilation of ~; result:
*kul-kwel
assimilation {symmetry); result:
*kulkul
dissimilation of ~; result:
*klkul
This *klkul, however it arose, now occupies center-stage, and
is especially noteworthy for its untenable initial cluster.
Then,
just as Hamp's *k~t- resulted in an inserted ~ in Latin quattuor,
so too was the same insertion of a called for in *klkul;
result:
0
calcul-.
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, Nov. 1985, vol.
15, No. 3-4, pp. 16-17.
2 There is some disagreement as to whether calx can designate
a stone other than one of chalk.
Walde-Hofmann 1965 says:
'Spielstein, Kalkstein, Kalk,' while Cassell's Latin Dictionary
comments 'stone; a pebble used as a counter in various games; ...
But Ernout-Meillet are convinced otherwise: 'Calx, qui designe
seulement la "pierre
chaux."'

a
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The Latin diminutive suffix -ul- may therefore not have been
originally a suffix at all, but rather a reinterpreted part of an
old root, particularly a reduplicated root.
And the reinterpretation might very well have begun with calcul-.
As for calx, calcis 'chalkstone; perhaps also stone,' it is
by no means certain that this term is a borrowing from Greek
xaliks.
After the -ul- in calcul- was reinterpreted as a diminutive suffix, the calc- part of the word was seen as the root; calx,
calc-is is therefore very possibly a back-formation that arose
entirely within Latin.
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-69ORIGIN OF THE PIE WORD FOR 'FOUR'1
Gerald Cohen
An indication of the uncertainty concerning the origin of the
PIE word for 'four' is given by Szemerenyi (1960: 141); after
mentioning '5,' '6,' '9,' '10,' and perhaps '8,' he says:
'The
remaining numerals defy all rational analysis.'
The most recent attempt to come to grips with the problem
comes in Van Windekens 1982, which suggests:
*que (in *q~etuor-)
originally meant 'and'; it came to appear in a number from the
practice of interjecting 'and' between numerals when counting
('one and two and three and four and ... ').
In the case of 'four,'
the que 'and' was supposedly first attached to the preceding
numeral and became part of 'four' by metanalysis.
A second suggestion in Van Windekens 1982 is that the *-tuor
of *g~etuor- derives from PIE *tuor < *tuer 'to grasp, grip.'
That is, 'four' originally referred to the four grasping fingers
(minus the thumb).
But I would reply that the thumb is too important to be
excluded from any number based on the notion of grasping.
And it
is by no means clear that PIE possessed *tuer or *tuor 'grasp.'
This root is clearly attested only in Baltic with possible cognates in Slavic, but there is no firm evidence that the form
existed earlier.
I would now like to advance my own very tentative suggestion,
which is set forth in the spirit of thinking out loud:
{1)
I would like to begin by drawing attention to the FinnoUgric words for 'two,' e.g. Hungarian ket, Lappish kuekt, ~uekte,
Finnish kehte (nom, kaksi), etc., and by wondering if PIE might
not have borrowed a form for 'two' from Finno-Ugric at some remote
time.
Let's assume that the answer to this speculation is ~es and
that the Finno-Ugric form turned up in remote PIE as *kwet.
(2)
If this *kwet is reduplicated we get *kwet-kwe~, which
is not all that far removed in appearance from the agreed-upon PIE
form of 'four': *kwetwr.
Bearing in mind that reduplicated forms
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vel. 13, no. 1112, March 1984, pp. 3-6.
2 Scholars are already aware that Finno-Ugric and PIE
speakers were in contact and that some lexical borrowings
resulted.
Hakulinen (1961: 232) for example writes:
' ... the time
when Finno-Ugric speakers and their Indo-European neighbors were
in contact with one another ... '
Andre borrowings:
' ... certain
of the words in the Finno-Ugric languages which have preserved the
evidence of contact stem from Primitive Indo-European.'
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in PIE tended to be mutilated (via dissimilation to zero)
suggest:

I would

*kwet-kwet

III ! I

kwet w

Only the origin of the -r in *kwetwr is unclear to me.
(3)
Note Szemerenyi's (1960: 145) treatment of Ostyak nj~~~
'8,' with the -ych here interpreted as the dual (Vogul am~ 'dog,'

ampygh 'two dogs'; Ostyak chat 'house,'
Szemerenyi then comments:

*chot-ych 'two houses'l)

'Now Ostyak njylych is in so close an agreement
with this type that the conclusion seems inescapable that it is the dual of "4," i.e. njel.'
(4)
Now, if '8' may be the dual of '4,' as Szemerenyi has
suggested just above, perhaps PIE '4' may be the dual of '2.'
Hence the reduplication of *kwet that I have proposed above; we
apparently deal merely with 2 + 2 = 4.

To go further, it has long been suspected that PIE
'8' is somehow the dual of the word for '4,' but the connection has seemed forced to most scholars.
I would like to
revive this etymology with the suggestion of *kwetwr '4' multiplied by *kwet '2.'
Therefore:
(5)

*o~to(u)

*kwet - *kwetwr

J,
o

I tJ,

k

tu

And I would also suggest that this final -u may be the source of
the PIE dual in -u.
(6)
And finally, in Cohen 1984 I treated '6' as having the
original form *suek-s~ek but could think of no reason for
reduplication here.
I now see a possibility:
If PIE '4' is
composed of '2 + 2,' perhaps '6' is composed of '3 + 3.'
I would
therefore posit a PIE *§yek '3' beside the already well recognized
*tre!, although I must admit that there is thus far no firm
evidence for this *s~ek.
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SOME VERY TENTATIVE SUGGESTIONS ON DEVELOPMENTS IN PIE 1
Gerald Cohen
I would like to set forth some radical suggestions, although
the principles upon which they are based are individually well
recognized:
1.

Animals and birds are named at least sometimes from
their cry, e.g. German Uhu 'eagle owl.'

2.

Words pertaining to animal/birds are sometimes extended
to humans, e.g. Yiddish krechtz-en 'to fuss, complain' <
German krachzen 'to caw.'

3.

k/g is frequently used to render various bird/animal
sounds, e.g. caw.

4.

Animal sounds are often reduplicated:
quack, etc.

5.

Reduplicated forms in IE were usually mangled (haplology,
assimilation, dissimilation).
This is the step that
requires our greatest attention, since two or three successive mangling changes could produce a form dramatically different from the initial one.

arf-arf,

~uack~

PALATAL K AND G MAY POINT TO DISSIMILATION
FROM A SECOND ~ OR ~
In my 1984a-1984f working papers I suggested that palatal k
in PIE might point to dissimilation from a second ~ in the word;
and if a second ~ is not otherwise attested, it should perhaps be
reconstructed.
I would now extend this observation to palatal g
and add that the second k or g was often present due to reduplication of a root with k or g.
Here are a few possible candidates
for this explanation.
1.

Slavic zvon 'ring' (the sound) < *g~on.
Onomatopoetic
words imitating the ringing of a bell are often reduplicated, e.g. ding-dong, Latin tintin- 'to ring, jingle,'
' ... kolok6l'~ik din, din, din' (= little bell, ding,
ding, ding; from Lermontov's poem 'V'juga').
So it is
not unreasonable to guess that zvon might also have once
been reduplicated:
*guon-guon .
••

2.

Russian vesl6 'oar' < *vek-.
Words denoting motion back
and forth are one of the main categories of reduplicated
terms, and hence the suspicion that we .may deal
originally with *uek-uek.

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, Jan.
15, no. 7-8, pp. 4-8.

1986,

val.
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3.

*mik 'mix'; a second ~ can be found in the frequentative
suffix -sk-; hence *mik-sk > *miksk.

4.

Slavic zvati

5.

Old Indian
'r<uk.

'call'

GUC

< *gu-.

'grieve, sorrow,' known to derive from

IMPORTANCE OF K-/G- FOR ANIMAL SOUNDS
The importance of k-/~ for animal and bird sounds must be
emphasized.
Note the already recognized onomatopoetic addition of
c- to Latin an- 'duck,' which yields French canard.
Likewise
Latin rana 'frog' acquired an initial onomatopoetic g in French:
grenouille.
The *gh- in PIE *ghans 'goose' vs. no *gh- in Latin
anser 'goose' is explainable also as an onomatopoetic addition.
French can-{ard) and PIE *ghans therefore each represent a sort of
blend; the -an- is an onomatopoetic 'honk, •l while the *gh-/~~
imitate a gutteral rasping-type sound.
Now, English quack-quack is attribut~d to ducks, but Friedrich (1967: 82) also presents Hittite akuya-akuua 'Frosch?'
This
should alert us to the possibility that a quack~quack-type sound
might have had a broader application than a duck's sound.
I see
that Narrangaset (Trumbull 1903) has guegussu 'he hisses; he
quacks' and k8ik8ssem 'il siffle.'
I have already assumed (Cohen
. 1984d) that kw- can approximate the sound of a dog's growl, much
as gw- apparently does (>Russian gav-gav 'bow-wow').

A LOOK AT THE WORD FOR 'TALK'
In Cohen 1984f I already suggested that the multi-purpose
onomatope *kwe-kwe might be the source of Hittite huek 'implore'
and PIE *~ek~ 'speak.'
Meanwhile, PIE is known to have had another
root for 'speak,' viz. *bhe- which seems to have not a shred of
connection with *~ek~ or my reconstructed *kwe-kwe.
But when I
look at *bhe-, I feel as though I am entering a movie theatre with
the film already three-fourths over; and such a feeling gives me
the courage to advance the following suggestion as to what might
(repeat, might) have happened:
*kwe-kwe

aJ

*kwe-hwe - dissimilation

""

*kwe-h-

"'-

*hweh

-

loss of -we by dissimilation

- assimilation

~

*wheh
tL

-

transposition of hw > ~h; perhaps not every
laryngeal was simply lost.

1 Cf. honck 'goose'
Trumbull 1903: 270).

in Natick (an Algonquin language; see
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/
*bheh

J
*bhe

- b could bear the aspiration more easily than
w.
-

loss of laryngeal, which is already well
known to produce lengthening of immediately
preceding vowel.

Cf. also Skt. bheka 'frog,' which may be similarly reconstructable:
*kwe-kwe
~

hwe-kwe
~

whe-(kwe)

- Cf. Friedrich's (1967: 82}
akuya-akuua 'Frosch?'
- dissimilation
- transposition of h,

~·

~

bhe-

- bh replaces wh for ease in rendering
aspiration.
(As for -ka in Q~e~~, it may be
merely a nominal suffix.)

To continue with the idea of a multi-purpose onomatope, I
would look at PIE *pekuo- 'cook' and its strikingly similar homonym *pekuon 'dog.'
If the similarity is due to more than coincidence, the explanation would lie in the onomatopoetic *~w~-~w~,
which besides rendering the sound of a growling/barking dog might
have also rendered the bubbling/seething sounds connected with
cooking.
The development then might have proceeded as I reconstructed for *pek~-:
*kwe-kwe
~

*kwe-~we

- palatalization by dissimilation

~

wekwe

- further dissimilation,

to zero

~

peKwe

- dissimilation of

~

> p

. AND A LOOK AT 'STAR'
Hamp 1974 discusses the Baltic and Slavic words for 'star,'
reaching an eventual reconstruction *g~ois-dia or (less
enthusiastically) *guoigdia.
But the matter cannot be left there.
Which part of the word is the ultimate root, and what did it mean?
And what about the suffix(es)?
The answers seem fairly clear to me: the root is g~oi-, parallel to the already well recognized k~oi-s/kuei-~ 'shine, 1 e.g.
Lithuanian ~viesa 'light.'
The suffix is -d-, already identified
by Hamp 1980 and 1981 as meaning '-ing'; and -ia means 'which, 1
here a suffix but originally a relative pronoun --- cf. Russian
~u~a 'dry land' < *sux + ~' transparently explainable as 'which
(is) dry.'
So 'star' = 'which (is) shining.'
Hebrew tsibtsua~ ("~~n~) 'glistening, flashing' may now be
introduced, since its reduplication calls attention to the possibility that Kuoi-s 'shine' might owe the palatalization of its ~
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to reduplication too; in my 1984 working papers I suggested that
at least some cases of palatalized k are due to dissimilation from
another ~ in the same word, even though this second ~ may have
since disappeared without any other trace.
A second look at Hamp 1 s
g~oigdia (with -g- rather than -s-) may now be in order.
For the
sake of an exercise, let us assume an original *g~~9i; then:
1.

*guoi-guoi - palatalization to dissimilate the two
"
gutterals.

2.

*guoi-§- loss of -uoi by dissimilation to zero.
Result (by normal phonological developments):
Polish gwiazda.

3.

*guoi-g- first g assimilates to second one.
Result
(by normal phonological developments): Old Church
Slavonic:
zv~zda.

Why reduplication in these words for shine/glisten? Probably
we deal originally with sound, viz. the crackling of a fire.
Otherwise we might deal with the motion back and forth of flames;
motion back and f~rth is one of the main semantic categories for
reduplication in the Semitic and Indo-European languages.
· Also, incidentally, if -d- = -ing, as Hamp has reconstructed,
perhaps t likewise meant -ing; K~oi- 'shine' + -t- 'ing' > Common
.Slavic *kuoit (>Old Church Slavonic sv~t) 'light. 1
*KW-/*BHE 'SPEAK'

--- BUT ALSO:

'SHINE'

raised above the radical suggestion that PIE *bh~· 1 speak'
might be the end result of several processes that began with an
original *kwe-.
Now also I find *kwe-/*kwoi- and *bhe- (e.g. Skt.
bhanus 'sun') both indicating 'shine.'
And I would suggest that
this *bh~ 'shine' originated in just the same way from *kwe~ as
may have happened for *bhe 'speak.'
I
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REFLECTIONS ON THE PRIMITIVE INDO-EUROPEAN WORD FOR 'DOG' 1
Gerald Cohen
Recent work has dramatically shed light on the PIE form for
'dog,' as attested in Greek kuo~, Latin can~~' Old Indian ~y~,
etc.
Note the empty brackets in the title of Hamp's 1980 article:
'IE. *{ (kuon 11 dog,"' which call attention to the possibility that
something existed in front of the traditionally reconstructed
*~uon; that something is then deduced by Hamp to be *pe-, hence
*pekuon, a reconstruction that reunites such supposedly disparate
forms as Slavic pisu 'dog' and Greek kuon.
He explains how the
different developments occurred, but that part of his article is
not of immediate interest for my present treatment.
What does interest me are two main observations that come to
mind from reading Hamp's article:
(1}

Despite the considerable progress made by the article, there
is still no ultimate etymology suggested for *~~uon.
What
did this form originally mean?

(2)

Before settling upon *pekuon as his preferred reconstruction,
Hamp considers three other possibilities, one of which is
*kwekuon.
This *kweKuon is startling to me, because it jibes
perfectly with a few views I have been tentatively developing.

The first is that at least some instances of k in PIE owe
their palatalization to dissimilation from a second ~ in the same
word; and if this second -k is nowhere in sight, it should
be re'-'
constructed.
By putting the empty brackets before *K~on and by
considering *kwe- as one of the possibilities to fill these
brackets, Hamp in effect has walked point for me on this daring
reconstruction.
.

The second view I have been developing (to myself) is a full
appreciation of the importance of gutturals in onomatopoetically
representing various sounds, which then become standard lexical
items.2 Note some scattered examples already present in the
standard reference works:
Buck 1949, item #3.57 (for 'duck'} 'French canard, fern. ~~~~'
the latter a blend of Old French ane with an imitative
syllable. '
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, val. 14, no. 5-6,
1984, pp. 11-13.
2 In pursuing this line of inquiry I am deeply indebted to
Jacques Rosenman (Austin, Texas), a medical doctor with a lifelong interest in linguistics.
He has waged a lonely and at times
bitter battle on behalf of the importance of onomatopoeia in lexical development, and my current interest in this subject is largely
traceable to his influence.

Dec.
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'ibid.,' item #3.61 {for 'dog): Serbo-Croatian kucka 'from
ku~ak, a less common word for "dog," based on a calling
cr---y:-t-1
Dauzat et al.
{1964: word for 'frog')" '~enouill~ .. . du lat.
pop. *ranucula, dimin. de rana, grenouille; l'addition
dug peut etre due a une influence onom. d'apres le cri.'
And thirdly, I have become keenly aware of the possibility
that reduplication in PIE was once more widespread than is currently supposed.
In any case, it is already well recognized that
animal sounds are particularly susceptible to reduplication, e.g.
English, oink-oink, bow-wow, guack-quack, woof-woof, Russian ~y
gav 'bow-wow,' German wau-wau 'bow-wow.'
So I will reconstruct *kwe-kw( on) { > *kwe1<won) for 'dog,'
with kw onomatopoetically representing a dog's growl and with the
second kw being merely the reduplication that is so frequent in
animal sounds.
PIE 'dog' was therefore named for his growl, just
as a whole variety of birds are recognized to be named for their
cry.
The problem before me now is to relate the k- of this
*kwe~won to the 2= of Hamp's *peKuon, and perhaps~he following
admittedly tentative hypothesis can provide an answer:
(1)

After k - k > k - k occurred in *kwekwon, the initial k
dissimilated further by becoming zero.
Result: *uekuon.
,.
,,

(2)

> 2= occurred here by dissimilation to the
second ~·
Result: *peKuon.
Then~
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REFLECTIONS ON PRIMITIVE INDO-EUROPEAN *EKW- 'HORSE' 1
Gerald Cohen
IE forms such as Latin equus 'hose' and Old Indian ~~~ are
well recognized to derive from *ekw-, but the origin of this
reconstructed form has remained a mystery; cf. e.g. Buck 1949,
item #3.41: 'root connection wholly obscure.'
A suggestion may be
made, though, based primarily on my item above about PIE 'dog':
*ekw- 'horse' derives....... from the same *kwekw- that yielded (as
I suppose) Hamp's *pekuo~ 'dog'; we deal merely with a
different altering of this original *kwekw-.
The convincingness of this suggestion will depend in large
part on the correctness of my assertion that PIE ~ owes its palatalization to dissimilation from a second k in the same word.
To
me, palatal ~ in *ekw- indicates that another ~ was originally
present, but of course, the jury is still out on this point.
With
an extra ~ in *ekw-, the form may be reconstructed as *keKw_~·
But
we are dealing very possibly with an animal sound, and reduplication is known to be frequent in such sounds; so the suggestion of
symmetry imposes itself, leading to the suspicion that this *ke'k~
was ·original *kwekw- < *kwekw-.
Now, if *kwekw- is the source form of both 'dog' and 'horse,'
we deal with one of two possibilities: (1) *kwekw- was used as an
all-purpose onomatopoetic form to render both a dog's bark/growl
and a horse's neigh, or more likely (2) *kwekw- originated as the
bark/growl of a dog, since *kw- does not seem to ·be even an
approximate rendering of a horse's neigh.
Presumably the early
PIE tribes domesticated the dog before encountering the horse, and
when this encounter did occur, the word for 'dog' was extended to
the new animal.
For a similar extension, cf. the Western U.S.
song 'Git along little dogies,' in which dogies are calves.
In any case, calling the newly encountered 'horse' a 'dog'
was merely an expedient, and a lasting solution called for different terms for the two animals.
PIE dealt with this homonymy of
*kwekw- by producing two variants of this form.
In both cases *K~
was lost; then 'dog' dissimilated *w- > p, while 'horse' proceeded
to lose *w- too.
Result:
*pe~w- 'dog,' *ekw- 'horse.'
REFERENCE
Buck, Carl D. 1949. A dictionary of selected synonyms in the
principal Indo-European languages.
U of Chicago Press.
later reprinted.

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol.
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HITTITE UUEK :IMPLORE, I IE *~X~ 'SPEAK,
*QEK 'TO WANT, WISH'r-

I

Gerald Cohen
The IE forms pointing to an original *~ek~ 'speak' (e.g. OI
vak-ti 'he speaks') are known to be related to Hittite huek
'implore,' but perhaps this ouek can be reconstructed back to an
earlier form.
If 0 here derives from an original ~-type sound, we
would deal with the same *kwek- as I have reconstructed for 'barking I ( > I dog I ) •

---

I shall pursue this possibility by suggesting that we have
before us the well-known phenomenon of the extension of animal
terms to human activity, e.g. 'they howled in protest, the sergeant
barked an order ,• etc.
Either *kwek- 'bark' was first extended as
'shout' to human speech, or perhaps we deal with 'bark > yelp >
implore > speak.'
The Chinese character for 'speak' may be very
illuminating here:

.!...

originally

The two top

lines are known to represent something high; below these lines is
a man with his arms raised; and below the man is a mouth.
Without
the mouth the character is used to represent the notion of
'offense/injury.'
See ·cahen 1978, where I suggest that we deal
here with a man who has committed some serious offense and whose
spoken words now will determine whether he lives or dies.
The
Chinese character, considered beside Hittite ~ek, suggests that
the notion of speech may be derived from speech in a highly
emotional contest.
Hittite QUek 'implore' would therefore represent a semantic stage that preceded the more general 'speak,' and
could then plausibly be linked semantically with dog-like sounds,
specifically yelping for mercy.
If these reflections are correct, a major piece of insight
may be gained into the Hittite (and hence PIE) laryngeals: these
laryngeals originated at least in part by the dissimilation of ~
to another ~ in the same word.
There were thus two means of dissimilating two k's in a PIE word:
(1)

one k becomes palatal.

(2)

one k becomes a laryngeal.
Or perhaps more accurately:
one k was dissimilated to zero, with the laryngeal being
merely a way-station towards this ultimate goal.

'"' 'TO WANT, WISH'
PIE ,........._
UEK
My above assumption that the meaning 'implo~e' (in Hittite
QUek) preceded 'speak' (in most other IE languages) permits a

Dec.

1 First appeared in Comments on gymology,
1984, pp. 14-15.

val. 14, no. 5-6,
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fresh look at PIE ~ek 'to want, wish'; OI v~~=' Av. vas-, 'to
want, wish,' Greek ek-on 'willing.'
The semantic development I
tentatively proposing is:
'implore> wish/want.'
Palatal k, as I have suggested above, is an indication that
another k once existed in the word.
Therefore: either *~~ek or
*uek-~ek.
Perhaps we deal here with reduplication in connection
with sounds (the sounds of imploring) or reduplication due to
repetition (persistent imploring).
REFERENCE
Cohen, Gerald 1978.
Chinese characters for offense/injury.
Proceedings, 1977 Mid-America Linguistics Conference.
ed.
Donald Lance and Daniel Gulstad.
University of MissouriColumbia.
pp. 475-480.
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'LAND < *DHEG~H- 'BURN' 1
Gerald Cohen

The etymology of Greek xthon, Latin hu~u~, Lith. ze!ne, etc.
(all = land) is riddled wi.th uncertainty, and the ultimate meaning
of the noun is totally mysterious.
Before setting forth my own
conjecture on the matter, here is Buck's (1949:1.21) attempt to
mediate a dispute on the reconstructed PIE form:
'IE *ghem- *§h~em-, representing the most widespread cognate
group, though the precise character of the IE variant form
involves a difficult problem.
Walde-P. 1.662 f. Ernout-M.
464.
Walde-H. 1.664 f.
The inclusion in this group of Hitt.
takan, Toch. A tkam "earth," and the resulting assumption of
IE *dheghom-, *dhghom- (Kretschmer, Glotta 20.66 f.), is
rejected by Benveniste, Melanges Ginnekin 193 ff.
But some
ultimate connection is probable.'
Meanwhile, in preparing my COE 1986 article I became familiar
with the widespread practice of clearing land for farming by burning the woods.
Note in particular the passage I quoted from
Sigaut (1975: 37):
'Le brulage a feu courant.
On a deja rencontre ce procede
dans le dechaumage; on l'entend ici dans ses applications a
une vegetation de lande, de steppe, de prairie.
C'est une
technique absolument universelle, a tel point qu'on a pu
emettre l'hypothese que la steppe europeenne, ou la prairie
nord-americaine, n'etait pas une formation "naturelle," mais
"an thropique" (Sauer [ 1956] ) . '
Might it therefore not be possible that Kretschmer's
*dheghom- 'land' is connected with none other than the well recognized *dheg~h- 'burn'? The -om suffix would give a passive sense
to the word, i.e., the whole would have originally meant 'that
which is burned,' i.e., woods/tall grasses/etc. burned for clearing purposes.
As for the palatalization of gh, I would point to my COE
articles suggesting that a palatalized ~ or g might have arisen by
dissimilation from a second ~ or g in the same word; and if this
second ~/g is no longer present, the palatalized velar might indicate that a reduplicated form should be reconstructed.
One of the
major categories for reduplicated forms in the Semitic languages
is 'motion back and forth,' and burning belongs to this category
by virtue of the flickering of flames; cf. the reduplicated Hebrew
verb sifsef 'flicker' and Egyptian heshes 'fire, flame.'
I have
had to do my basic theoretical work on reduplication with Semitic
and Egyptian rather than IE, since reduplication in IE is attested

Dec.

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, val.
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16, no.
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primarily in its so-called 'broken' (i.e., mutilated) variety,
while Semitic and Egyptian present numerous cases of unbroken
reduplication.
I would therefore reconstruct PIE *dhegh-dhegh beside *d~~~h
'burn,' with subsequent haplology and palatalization of the velar,
just as apparently happened for PIE *kmt-om '100,' originally consisting of something like *dekm-dekm- 'ten tens'; this latter reconstruction has already been advanced by other Indo-Europeanists.
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PIE *QEL-/*QOL-

'TURN,

ROLL'

< *~~~~/*~~QL?l

Gerald Cohen

PIE *~el-/*~ol- 'to turn, roll' is already well known to have
been reduplicated and then mutilated ('broken reduplication'),
e.g. Latin *~ol-y- 'turn, roll.'
I would now like to suggest that
the original form of the root was really *k~ol- and that the kwas lost in the aftermath of reduplication:
*k~ol-k~ol
*yol-k~ol

>
>

*~ol-k~ol
*~ol-yol

-- dissimilation of k to zero.

-- loss of second k for symmetry.
(already well recognized)

It is striking though that *£Ql and *~~ol continued to coexist.
*kuol was the parent of *uol without dying at childbirth.
-~

--
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ORIGIN OF THE INITIAL NASAL IN THE GREEK
ENCLITIC PRONOUNS MIN, NIN 1
Gerald Cohen
The origin of the initial nasal consonant of Greek min and
nin 'eum, earn, id; se 1 is presently obscure.
Frisk, for example,
says:
'Zu vergleichen zunachst kypr. in "ds." aus *i-m (lat.
usw.); der anlautende Nasal ist nicht erklart. 1

is

Chantraine 1974 is equally in the dark:
'Et.: Obscure, 1 and
remains unconvinced by Benveniste's suggestion; Chantraine writes:
'Ce savant etablit l'existence, en face des demonstratifs,
d'un type d'anaphoriques atones au cas object, caracterises
par une voyelle i: min repondrait a *me;o, cf. skr. ama-, nin
a *ne;o,
And yet the solution seems quite clear to me: mi~ and nin are
merely another instance of reduplication in pronouns, followed by
a simplification of the reduplicated form:
(1)

im is reduplicated to *imim.

(2)

the first i is lost.

(3)

-m > -n is a normal phonetic development in Greek.

As for nin,

there are two possibilities.

( 1)

im > in

(2)

reduplication of in:

(3)

loss of the initial i.

(1)

*imim > imin.

(2)

*imin > *inin (assimilation).

(3)

loss of the initial i.

Either:

*in in.

Or:

For a more detailed discussion of reduplication in pronouns
followed modification of the reduplicated form, see Cohen 1976 and
1982.

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 13, no.
December 1983, pp. 14-15.
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1
ORIGIN OF SANSKRIT MAMA
--·- - 'OF ME'
Gerald Cohen
The current view of Skt. gen. sg. mama is that this word
originally was *am~ (cf. Greek: emos = my) and that ~- was added
from other forms of the paradigm.
Cf. Burrow (1965: 265):
' ... mama may be explained as a substitute for *~rna, the
initial m- being introduced from the rest of the paradigm.
This *ama would correspond to the stem of Greek emos (=
my) ... The gen. sg. in Iranian (Av. mana, 0. Pers. rna~~),
which corresponds exactly to that of Slavonic (0. Sl. !!}~n~)
is a different formation, containing an -~= suffix ... '
It is the purpose of this article to question this traditional
view; I believe that Skt. originally had an m- too.
It seems that we deal here with another case of
reduplication: *mg-mg {possibly by reduction from a still earlier
*mene-mene).
The most likely explanation for reduplication here
is that it appeared for emphasis (that's min~).
Then *~-mQ >
mama by normal Skt. phonological rules.
The Skt. form can therefore be seen to have originally contained an *-n-, as Iranian did.
REFERENCES
Burrow, T.

1965.
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IE • 3e-efll3 > 0 C S Je,tb
Joseph W allfield
The article by Gerald Cohen, "Reflections on the Primitive Indo-European word for ·six"'
(Comments on Etymology XX 7: 5-7 (April 1991)), leads me to think that a simpler solution to the
problem may be offered.
It so happens that more than thirty years ago Pierre Naert offered an analysis of the IE
words for 'six' and 'seven' that merits a second look. In arguing that the Ainu language is IndoEuropean. he suggested in passing that IE •s(u)eis could be analyzed as< •s(u)e-eK3 "one out of
(the handr. while ·seven· would be ·sept~~ •se-p(i)-tom "one after that".-hence 'six' = se ex
and 'seven· = se po tom.
To restate this analysis:
six = IE • se-eghs > • seghs > Early Common Slavic • sozs
This solution would preclude the form • kse1<s argued by earlier investigators. notably Johannes
Schmidt and Ferdinand de Saussure. What then would be the origin of OCS se:nb. Avestan
and Prakrit and Pali chd?

xsvas.

In my opinion the explanation is simple: the numerals were learned by rote in pairs . and
the missing k- came from the preceding numeral. IE • penk'-'e. ct. Lithuanian penkl se'Si This fo~
mula would yield within Slavic the cevelopment:
Early Common Slavic • pank_sazs > • pankJ<azs > • pank-ti xas-ti >
Late Common Slavic • paNti ~asti > OCS p~th 3e:stb
There remains the problem of Old Prussian uschts "sixth" and the Lithuanian dialect words
u3e:s ·week" and "childbed". u3io:s "childbed. childbirth". and U3ininke "woman in childbed ".
this last derivative first mentioned by Adalbert Bezzenberger in 1885 as attested on formerly Old
Prussian linguistic territory west of the Lithuanian-speaking area proper. The source of this form
would then be the other Indo-European word for 'one·. as in Lithuanian vienos. analyzed by
Wedig Freiherr von der Osten-Sacken as < ·~e-ino:s (Latin UnU3 < earlier oenu3. Welsh and Breton un presuppose ·amos). Hence one may reconstruct IE ·ue-egh3 ·one out of (the hand)" >
·~egh3 > Proto-Battic •u23 > Old Prussian u3t3 > Lithuanian dialect u3io3.
This method of complex analysis. I believe. can eliminate many ghost forms and at the
same time elucidate the path of development from Common Indo-European to the historically
attested forms in Slavic and Baltic.
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-91INSIGHT FROM CHINESE 1

SUMERIAN GIBIL 'BURN; NEW'

Gerald Cohen
Delitsch's Sumerisches Glossar makes no semantic
connection between gibil 'anbrennen, verbrennen, Verbrennung' and
gibil 'new; to be new, • treating them as homonyms and somehow
tentatively deriving gibil 'new' from 'Neuwerden des Grtins.'
A
fresh look at this subject is in order though.
First, gibil 'anbrennen, etc.' is clear, deriving (as
Delitsch explains) from gi 'land' and bil •anbrennen, verbrennen';
i.e. gibil 'anbrennen, etc.' must originally have referred to the
burning of land.
The problem is gibil 'new•: did this term derive
from the concept of burning, and if so, how?
It turns out that clarification can come from two Chinese
characters, 2 duplicated just below from Wieger (1927: 278; 209):
F~nt .. To set a forest# Oll Ore !Jc, in order either
to drive out the wild beasts or to prepare a clearing.
Hence, to born, in general.

Kual'.

~

±

clea.r
land, changing thus his
appearance~ new, strange; it 11 ~ a ~. )}.
J.J- 3t • fr :l:o Forms ~ kuai', JG\ moral .$To

±,

sincutarity; sin~ularity ~n general; ~ ,& • ~

o, ~

~~.

So, land cleared by the burning of trees and brush becomes
new (farm/grazing) land.
Gibil 'new' must therefore originally
have pertained to 'new land,' literally 'burnt land.'
REFERENCES
Delitsch, Friedrich 1914.
Sumerisches Glossar.
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Leipzig: Hinrich
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1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology,
1984, pp. 9-10.

val.
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no.

3-4,

2 By way of explanation: ~ , originally ~ , designates a
tree; two of them designate a forest.
~
is the character for
fire; the flame and sparks are clearly represented.
In the second
character, 3l {earlier ~ ) represents a hand. ~
designates
land; the top line represents the surface, the bottom line
represents the level where the soil ends and the rock begins; and
the vertical line here indicates motion upward, i.e. the
plants/trees that grow from the earth.
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RUSSIAN POL-YJ

'HOLLOW; OPEN, UNCOVERED' 1
Gerald Cohen

Russian presents pol-yj, which Vasmer defines as 'hohl;
offen,' and Pokorny (1969: 806) elaborates by adding 'frei,
unbedeckt.'
Pokorny follows a traditional path in connecting polyj with Latin palam 'open,' planus 'level, flat,' etc., but not
everyone is convinced.
Ernout-Meillet (1959; under ~l~m) express
considerable bafflement, but I am interested primarily in their
first sentence:
'Le ressemblance de russe p6lyj risque d'etre
fortuite.'
And Vasmer refuses to endorse the polyj-palam connection prefacing his mention of this connection with the noncommittal 'Man vergleicht ... •
Of particular concern is the meaning 'hollow' for polyj.
Words like palam, planus evoke thoughts of considerable openness,
whereas as polyj 'hollow• connotes an enclosure, especially a
small one.
Also noteworthy is the absence of polyj from all
Slavic languages except Russian, which raises the distinct possibility that polyj is not Common Slavic; and if polyj is not Common
Slavic, the connection with e.g., Latin planus would be untenable.
Meanwhile, I have stumbled upon a piece of information that
bears on the origin of polyj 'hollow•: a sixteenth century account
depicting the Virginia Indians making boats by hollowing out logs
with fire.
In Hariot (1893; section xii; no page number) we find
both the sixteenth century description and a picture, which illustrates the hollowing out very clearly:

The: manner ofmakinge their boates. XII
. · · ~~ .{~

~~r.~::?~~~~~~{fj

-~L

.loill\.,.... ...

}~1~·~~ .--.,

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymolo~y,
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1985, pp. 19-22.
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Now, Slavic is well known to contain a pol-/pal- root 'to
burn, • and one needs to look no further for the origin of polyj
'hollow.'
Surprisingly, this etymology has not previously been
considered even tentatively; see Vasmer.
As for the origin of polyj 'open; uncovered,' we deal almost
certainly with the same pol-/pal- 'burn'; the connection is the
well recognized use of fire to clear land.
Again one is startled
to see this very straightforward possibility overlooked (Vasmer,
under polyj) or rejected (Vasmer, under the related pole 'field'):
'Kaum vorzuziehen ist die Verkntipfung von polje mit abg.
plame ... bei Terras Zeitschr.
19, 120 ff.
als
ausgebrannte Flache ... '
pol~ti,

No explanation is given for this rejection, however.
Meanwhile,
the burning of wooded areas to produce fields is so well known
that I will cite just a few attestations of this practice:
(1)

Detro (1984: 368):
'In standard French, the term brule
means ... burnt, and in Louisiana since colonial days it has
designated land cleared by burning.'

(2)

Ramsay (1952: 9) points out that the Missouri place-name Bob
Ruley (Creek) derives .from French bois brule 'burnt woods.'

·(3)

(4)

I~ my 1984 item I draw attention to Sumerian gibil
'new,'
literally 'land' (gi) and 'burnt' (bil), i.e., land burnt for
clearing · purposes.

The Chinese character ~f means 'to burn' and has already
been indicated by Wieger 1965 to derive from 'set a forest on
fire in order either to drive out wild beasts or to prepare a
clearing' ;
designates two trees (hence: fares t) and J!..
is a fire.

**

(5)

Sigaut (1975: 37):
'Le brulage a feu courant.
On a deja
rencontre ce precede dans le dechaumage; on l'entend ici dans
ses applications a une vegetation de lande, de steppe, de
prairie.
C'est une technique absolument universelle, a tel
point qu'on a pu emettre l'hypothese que la steppe europeenne,
ou la prairie nord-americaine, n'etait pas une formation
"naturelle," mais "anthropique" (Sauer [1956]).'
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OF ETYMOLOGY AND IDIOM:
METAPHORS FROM THE LANGUAGE OF HANDSPINNING 1
Thomas E. Murray
Kansas State University
In The Language of Handspinning (Raley and Murray 1986), my
co-author and I said that although we were publishing a complete
list of basic handspinning terminology, including definitions,
.
citations, and earliest known dates of usage, we would not attempt
to document the etymological roots of the several words and
phrases from the language of handspinning that had been adopted
into idiomatic, metaphorical use by non-spinners.
"To give [that]
topic . . . the consideration that some preliminary research indicates [it] deserve[s]," we maintained, "we have chosen to reserve
discussion of (it] for a future date" (4).
Those handspinning
metaphors and their etymologies are the subject of this essay.
Readers must realize that it is hard to overestimate the
importance that handspinning played in the lives of our linguistic
forebears.
One of the oldest and most widespread crafts known (it
dates at least to 5,000 B.C. and was a common activity in all of
the major Old World cultural centers), handspinning was practiced
by women of all social classes--from the most elite to those in
workhouses and houses of correction--in Anglo-Saxon and Medieval
England.
Using floor-mounted spinning wheels that had been intro·duced in the thirteenth century (as opposed to the earlier handheld distaffs and spindles), women spun all of the threads used
for the knitting and weaving of wearables and fabrics.
Spinning
schools .were even set up in the seventeenth century as charitable
institutions and for the promotion of the cloth industry.
Apd the
most industrious spinners were able to work part-time out of their
cottages for the cloth mills, which provided specialized yarns for
the manufacture of woollen and worsted cloths.
In short, then,
the spinning wheels of women turned continuously and out of necessity for several hundred years in England.
With the patenting of the first mechanical spinning device in
1738, however, English handspinning began to decline dramatically
and eventually died an ignominious death.
Fortunately, the American colonists had brought the handspinning tradition with them-complete with tools, terms, and enthusiasm--in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and used it to build a strong cottage
textile industry.
Alice Morse Earle, an authority on colonial
American life, has said that by 1644,
the great wheel was whirring in every New England house.
All persons who were not employed in other ways, [such] as
single women, girls, and boys, were required to spin.
Each
family [had to] contain one spinner.
. Slaves were taught
to spin; and wool-wheels and wool cards are found by the
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, Vol. 18, #7,
April 1989, pp. 1-9.
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eighteenth century. on every inventory of planters'
furnishings." [1913: 188)

house

And, of course, handspinning was important outside the home textile industry as well: because women regularly gathered together
to share the tedious chores of fiber preparation and spinning, a
vital social function--the sharing of news--was also served.
Thus
spinning bee 'gathering of women for the purpose of spinning'
entered American English circa 1769 (Mencken 1963: 129}, and spinning frolic, with a similar meaning, began occurring about 1792
(Needler 1965: 197). Both terms attest to the social importance
of spinning in colonial America.
The American Industrial Revolution of the mid-nineteenth
century brought a virtual halt to all manual handspinning in the
United States (the only exceptions being the remote Appalachian
Mountain districts, in which the spinning wheels have never
ceased).
Spinning wheels and other tools were now largely relegated to the status of parlor decorations at best, and they
remained as such until the 1960s, when some Americans began to
revive the folk traditions of ages past.
It was during this century of non-spinning that Americans lost touch with the literal
meanings of spinning terminology, though the idiomatic, metaphorical meanings continued to pass from generation to generation.
As
a result, very few Americans know the literal origins of terms
such as towhead, black sheep, and heckle, and can only guess that
spinster and homespun are - somehow derived from the craft of handspinning.
In the following glossary, I have provided those twenty-two
words and phrases that are wholly derived from the basic language
of handspinning (approximately 270 terms), as well as one additional word--heirloom--marked with an asterisk--the origins of
which were probably influenced by the craft of spinning but were
not entirely determined by it.
The dates and definitions given
(based on those in the OED, its Supplement, and Webster's Ninth
New Collegiate Dictionary) are for the colloquial idioms with
which we are most familiar.
All etymological and other notes are
included in the parenthetical comments following the definitions.
black sheep
~
[1792]
Discreditable member of a respectable
group; person of disreputable character or personality, as in
"John is the black sheep of the family"
(From :t>lack sheep
'any sheep not having a completely white fleece.'
Black
sheep were, for many decades, considered inferior to pure
white sheep and were usually destroyed or at least separated
from the rest of the flock and prevented from breeding.
The
reason for such bias and segregation was that any brown,
gray, or black fibers in the spun white wool would render i t
impure and thus prevent it from being dyed a uniform color.
The characteristics of impurity and inferiority eventually
became associated with personality and behavioral traits in
certain humans--especially, initially, those who had disproportionately large quantities of black sheep in their flocks
and refused to destroy them--with the "punishment" still
frequently being bias and segregation.)
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distaff
adj
(1633]
Maternal, as in "Mary resembles the
distaff side of the family"
(From distaff 'holder for
cleaned and prepared fibers that are ready for spinning.'
Spinning was almost exclusively a woman's occupation (the
only exception being very young boys); thus the metonymous
change from "distaff .. to "female" is easy to understand.
Moreover, distaffs were held in the hands and could be carried from room to room if the need arose, which attachment
may have aided in the association with women.)
dyed-in-the-wool
adj
[1579)
Thoroughgoing; uncompromising,
as in "John's a dyed-in-the-wool Republican..
(From dyed
'artificially colored' and in the wool 'prior to spinning. 1
White wool always accepts a dye color more thoroughly and
evenly when it is dyed prior to spinning; dying wool after it
is spun typically results in spotting, blotching, or otherwise uneven coloring over some of the fibers.
Dyed in the
wool to a handspinner thus literally meant that every fiber
of the wool was colored, and this thoroughness was eventually
transferred to humans and the completeness and rigidity with
which some of them hold their beliefs.)
flaxen
adj
(1630]
Resembling flax especially in pale, soft,
strawy color, as in "John and Mary have a flaxen-haired little boy"
(From the color of flax fibers, especially after
they have been dried and bleached in the sun.
This is a
simple attributive borrowing.)
fleece
v
[1631]
Strip of money or property through fraud or
extortion, as in "the crook fleeced three families befo-re he
was caught"
(From fleece 'pluck or shear wool from a sheep.'
The meaning ·of the verb remains nearly constant, with only
the addition of the semantic feature [+ dishonestly] and the
generalization of the meaning to include non-wool objects.)
hackles
n 21 1: [1881]
Erectile hairs along the neck and
back of, especially, dogs and men when on the verge of fighting or when similarly aroused, as in "the dog bared its teeth
and raised its hackles"
(Most immediately, perhaps, from
hackles 'long feathers on a cock's neck that rise when the
cock wants to fight'; ultimately, however, from heckle,
hackle 'board containing several rows of densely packed,
long, sharp, steel pins protruding from it. 1
This is a
simple attributive borrowing, the hackles on a dog or man
resembling the rows of densely packed pins on a spinning
hackle.)
2: [uncertain]
Temper; dander, as in "John, don't
get your hackles up so fast"
(From a metonymous shift of the
sense of hackles recorded as sense 1, which it must have followed chronologically.)
heckle
y
[1808]
Harass and try to disconcert with questions,
challenges, or gibes, as in "the bully often heckles John"
(Prom heckle, hackle 'split and comb flax fibers to separate
and straighten them for spinning.'
Heckling in handspinning
was achieved by drawing flax fibers across a board that had
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several rows of densely packed, long, sharp, steel pins protruding from it; thus to heckle flax was, in some sense, to
attack it with hundreds of pointed pins.
The metaphorical
transfer maintains the images of attacking and sharpness, but
changes the attackers and their objects to people and applies
the sharpness to the comments being made.)
heckler
n
[1885]
One who harasses and tries to disconcert
with questions, challenges, or gibes, as in "John continued
his speech in spite of the hecklers 11
(From the metaphorical
sense of heckle recorded above plus the suffix -er 'one who.')
*heirloom
n
[1424]
Property descending to a surviving relative as part of an inheritance; object of special value
handed from one generation to the next, as in "that brooch is
an heirloom"
(From heir 'one who inherits or who is entitled to inherit property' and loom 'basic piece of weaving
equipment that joins threads together at right angles to form
cloth.'
In Old English ~eloma meant only 'tool,' but its
Middle English reflex lome took on the additional meaning of
'loom.'
Certainly the prevalence of handspinning in English
culture must have influenced the ultimate dropping of the
'tool' meaning and the strengthening of 'loom' (or perhaps
the 'loom' meaning was reinforced by one of the commonest
kinds of tools being a loom); and the fact that spinning and
weaving tools were usually handed from one generation to the
next (as were precious few other articles, especially among
the poor) would have resulted in most early heirlooms being
looms, with the semantic generalization to other kinds of
property occurring only later.)
homespun
1: adj
[1600]
Plain; simple; homely; unpretentious,
as in "Mary exudes a genuine homespun charm"
(From homespun
'having the characteristic of being spun at home using basic
materials and equipment.'
Although every home had spinning
equipment in centuries past, most could not afford anything
beyond the rudiments necessary to make the simplest kinds of
materials.
The metaphorical transfer resulted from the
semantic elements (+ basic] and (+ simplicity] becoming primary in the meaning of homespun, and [+ spun at home] being
dropped or overshadowed.)
2: n
(1845]
Anything of plain,
homely, or rude texture, as in "that small log cabin on the
hill is just pure homespun"
(From homespun 'loosely woven
usually woollen or linen fabric, usually made from homespun
yarn,' probably influenced by a function shift of the adjective in sense 1. See explanation in notes to sense 1.)
linen

1: adj
[uncertain]
Made of linen (see sense 2), as in
"the matching plaid linen tablecloth and four napkins"
(From
linen 'made of the longest line fibers of flax.'
Handspinners used only the finest fibers of flax to make the
cloth that would ultimately become sheets, towels, tablecloths, and curtains.
Eventually the attribute transferred
from the flax cloth to the objects made from the cloth, so
that currently it is possible to visit a linen department
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that sells articles made only of cotton, polyester, and other
substances.)
2: n
(uncertain]
Cloth, usually of cotton,
polyester, or flax origin, used to make clothing and certain
household articles, as in "all of the upstairs bedroom linen
needs to be washed"
(From linen 'cloth made of the longest
line fibers of flax.'
For explanation, see note to sense 1.
The dates of first usage are uncertain for both senses of
linen because it is impossible to know the characteristics of
the writers' referents: neither 11 linen socks" nor "socks made
of linen" indicate what kind of material linen refers to.)
needle
v
Tease; torment; incite to action by repeated gibes,
as in "the boys have been needling John about his new shirt"
(From needle 'pull flax fibers across densely packed rows of
long, sharp, steel pins; heckle, hackle.'
To needle flax in
handspinning was a slang reference to the heckling process,
or the process of applying hundreds of needles to raw flax in
an effort to comb it out and remove the shorter fibers.
The
metaphorical shift involves retention of the concepts 'sharp'
and 'draw out,' though the former now describes comments
rather than needles and the latter refers to the drawing out
of a verbal or physical response rather than short flax
fibers.)
run-of-the-mill
adj
[1930]
Average; ordinary, as in "John
always gets run-of-the-mill grades in history"
(From run-ofthe-mill 'mass-produced in a spinning mill. • Although mechanization virtually put an end to the literal handspinning of
goods, it did nothing to lessen the public's need for them;
and the more runs a mill could complete in a day--that is,
the more completed processes of turning raw fibers into finished products a spinning factory could complete in a day-the better.
But mass-production, if it met the public's
need, also lessened the quality of the articles produced: in
favor of speed, diversification and elegance were sacrificed.
This quality of ordinariness or mediocrity came to be associated with increased runs of the mill, with the current runof-the-mill resulting from a linking together of morphological
elements and a generalization to non-spinning-factory substantives.)
shoddy
adj
[1882]
Cheaply imitative; inferior; hastily or
poorly done, as in "Mary did a shoddy job in the making of
that dress"
(From shoddy 'inferior yarn or fabric made from
shredded or recycled fibers.'
Handspinners divided wool into
two categories, virgin and shoddy.
Virgin wool was highquality fibers used for the first time; shoddy (or shoddy
wool) was inferior fibers of wool that were being recycled.
The metaphorical extension to non-wool objects consists of a
simple attributive borrowing.)
shuttle
1:
~
[1838]
Vehicle used in frequent back-and-forth
travel, usually over the same path, as in "John always takes
the campus shuttle between his classes"
(From shuttle 'small
piece of spinning equipment used to pass the thread of the
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woof between the threads of the warp.'
A spinning shuttle
makes repeated trips back and forth along the same basic
path; thus through attributive borrowing this movement was
transferred to non-spinning vehicles, producing the metaphorical shuttle.
Shuttle has also been used frequently in combinations such as shuttlecock ( 1522), shu ttl_~ dri~~-~ ( 1801),
shuttle-train (1891), space shuttle (1970), and shuttle
diplomacy (1974) .)
2:
v
(1550]
Move back and forth frequently, usually over the same path, as in "John's tired of
shuttling back and forth between two jobs"
(From shu~~~
'move the spinning shuttle back and forth between the threads
of the . warp,' probably influenced by a function shift of the
shuttle in sense 1.
See explanation in notes to sense 1.)
spin a yarn
v phr
(1812]
Fabricate and express a usually
long and fanciful story, as in "John can spin a yarn better
than anyone else I know"
(From spin a yarn 'draw out and
twist fiber into yarn or thread.'
For a handspinner to spin
a yarn entailed drawing out the raw fibers to their greatest
length and then twisting them to make them binding and strong; ·
and these are precisely the elements which, through attributive borrowing, account for the metaphorical shift: storytellers draw out their stories to great length, usually
incorporating enough truthful-sounding material to bind the
stories together and render them credible.)
spinster
n
[1617]
Unmarried woman, especially one past the
common age for marrying, as in "Aunt Mary's a spinster"
(From spinster 'person who practices handspinning as a regular occupation.'
Originally all spinsters were women, and,
conversely, all women were spinsters; but when widowed or
unmarried women moved in with other members of their family
out of economic necessity, it was they who usually assumed
the spinning chores for the entire family.
Thus much of the
spinning came to be done by unmarried women, and through
metonymy eventually all unmarried women came to be called
spinsters.
In fact, a seventeenth century English law required all unmarried women to be labeled "spinster," which
law obviously hurried the metonymous process along.)
tease

1: v
(1627]
Disturb or annoy by persistent irritation
or provocation, as in "John teases Mary all the time"
(From
tease 'disentangle and lay parallel raw fibers by combing or
carding.'
Teasing was an essential precursor to the actual
process of spinning, but also a very time-consuming one; the
person doing the teasing had to be extremely persistent in
her efforts.
This notion of "persistence" has transferred
metaphorically to the modern notion of teasing a person, as
has the notion of "disturb" (though raw fibers were actually
much more manageable after teasing, they were thought to have
been disturbed from their naturally unruly state).)
2: ~
[1852]
One who disturbs or annoys by persistent irritation
or provocation, as in "John -'s a big tease just like his
father"
(This is a simple function shift of the verb defined
in sense 1.)
3: v
(uncertain]
Comb the hair by taking
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hold of several strands and pushing the shorter pieces toward
the scalp with the comb, as in "Mary teases her hair every
morning before going to work"
(This is a simple attributive
borrowing from the verb or noun defined in senses 1 and 2.)
tenterhooks, on
~~ phr
[1532]
In a state of uneasiness,
strain, or suspense, as in "John's on tenterhooks over the
outcome of his exams"
(From on tenterhooks 'in a state of
being on sharp, hooked nails used to stretch cloth across a
frame.'
Frames called ~enters were used to stretch and dry
cloth after it had been woven to prevent it from shrinking.
The hooks used to fasten the wet cloth in place put an enormous amount of stress and tension on it as it began to dry.
The attributes of stress and tension were borrowed and transferred to human uneasiness and suspense, resulting in the
metaphorical shift.)
towhead
n
1: (1830]
Head of hair resembling tow {i.e.,
flaxen and tousled), as in "Look at John's towhead"
(From
tow 'short, blond, tousled fibers of flax separated from the
longer fibers by heckling' plus head. This is a simple
attributive borrowing in combination with the established
morpheme head.)
2: [uncertain]
Person with flaxen and perhaps tousled hair, as in "John and Mary have a family of towheads"
(Through synecdoche with the meaning recorded as
sense 1.
The coinage must therefore have occurred after
1830, but is not reported in the OED, its Supplement, or
Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary.)
towsack
n
[1926]
.Gunnysack, as in "put the potatoes in the
towsack"
(From tow 'short, blond, tousled fibers of flax
separated from the longer fibers by heckling' plus sack
'bag.'
This is merely a comb~nation of an attributive borrowing and an existing morpheme.}
true blue
1: ~
[1672]
One who has unswerving loyalty, as in
11
John's a true blue when it comes to friendship"
(From true
'steadfast, loyal' plus blue.
White wool had to be dyed to
achieve all of the other colors necessary for multi-colored
fabrics, and indigo blue was the strongest, most colorfast-and, because of these qualities--the most common color of
natural dye used.
Through metonymy, these attributes of constancy eventually came to be substituted for the color proper;
thus the combination true blue meant doubly loyal, and the
association of the two words was probably strengthened
through their rhyming.)
2: adj [1674]
Marked by unswerving loyalty, as in 11 John's a true-blue friend''
(This is a
simple function shift from the noun recorded in sense 1.)
woolgathering
1: ~
[1553]
Act of engaging in idle daydreaming, as in "John's woolgatherings are becoming more and more
frequent"
(From wool-gathering 'collection of wool from the
pastures. • In the early years of handspinning, when all the
thread and cloth was made in each household from raw fibers,
every bit of raw fiber that could be collected was valuable.
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Besides shearing their sheep, therefore, people would also
wander in the pastures and search out any loose bits of wool
that might have caught on bushes or fences as the sheep
passed by them.
The wool gathering was an idle kind of task,
with not much wool typically found.
Thus another attributive
borrowing and metonymqus shift is responsible for the metaphorical sense of the phrase.)
2: ~
[1850]
Engage in
woolgathering as described in sense 1.
(This is a simple
function shift from the noun described in sense 1.)
It seems altogether fitting and proper that the craft of
handspinning--as important and time-consuming as it once was in
the lives of people--should contribute so many of its basic terms
to contemporary idiomatic English.
Moreover, no major aspect of
handspinning has proven barren in lending itself to such metaphorical borrowing: from animals we have bla~~ sheep; from raw materials we have flaxen and towhead; from the gathering of fibers we
have fleece and woolgathering; from the preparation of fibers we
have heckle, heckler, needle, shoddy, and tease; from dyeing we
have dyed-in-the-wool and true blue; from basic equipment we have
distaff, heirloom, on _tenterhook_~, and shuttJ~; from the process
of spinning we have homespun, run-of-the-mill, and spi~ ~yarn;
from the finished products we have linen and towsack; and from the
spinners themselves we have spinste~.
Most of the literal terminology of handspinning, atrophied
from disuse, has fallen out of the English language.
As testimony
to its former importance, however, we are left with a handful of
idiomatic metaphors--at once both wraiths and living entities-that continue to serve the _constantly changing needs of their
users.
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-103ON THE ORIGINS OF THE CRAN- IN CRANBERRY1
Thomas E. Murray
Kansas State University
ABSTRACT
After summarizing the various theories on the origins of the
morpheme cran in cranberry, this essay introduces evidence of a
hitherto unrecorded English aphorism -- "when the berries in the
bogs grow ripe, the cranes come back" -- and thus proves that cran
does indeed derive from crane.
The essay then suggests, contrary
to established belief, that cranberry may have existed in England
prior to the colonists settling in the New World.
If that is
true, it would necessitate the rewriting of the etymology of cranberry and also require the deletion of the word from several dictionaries of Americanisms.
I.

The precise etymology of cranberry has long been a thorn in
the sides of linguists.
Bloomfield (1933:234-35) was among the
first to cite the word as an example of a compound in which one of
the morphemes -- cran -- is bound and meaningless and the other
berry -- is free and meaningful (as opposed, for example, to
. blackberry and blueberry, in which both morphemes are free and
. meaningful), and he was followed in the same regard by such other
well-known linguists as H. A. Gleason, Jr. (1955:77), who questioned
whether cran could even be considered a "securely established"
mQrpheme, and Charles F. Hockett (1958:126).
In 1963, however, in a note published in American Speech,
John R. Krueger asserted that "it is not difficult to identify
this apparently baffling and unique morpheme [cran] as an allomorph of a well-known word" (155).
He continued:
There is in English a small class of words with the
morphophonemic alternation of /ey/ with /ae/.
I refer to
such pairs as sane/sanity, shade/shadow, grain/granary,
Cam/Cambridge, chaste/chastity, and others.
Hence the cranof cranberry is clearly an allomorph of crane, an alternation
supported by various examples.
When one further reflects on
the fact that cranberries grow in swampy, low-lying bogs and
marshes, and that this is a favorite habitat of the longlegged crane, the connection becomes at once apparent.
Krueger concluded by stating flatly that "it seems unnecessary to
treat cranberry as a word with a mystery morpheme" (156).
Four years later, in another note published in American
Speech, Clyde T. Hankey praised Krueger's analysis, claiming that
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, val.
April 1990, pp. 2-6.

19, no. 7,
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"the occurrence of this [/ey/-/ae/] alternant in Cranbrook, Cranford, Cranston, and other names, reinforces the transparency of
the compound" (1967:234).
But Hankey also thought it noteworthy
that, concerning Krueger's examples (1967:234),
the derivational dependence on morphophonemic alternation is
obviated for grain/granary when the latter is pronounced
[greinari]; that the derivational relationship tends toward
cognate relationship for shade/shadow, as in "to stand in the
of a tree"; and that both saneness and chaste_r1ess serve
only to diminish the derivational bond of sane/sanity and
chaste/chastity. Typically for place names, the physical
proximity of the Cam and Cambridge best ensures their
linguistic association.
Thus the mystery of the cran- in cranberry was perhaps not as well
settled as linguists would have liked.
Most historical dictionaries also invoke the crane/cran
theory, though with the connection between the two forms not being
one of morphophonemic variation, but one of translation or, perhaps, analogical imitation.
They claim, in short, that the English cranberry is derived from the Dutch or German kranbeere (or
possibly the Low German kranbere) 'crane-berry' (see, e.g., Morris
and Morris 1962:358; Onions 1966:224; Weekley 1967:378; and
Craigie and Hulbert 1940:668).
This translation or analogical
imitation, according to these sources, would have occurred in the
New World, probably in the seventeenth century; then, as both the
berry and the popular word for it. crossed the Atlantic in the following years, the new A~ericanism cranberry arrived -in England,
supplanted the British fenberry, marshberry, and mossberry, and in
short order spawned -- on one side of the ocean or the other -the assimilated form cramberry, the shifted form cranberrying, and
such compound forms as cranberry bean, bog, bush, ~therer, meadow,
pie, rake, sauce, swamp, tart, tree, vine, and worm (Craigie and
Hulbert 1940:668) -- not to mention, of course, the more recent
creation of structural linguists, cranberry morph.
And if the
question lingers as to why crane should play a part in the naming
of the berry, Joseph T. Shipley says, in his Origins of English
Words (1984:33), that "cranberry was craneberry, the stamens resembling the bird's beak ...
II
During the Fall of 1986, the Public Broadcasting Service of
Columbus, Ohio, broadcast a series entitled 11 The Day the Universe
Changed," produced by the South Carolina Educational Television
Network and edited by Mr. James Burke.
In one part of that series,
broadcast in November, Mr. Burke quoted the following "old rural
11
English saying":
When the berries in the bogs grow ripe, the
cranes come back."
This saying raises several interesting questions concerning
the origins of cranberry, and so is of considerable interest.
Yet
all of my early attempts to gather further information about it
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were futile: neither the South Carolina Educational Television
Network nor Mr. Burke could offer any substantive assistance; the
saying has not, to my knowledge, ever appeared in any collection
of proverbs or aphorisms in any language; and no dictionary or
other book of word origins discusses it.
In short, it seems not
to appear anywhere in print, at least in a paremiological or etymological context.
Thus would the story of the "old rural English saying" have
come to an abrupt and most unsatisfying end if it had not been for
a bit of serendipitous fortune.
During the spring and summer of
1989, my wife, an attorney, represented a woman living in a rural
section of north-central England.
Near the end of one of their
long telephone conversations, my wife happened to mention the
quandary I was in over not being able to discover anything further
about Mr. Burke's saying, and asked her client if she had ever
heard it.
The initial response to the query was, "No, can't say
as I have"; but then, in the postscript to a business letter that
arrived from England some six weeks later (dated August 15, 1989),
the client offered this:
I chanced to ask my mum about your husband's saying ("when
the berries in the bogs grow ripe, the cranes come back"),
and what of it!
She'd really heard it!
But she says people
stopped using it long ago, when she was still a little girl.
That help any?
So all was not yet lost.
In a personal conversation with this woman (dated August 16,
1989), I learned that the ·"long ago" of her mother's youth would
have been about 1920 or 1925, but that her mother also remembers
her mother and grandmother and great-grandmother as having used
the saying, which would mean that its usage can be dated at least
to the middle of the nineteenth century.
I also confirmed that
the "berries" in the saying are specifically cranberries, though
of a slightly different type than those to which Americans are
accustomed (an expert in these matters tells me that Vaccinium
macrocarpon, the American cranberry, which is indigenous only to
the United States and Canada, is considerably larger than its
European counterpart, Vaccinium oxycoccus).
And as to why the
saying is no longer used, my informant offered this:
Well, I don't know for sure, you see, but if I was to guess,
I'd say that not too awfully many people go to the bogs to
pick the berries any longer, you know.
And those who do
probably measure their ripeness more by the calendar or the
weather than by when the cranes are there feeding, right?
Thus was Mr. Burke's "old rural English" saying about cranes and
berries at least confirmed as being old, rural, and English, and
thus also do we have a plausible explanation as to why it is no
longer used.
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III
One important question that cannot be answered, of course,
is, How old is "old"?
If the saying was coined subsequel'l:t to the
appearance of the New World's cranberry in England -- that is,
after the middle or late seventeenth century, since the Q.E.D.
lists 1686 as the earliest attested citation -- which is extremely
doubtful (the coiner would either have had to have had tongue in
cheek or would have been unknowingly participating in one of the
largest of linguistic coincidences), then the popular etymology of
cranberry -- the one offered by the historic~l dictionaries cited
earlier -- can be left intact.
But if the saying antedates the
arrival of the "Americanism," then a very strong case could be
made for cranberry having existed in England prior to the colonization of the New World (both crane and berry are native AngloSaxon words, and bog is Irish Gaelic) -- in which case, of course,
it is not an Americanism at all, and its etymology would have to
be rewritten or at least amended.
My own belief -- lacking firm evidence but considering the
probability of the alternative -- is that "when the berries in the
bogs grow ripe, the cranes come back" developed in England before
the first settlers traveled to the New World, and in fact was
brought to the colonies, along with cranberry, by the earliest
settlers .. In North America, discovering a berry that greatly
resembled their own in shape, color, and taste, and finding i t
easier to adopt a familiar name than to create a new one, the colonists quickly brought cranberry into well-established use.
The
saying then died a quick death, as it perhaps did throughout much
of England as well, but the word'survived and was soon reinforced
by one or more Dutch and/or German equivalents.

IV
By way of conclusion, I would like to reiterate the two primary points of this brief essay.
First, having established the
old rural English saying "when the berries in the bogs grow ripe,
the cranes come back" as truly English and as referring specifically to cranberries, I believe I have left little doubt -morphophonemics and translation/analogical imitation aside -- that
the cran- in cranberry does indeed derive from crane.
Second, I
have offered an attractive -- though, admittedly, unproved -theory for the existence of cranberry in England prior to the colonists settling in the New World.
If that theory is true, it
certainly necessitates the rewriting of the etymology of cranberry
and also requires the deletion of the word from several dictionaries of Americanisms.
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-108NOTE ON CRAN- IN CRANBERRY 1
Roger Wescott
Anthropology Department
Drew University
Madison, New Jersey
(editor:
this item is excerpted from a 6/9/1990 letter
Wescott sent me.
His comments pertain to Murray 1990,
the abstract of which is:
After summarizing the various theories on the origins of the morpheme cran in cranberry, this essay
introduces evidence of a hitherto unrecorded English
aphorism -- "when the berries in the bogs grow ripe,
the cranes come back" -- and thus proves that ~ran does
indeed derive from crane.
The essay then suggests,
contrary to established belief, that cranberry may have
e.x isted in England prior to the colonists settling in
the New World.
If that is true, it would necessitate
the rewriting of the etymology of cranberry and also
require the deletion of the word from several dictionaries of Americanisms.)
*****
As regards the first morpheme in cranberry, it seems to me
that toponymy should remove any lingering doubts that cran- is an
allomorph of crane.
Consider these British place-names:
Cranborne
Cranbrook
Cranfield
Cranford
Cranham
Cranleigh
Cranmere

Cranwell
Cranwich
Cranworth
Crans ford
Crans ley
Cranswick

In every case, The Oxford Dictionary of English Place-Name~
derives the initial syllable from Old English cran or cranuc,
"crane."
(I'm surprised only that the diminutive by-form never
yields *Crankford, *Cranksford, or the like.)
REFERENCES
Ekwall, Eilert, ed. 1960. The concise Oxford dictionary of English place-names, 4th ed., Oxford and London: Clarendon Press.
Murray, Thomas E. 1990.
The origins of the cran- in cranberry.
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ONOMATOLOGY OF THE CATAWBA RIVER BASINl
Albert S. Gatschet
The geographic names of the Southern Atlantic States are of
great interest.
During historic times this section has undergone
many changes in population as well as in physical aspects, the
former being due chiefly to the advent of Europeans, who, after
gaining strength, recklessly displaced the aboriginal inhabitant
who had either to flee elsewhere or to conform himself to the new
conditions.
The aboriginal appellations which the physiographic features
have preserved up to the present day in the counties south of Ohio
(in rivers, mountains, plains, and islands) are reducible to six
linguistic families: the Algonquian, the Iroquoian-Cherokee, the
Siouan or Dakotan, Yuchean, Muskhogean and some faint traces of
the Timuquanan, or Atimokan, which we find upon the .borders of the
Floridan peninsula, and which historians can identify only as to
their linguistic origin.
Among the streams that flow southward from the Appalachian
range and drain the Gulf states, to mingle their waters with those
of the Atlantic ocean, Catawba is one of the most important and
with its tributaries forms a basin of considerable magnitude.
The
Catawba Indians call it iswa 'the river,' here used in the · sense
·of 'main river,' for they seem to have no specific river names as
we have.
The whole length of Catawba or 'Great Catawba' river is
very nearly 300 miles, its main course being from northwest to
southeast.
Like some other large rivers of the region, Catawba
river changes; first, below Rocky Mount, S.C. it becomes Wateree
River, and after its junction with the Congaree, it becomes Santee
River.
The Catawba grape has attained its celebrity from vineyards in North Carolina, extending along this river, and still
maintains its renown for the mild wine manufactured from it.
Of the twenty-eight Indian tribes which James Adair mentioned
as forming the body or unity of the Catawba 'nation, I the most
important were the Sara or Cheraw, the Suraree or Shocoree, the
Catawba proper, the Wisack or Waxhaw, the Wateree, Congaree, the
Santee, the Sewee, and the Pedee.
Other tribes farther east may
not have been of strictly Catawba lineage, though they were members
of their confederacy.
1 (ed., G. Cohen):
The late Albert Gatschet was an eminent
anthropologist, and I am here presenting one of his unpublished
articles.
The handwritten manuscript resides in the National
Anthropological Archives of the Smithsonian Institute, together
with numerous other scholarly treasures of etymological interest.
The Archives are to aboriginal etymology what the Louvre is to
art, and I will try to disseminate as much of the unpublished
material as possible.
In the meantime, my sincere thanks go to
the very capable and helpful staff at the Archives for their
assistance.
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Wateree originally was not a tribal, but a local name, for
the Catawba verb watera meaning 'to float in the water.'
Santee
River is from sa ta, so ta 'to run'; yaye sonture, 'the water is
running.'
Sewee, a tribe once settled at the outlet of Catawba
river, is from the Catawba: sawe 'island,' for they resided upon
an island of that river.
Kayaways, a tribe upon the Atlantic
coast, are thus called from the ka-ia, the Catawba name of a turtle
species.
All these local appellations, and probably many more,
are from words of the Catawba language itself, which is of Siouan
lineage, Eastern branch.
As to the name of the river, no Catawba term can explain it,
and the natives are at a loss to point out its origin and meaning.
It is very probably a word of the Cha'ta dialect of the Maskokian
family, that has intruded so far East, and parallels to it may be
discovered in time.
It is traceable to the cha hta transitive
verb katapa 'to divide, separate, break'; when used as a participle, katapa stands for 'divided, cut off, interrupted, stemmed,
withheld; headed or headed off,' as cattle separated.
All these
vocables are taken from Rev. C. Byington's manuscript Dictionary
of Cha'hta {original in the Library of Bureau of Am. Ethn.) , 1
which adds the following derivatives:
katapa 'a division'; katapoa and ikatapoa 'to divide';
ikatapa 'he cuts off' and 'he is cut off, interrupted,
precluded'; katapo hli and ikatapo hli {with plural of
object) 'he cut them off, interrupts or heads them.2
The same derivation of the name was reached by Mr. H. S.
Halbert in a note in "Alabama Histor. Society Publications" III,
72, who takes it to be a Chicasa word: Catarpa, creek in Oktibehha
Co., Mississippi means 'dammed up, obstructed,' and [was] called
so because its waters were once or repeatedly dammed up by the
driftwood at the mouth of the stream.
The country along the Upper
Catawba River is rather low and level, and thus obstructions could
easily take place in earlier times as well as they do now.
When
Lawson passed through there {1701) the wide waters had combined
with the main river into a large lake or sea.
To explain the fact that a term from the Cha'ta and not a
term from Catawba has survived as the name of the river up to our
period, it has been assumed that the so-called Mobilian trade
language, composed of various terms of Cha'ta, Chicasaw has extended
so far East from its original home, the shores of west of the Mississippi river.
Cha'ta has extended quite far in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, as is proved by the numerous _geographic
names worded in Cha'ta throughout Louisiana.
South of the Coasa
1 (ed.):
The Bureau of American Ethnography has been renamed
or reorganized as the National Anthropological Archives.
2 (ed.):
The Cha'ta etymology of Catawba is apparently not
yet recognized by most place-name scholars; cf. Kelsie Harder's
authoritative Illustrated Dictionary of Place Names, 1976, which
asserts that Catawba is of unknown origin.
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and Tallapoosa Rivers, the wilderness now so sparsely inhabited by
either Indians and whites was in the power of the Cha'ta people.
In Northern Florida there was once a town Anukfila, remembered by
the Creeks, the name of which is the Cha'ta term for 'thought,
remembrance,' nukfilli; this word is also a verb, and then means
'to meditate. • The Creeks failed to understand the name and called
the inhabitants Anukfilalgi or Nukfilalgi.
Local names from the Creek language are found in numbers on
the coasts and interior lakes of the peninsula of Florida, like
Palatka, Aluchua, Homosassa, and there is also a sprinkling of
Hitchiti or Mikasuki names like Okitchobi, Oklawaha, Mican~.
These are relics from the time when the Yamassi and later on the
Seminoles held the country, and there is no doubt that at least
the language of the Upper Creeks (called "Creeks" by us) was
extensively spoken in the peninsula.
Fontanedo's report of 1575
contains Creek words, like seletega, which is siliti~l from
isilitkas 'I run up to' litkas 'I run, is -reflective prefix) .2
Testimonials for the considerable spread of the Mobilian
trade language may be found in Sibley's Report to the President
U.S., (1805) and Woodward, Reminiscences (1859).
Although the
historical Jeffreys in 1761 compares this 'jargon' in its uses to
the lingua franca of the Orient, J.N.B. Hewitt remarks justly that
neither Jeffreys (nor any known author) gives us specimens of it.
We therefore cannot know positively whether it may be considered
as a real dialect-form of Cha'ta or not.
By all means it cannot
be compared to the Chinook jargon of Columbia River, as far as the
relations are concerned to the Upper and Lower Chinook -- it is
Lower Chinook with the reflectional forms cut off.
The Catawba language, as I obtained it from the natives of
the tribe in 1881, seems to be homogeneous in its lexicon, and of
Southern loan words I remember only haksup 'shirt, garment, coat,'
which appears in the same form in Creek and other Maskoki dialects.
The largest accession which the people received in the historical
period was probably that of the Sara or Cheraw, and it remains to
be seen whether its dialect has even influenced Catawba or not.
Other lexical influences may have come from the neighboring Cherokees.
In South Carolina on Upper Savannah River, the place now
called Seneca, in the extreme northwest of the state, was the site
of a Cherokee town called by them Isanika.
It was subsequently
corrupted to Seneca and gave origin also to Isundiga, the Catawba
name of the Savannah River.
(J. Mooney.)3
The territory of the Gulf States has harbored other dialects
and linguistic families than those above ment-ioned, and whatever
1 (ed.):
The vowel after the t may also bee; Gatschet's
handwriting is not clear on this point.
Silitka is a personal name among
2 (Gatschet's footnote):
the Creeks even at the present time.
3 (ed.):
Gatschet then leaves a large space, about four
lines, before continuing.
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influence or contact upon one another might have been, may remain
a mystery forever.
The Yagoo and the Korea on Mississippi River
we know to have been sui generis like Tonika, Naktche and Shitimasha, and this may be said also of the Tiaoux or Tihiu.
The
local names preserved from the southern extremity of Florida at
the end of the XVI century also show foreign elements, which may
have been imported from the West Indies.
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A ROMANCE-GREEK-SLAVIC SEMANTIC PARALLEL
Louis Jay Herman1

In four Romance languages, classical Latin aper 'wild boar'
has been replaced by derivatives of the word singularis 'single,
solitary,' which in Late Latin was applied to the unsociable beast
either as a substantive or in combination with porcus 'pig' or
ferus 'wild animal; boar. r2
In naming the wild boar after its
solitary habits, Fr. sanglier, It. cinghiale (in which Lat. sing~
laris crossed with cingul.a 'belt' because of the light-colored
band around the animal's neck) ,3 Cat. pore senglar and Prov. senglar form an unusual semantic group.
By far the greatest number of
European languages refer to the species Sus scrofa simply as a
'wild pig'4 or 'wild boar'S ('boar' = uncastrated male pig) or by
both terms interchangeably,6 while one language applies an appellation amounting roughly to 'the slasher'? and another names the
creature after its gray color;8 *epero-, the Indo-European word
for 'wild boar•9 (whose semantic basis is uncertain), survives in
that meaning in two modern European languageslO as well as in
Latin (see above).
1 (ed.): address: 120 East 90th Street, New York, NY 10128.
Mr. · Herman is a former member of the English Translation Service
of the United Nations and is the author of ~ Dictionary of Slav~~
Word Families (Columbia University Press, 1975).
This item first
appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 12, #7-8, Jan. 1983, pp.
11-13.
.
2 Cf. Ernst Gamillscheg, Etymologisches wbrterbuch der franzosischen SpracheJ2nd ed. (Heidelberg: Winter, 1969) ,. p. 792; Albert
Dauzat et al., Nouveau dictionnaire etymologigue et historigue
(Paris: Larousse, 1964), p. 668; Walther v. Wartburg, [ranz9sische~
. etymologisches Worterbuch (Basel: Zbinden, 1964), 11, p. 645.
3 Cf. W. Meyer-LUbke, Romanisches etymologisches Wbrterbuch
(Heidelberg: Winter, 1972), p. 654; Dante Olivieri, Dizio~?riq
etimologico italiano (Milan: Ceschina, 1961), pp. 180-1.
4 Albanian, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Portu~uese, Rumanian,
Spanish, Swedish, Turkish.
Czech, English, Finnish, Icelandic, Serbo-Croatian, Welsh.
6 Irish, Latvian.
1 Bulgarian (gligan); cf. Stefan Mladenov, Etimologiceski i
pravopisen recnik na balgarskija kni~oven ezik (Sofia: Danov,
1941), p. 101.
8 Lithuanian (sernas); cf. Ernst Fraenkel, Litauisches
etymologisches Wbrterbuch (Heidelberg: Winter and Gbttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965), II, p. 974.
9 Cf. Julius Pokorny, Indogermanisches etymologisches
Worterbuch (Berne and Munich: Francke, 1959), I, p. 323.
10 German (Eber) and Russian (vepr').
Wildschwein 'wild pig'
is also used in German; modern scholars are virtually unanimous in
assigning the Russian word to IE *epero-, a notable dissenter being
Max Vasmer, Russisches etymologisches Wbrterbuch (Heidelberg:
Winter, 1953), I, p. 183, who compares Skt. vapati 'he strews' and
therefore sees the meaning as 'implanter of semen.'
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Yet, there are two languages outside the Romance group which
join with French, Italian, Catalan and ProvenGal in taking note of
the wild boar's solitary life-style in their lexicon: (1) In
ancient Greek, the animal's name was kapros (cognate with Lat.
caper 'goat'),1 which has been preserved in the modern Katharevusa;
however, modern Demotic Greek uses the word m6nios, 2 which is
recorded b~ Hesychius (fl. 5th cent.?) in the meaning 'solitary
wild boar•
and is ultimately derived from classical monos 'alone,
solitary.•
(2) A Polish word for 'wild boar' is odyniee-~4 which
is borrowed from obsolete Rus. odinec,5 a derivative of odin 'one;
alone. •
The question inevitably arises: To what extent is this semantic parallelism a matter of lightning striking independently in
three widely separated parts of Europe?
In the case of the equation singularis : m6nios, the evidence strongly suggests that more
than coincidence is at work.
Wartburg comments that the original
meaning of the Latin word "ftihrte" to its later zoological application because the wild boar's "abgesondertes Einzeldasein bekannt
war."6 However, he also notes that the first recorded use of
singularis in this sense (in combination with ferus; see above)
occurs not in Vulgar Latin but in the Vulgate, Psalms 79.14.
Comparison with the corresponding verse in the Greek Septuagint (on
which, together with the original Hebrew text, the Vulgate translation of the Old Testament is based) suggests that singularis
ferus in the Vul~ate represents an attempt at .a literal rendering
of manias agrios
(agrios = 'wild') in the Septuagint.
The possibility of coincidence seems ruled out by the curious fact that in
this instance the Latin and Greek _words do not translate the Hebre~
term for 'wild boar' but rat~er the words (~lz sadhay) rendered in
the King James Version as "the wild beast· of the field.a
(Heb.
bazir miy§'ar 'wild boar' [translated literally in the King James
Version as "the boar out of the wood"], which occurs earlier in
the same verse, is rendered word for word by aper de silva in the
Vulgate and by sus ek drumou in the Septuagint.)
By contrast with Lat. singularis, the early Russian word
odinec from which the modern Polish term for 'wild boar' is derived seems to be a genuinely "popular" formation and free of any
1 Cf. Hjalmar Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Wbrterbuch
(Heidelberg: Winter, 1960), I, pp. 782-3.
2 Also agriogourouno (literally 'wild pig').
3 Cf. Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English
Lexicon (Oxford: University Press, 1961), p. 1143.
4 Another is dzik (cf. dziki 'wild').
5 Cf. Aleksander Brtickner, Slownik etymologiczn~ ~yka
polskiego (Warsaw: Wiedza Powszechna, 1957), p. 204; Vasmer, ~
cit., II, p. 255.
-6
Lac. cit.
7 Modern m6nios shows a shift in the accent.
8 Because of variant numbering, this appears in 80.14 of the
Hebrew text and in 80.13 of the English.
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suspicion of calquing from the Greek.!
It does not occur in
Church Slavic translations of Psalms 79.14,2 and, furthermore, it
is attested not only as 'wild boar' but also in such non-zoological
meanings as 'person without kin,' 'single earring' and 'only
child.'3 Here, then, we appear to have a spontaneous coinage
paralleling Gr. moni6s, whence, in turn, sprang singularis and its
Romance progeny.

*****
(ed.)
author:

After receiving the above article I wrote to the

'I can't help wondering why a boar should be any more solitary than the other wild animals of the forest.
And is there
any possibility that taboo may have played a role in the
replacement of Latin aper by singularis; cf. e.g. Russian
medved' 'bear'; literally: 'honey-eater,' which is recognized
as arising from taboo.
It was, of course, considered dangerous to refer to wild animals too directly; they might hear
their name and suddenly emerge to attack the speaker.'
Soon afterwards Mr. Herman sent me a few preliminary thoughts on
the matter:
'As to why the boar is thought to be so super-solitary, I
guess the point is that many wild animals travel in packs,
while the boar doesn't; in fact, I seem to recall reading
somewhere that he's so oafish that he doesn't even spend much
time with his mate!
The shift from aper to singularis may
well have reflected a taboo, as you suggest; on the other
hand, it may simply have stemmed from the well-known tendency
in Vulgar Latin to substitute colloquial or "expressive"
terms for classical Latin words, e.g. caballus "nag" for
equus, testa "jug" for caput
'

1 Cf. Vasmer, loc.cit. in note 5 on previous page.
2 Cf., e.g., Sergej Sever'janov (ed. ), Sinajskaja psaltY£'
(Petrograd, 1922), p. 108; V. Jagic (ed.), Sloven'skaj~ psa~!Yr'
(Vienna-Berlin-St. Petersburg, 1907), p. 393.
3 Cf. o. N. Trubacev et al., Etimologiceskij slovar'
slavjanSkix jazykov (Moscow: Nauka, 1979), 6, pp. 13-14.
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TO B~ACISB_~~L

I

EXCLUDE FROM A socIETY I 1

Gerald Leonard Cohen

A t yp i c a 1 t rea t men t

of

to b 1 a c k_'l??l_:l i s g i v en i n Mor r i s - tvl o r r i s

(1971:63):
·~;a~~ball refers to the practice once common of having
members of a private club vote on prospective candidates for
admission by dropping balls in a box.
If, at the end of the
voting, all the balls were white or red, the candidate was
admitted.
But one single black ball would cause his
exclusion.'

The earliest attestation of the term is 1770, indicating that the
custom probably arose in the eighteenth century; OED:
'The Duchess of Bedford was at first black-balled,
since admitted. '

but

is

Further details are apparently hard to come by, however.
In which
country did the custom originate?
Under what circumstances?
An d
can anything be learned about the spread of the custom beyond the
borders .of its original country.
The . standard reference works all
seem to be silent on these points.
Interestingly, though, a promising lead turns up in an account
of Mozart's 1770 visit to Bologna.
In a letter home his father
told of Mozart's rigid admittance test to the Accademia Philharmonica of that city, with the voting done by black and white
balls; one black ball would disqualify an applicant.2
"On the 9th of October, at four in the afternoon, he had to
appear in the hall of the Academy.
There the Princeps
Accade~iae and the two Censor~s
(all one-time kapellmeisters)
gave him, in presence of all the members, an ~Il!~ph9na fr o m
on a~tiphonarium, which he was to set in four parts in ~n
adjoining room, whither he was conducted by the p~4~~ l us , wh o
locked the door on him.
When he had completed this piece of
work it was examined by the Cens~r~~ and all the
kapellmeisters and composers, who !_!'lere~QQ!} v.Qt.e~ ~~:t;h }?lack
~nd ~_hite balls.
All th~ ba_l_.l~ pe!_~ ~hj_~.~-'- h~ W?-~ called
3
i~;
his entrance was acclaimed by general clapping of hands
and congratulations ... "
This passage indicates that the source of the blackballing
custom may be sought in the music societies of eighteenth century
Italy.
It seems unlikely that Bologna would be the only Italian
1

1984,

First appeared in Comments on EtymolQgy, vol.
pp. 9-10.
2 The letter appears in Davenport (1979 : 59 )
3 {ed., G. Cohen) : my underlining.

13,

#15,

May
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city to have such a voting procedure in its music societies, but
even i f it were, it was a sufficiently important music center to
be the source of a new voting custom.
Italy was of course a magnet to artists of all kinds, and every musician who spent any time
in Bologna must have been familiar with the voting procedure for
entrance into the city's Accademia Philharmonica.

REFERENCES
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-118ON THE HISTORY OF BLACKBALLING1
Caldwell Titcomb, Professor Emeritus of Music
Brandeis University
Gerald Cohen has raised the question of when the custom arose
of excluding someone from a society by blackballing (Com. 9~ ~~
XIII, No. 15, pp. 9-10).
He cites 1770 as the earliest attestation of the English term in the OED.
And he goes on to adduce the
translation of a letter written in the same year by Leopold Mozart,
father of the celebrated composer, describing a visit that father
and son paid to Bologna, where the 14-year-old boy was sequestered
and given a test for admission into its Accademia Filarmonica
(which had been founded in 1666).
Leopold's letter, written in
Milan on 20 October 1770 and sent to his wife in Salzburg, reported
that the verdict on the young Mozart's work was effected by having
all the assembled examiners vote 11 durch weis[s] und schwarze
Kugeln" ('by means of white and black balls').
"Da nun alle
Kugeln weis[s] waren" {'Since all the balls were white'), he wrote,
the lad was summoned, applauded, and officially proclaimed a member of the society.
Cohen thus surmises that the origin of blackballing may lie
in the 18th-century Italian music societies.
In actuality, what
Leopold Mozart witnessed was by no means the "new voting custom"
that Cohen assumes, but merely the continuation of a long-standing
tradition.
Today, when we go to the polls to express our preference for
or against someone or something, we are likely to vote by casting
~ballot.
This phrase comes directly from the voting method that
Leopold Mozart described.
Our word ballot derives from the Italian
ballotta, which is a diminutive of the dialectal balla (for palla}
'a ball.'
In Salvatore Battaglia's monumental Grande dizionario
della lingua italiana, ballotta is defined as "pallottola, '' i.e.
'small ball, • and especially as "pallina per dare il voto," i.e.
'little ball for voting.'
The Dizionario -- like the great Tommaseo-Bellini dictionary
before i t - - gives an example of its use by Pietro Bembo (14701547), secretary to Pope Leo X and later a cardinal.
Bembo was
also a poet and humanist who idolized the stylistic purity of
Cicero and did more than anyone else to establish the Tuscan tongue
as the standard 1 i terary I tal ian.
In a letter Bembo wrote: "Veda
che tal richiesta di Sua Signoria non doveria avere pure una
ballotta in contrario" ('I observe that such a request by YourLordship ought not to elicit even one adverse voting-ball,' i.e.
one blackball) .

Dec.

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 14, #5-6,
1984, pp. 1-7.
A few minor revisions have been made.
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A still earlier citation comes from the Lettere ~ istruzioni
dei Dieci di Balia.
The name "Dieci di Balia" designated a Florentine oligarchy of ten -- a decarchy, to use the precise word -which exercised wide-ranging powers, particularly in wartime, from
1384 to 1406 (Pullan, p. 276}.
The quotation reads: "Quattro hallotte che mancarono, ci hanno liberati da un gran pericolo .. ('Four
voting-balls that were lacking freed us from great danger, .. i.e.
'We were saved by a margin of four votes').
But we need not linger over the Renaissance and medieval
Italians, for their practice of voting with black and white balls
was simply a perpetuation of what the ancient Romans did through
the use of small stones or pebbles.
The Latin designation was
calculus or lapillus, diminutives of calx 'stone used for gaming'
and lapis 'stone.'
To indicate assent or acquittal one voted with
a stone that was white (albus or candidus); to express denial or
condemnation one's stone was black (ater or niger).
Strictly
speaking, these adjectival pairs were not exact synonyms: ~1bu~
and ater properly denoted a dull or lustreless white and black,
candidus and niger a glossy white and black.
But writers did not
always observe the distinction.
There is no better example than Ovid's recounting,. in the
last book of his Metamorphoses, of the tale of Aleman's son
Myscelus, founder of the city of C~otona.
In a dream Myscelus was
commanded by the god Hercules to leave the Argives and colonize
Sicily; but attempts at emigration were punishable by death, and
he was duly prosecuted.
Whereupon Myscelus called for help from
the god responsible for his·plight.
Ovid proceeds thus:
Mos erat antiquus niveis atrisque lapillis,
his damnare reos, illis absolvere culpa;
tunc quoque sic lata est sententia tristis, et omnis
calculus inmitem demittitur ater in urnam:
quae simul effudit numerandos versa lapillos,
omnibus e nigra co~or est mutatus in album,
candidaque Herculeo sententia numine facta
solvit Alemoniden.
('In olden times it was the custom to convict some defendants and
acquit others by the use of snow-white and black pebbles.
This
time too a severe verdict was rendered in this manner; and every
pebble dropped into the merciless urn was black.
But when the urn
was turned over to pour out the pebbles for counting, the color of
all of them was changed from black to white; and so by Hercules'
divine will a joyous [lit. shining white] verdict acquitted
Aleman's son.') [Bk. 15, lines 41-48].
Pliny the Elder, in his only surviving work, Naturalis
Historia, ascribes this . practice to the Thracian tribe, "who, based
on each day's experience, stores pebbles distinguished by color
[calculos colore distinctos] inside urns, and, on someone's death,
separate and count them and thus pass judgment on each person."
Pliny goes on:
"But what of the fact that the very day lauded by
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that stone of dazzling whiteness [calculi candore illo] held the
source of calamity?" And after further accusations of oversimplification, Pliny exclaims: "Alas, what vain and foolish
industriousness!
We merely count the number of days, when it's
their weight that matters!"
[Bk. 7, Chap. 40].
Foolish or not, many Romans did render judgment on their
lucky and unlucky days by dropping black and white pebbles in an
urn or marking a calendar with coal.
And in civil life days in
which the state experienced some misfortune were called die~ atri
('black days').
Pliny the Younger (nephew of the Elder), in a
letter to Maximus, invokes the custom:
"0 diem ... laetum notandumque mihi candidissimo calculo!"
('What a joyous day it was!
And
one that I must mark with the whitest pebble! •)
[~is. Bk.
6, No.
11].
In a letter to Arrianus, Pliny speaks of wanting to publish
something "si modo tu fortasse ... album calculum adieceris" ('if
only you perhaps would throw in a white pebble,' i.e. cast a vote
in favor) [Epis. Bk. 1, No. 2].
Persius uses the birthday of his fellow student Plotius
Macrinus as the means of kicking off his second Satire:
Hunc, Macrine, diem numera meliore lapillo
qui tibi labentis apponit candidus annes.
('Use the better [i.e. whi~e] pebble, Macrinus, to mark this
bright day that assigns the fleeting years to your account. 1
[lines 1-2].
Similarly, in an epigram addressed to Quintus Ovidius,
poet Martial exclaims:

)

the

Felix utraque lux diesque nobis
signandi melioribus lapillis!
('Happy is each of our [birthday] morns, and may both days be
marked by us with the better [i.e. white] pebbles! 1 ) [~. Bk. 9,
No. 52, lines 4-5].
In an epigram to his friend Julius, Martial points out that
they have shared the bitter and the sweet together for thirty-four
years, and adds:
Et si calculus omnis hue et illuc
diversus bicolorque digeratur,
vincet candida turba nigriorem.
{'And if all our stones of two different colors were separated
into groups, the white batch would exceed the darker.') [Epig. Bk.
12, No. 34, lines 5-7].
The practice of rendering judgments through black and white
objects, as mentioned by Latin writers, was still no innovation of
the ancient Romans.
As in so many things, the Romans were simply
conduits for behavior taken over from the ancient Greeks.
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The commonest Greek word for a vote or ballot was psephos
'small, round stone, pebble' -- which thus corresponded exactly to
the aforementioned calculus and lapillus.
The standard means of
voting in early times was through black and white pebbles, though
sometimes the Greeks used substitutes such as mussel-shells
(choirinai), marked acorns (balanoi), and beans (k~a~oi).
Later
on, there was use of small metal .disks with solid or pierced cylindrical axes; solid ones were the equivalent of white stones and
registered acquittal, while pierced ones took the place of the
black stones of condemnation.
(Some of these disks have survived
-- see, for inst~nce, the frontispiece in Sandys, and Smith, p.
516) .
A judge or juror (dikastes) was provided with a differentiated
pair of psephoi, and would drop one into a metal box and the other
into a wooden one.
Only the votes in the metal box determined the
verdict.
This use of two boxes (kadiskoi) guaranteed that the
balloting would be absolutely secret.
An important source of information is Aristotle's Athenaion
Politeia (Athenian Constitution), written between 328 and 325 B.C.
Only brief quotations were known until an almost complete copy was
unearthed in the sands of Egypt in 1880.
The first part presents
a constitutional history of Athens to 403 B.C., and the second
part outlines the constitution at the time of writing.
The concluding portions, Chapters 63-69, describe the law courts and
voting procedure.
One stage in the process is the fair selection and assignment
of juries, one of which might contain only a handful of members or
as many as several thousand, depending on the nature of the case.
The procedure was extremely complicated, but Aristotle tells us
that one of the steps involved the use of "kuboi chalkoi, melanes
kai leukoi" ('bronze dice, black and white').
[Chap. 64, Sect.
3].
White dice indicated accepted jurors, and black dice denoted
those rejected.
Four other Greek authors are particularly instructive for our
purposes.
Plutarch's Bioi Paralleloi (Parallel Lives) contains a
biography of the unscrupulous general Alcibiades (c. 450-404 B.C.).
During the expendition into Sicily (415 B.C.), Alcibiades had to
go into hiding.
As Plutarch relates it, someone recognized the
leader and asked, "Can't you trust your country, Alcibiades?•'
The
response was:
"In all else, yes; but when it's a question of my
life I wouldn't trust even my own mother for fear she might when
voting mistake the black stone for the white."
[Chap. 22, Sect.
2] •

Incidentally, the celebrated English translation of Plutarch
published by John Dryden in 1683 used in this passage the phrase
"a black bean," following the lead of Sir Thomas North's 1579
translation ("the black beane"), and would in turn be echoed with
the same phrase in the 1770 translation by the brothers John and
William Langhorne.
But when Arthur H. Clough in 1859 issued a
revised version of the Dryden -- which has in our century been the
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most widely read edition -- he updated the phrase to "the black
ball."
The second writer is the comic playwright Aristophanes, who
turned out at least 44 known plays, of which eleven survive.
One
of the main targets of his disgust was the venal pro-war demagogue
Clean, who in his last years was the most powerful man in Athens.
Aristophanes assailed Clean first in The Babylonians (lost), and
continued his campaign in The Archanians and The Knights (Hippeis),
both of which won top prize at the Lenaean festival.
His attacks
reached a climax in 422 B.C. with another prize-winning play, The
Wasps (Sph~k~s}, his first real masterpiece.
In this play Aristophanes is aiming particularly at the
abuses of the judicial system perpetrated by Clean.
The cast
includes an old crony of the leader, Philocleon ('Clean-lover'),
and his son Bdelycleon ('Clean-leather'}.
At one point a houseservant mouths a long and hilarious description of the father as a
phil~liast~s ('lawcourt-lover') without equal
(lines 87-135), a
man with an insatiable craving for jury duty, where he adores sitting in the front row and voting guilty.
Of him we learn:
psephon de deisas me deetheie pote,
hin' echoi dikazein, aigialon endon trephei.
('Fearing lest he might sometime run out of [official] votingpebbles, in order to be able to render judgment he maintains a
beach in his house.'} [lines 109-10].
This way he will always
have a ready supply of dichromatic stones.
Ihe Wasps contains
other references to voting (e.g. see ·332-33, 348-49, 656-57, 67475, 987-88, 1206-07), as do some of his other plays (e.g. The
Knights, lines 897-98, 1332}.
Next, we go back to the earliest of the three great tragic
dramatists, Aeschylus, of whose output we know the titles of 80odd works but have only seven plays surviving complete.
He crowned
his career with the only connected Greek trilogy we have, the
Oresteia, which won first prize in 458 B.C., two years before the
author's death.
In the first play, Agamemnon, the king of the
title returns home and is murdered by his queen, Clytemnestra.
In
the second, The Libation-Bearers (Cho~phoroi), the royal pair's
son Orestes comes back from exile and, at the divine bidding of
Apollo, exacts revenge by slaying his mother and her lover
Aegisthus.
It is the final play, Eumenides, that concerns us.
Orestes
and the Furies who torment him repair to Athens to obtain justice
from the goddess Athena, who empanels a jury to hear the case and
herself presides over the trial as hegemon (whence our word
'hegemony').
She tells the jurors that this is the first murder
trial ever held (line 682), and that henceforth this location on
the Areopagus (either 'Hill of Ares' [the god Mars] or 'Hill of
the Arai' [the revenge goddesses]) will be the official site of
future trials.
This legendary prophecy proved
true, and the
Court of Areopagus, from the 7th century B.C. under Draco (author
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of the first written law code), had jurisdiction over homicide,
malicious wounding, arson, and poisoning.
Following Athena's prediction in the play, the jurors come
forth and cast their stones into the voting-urns (teucho~), while
the goddess announces that she votes in favor of Orestes.
When
the counting of the stones yields a tie (isopsephos 'equalpebbled'}, Orestes under the rules stands acquitted of murder.
I
shall not go into the thorny question of whether Athena's vote is
real or symbolic, and thus whether she produces a tie or -- like
our Speaker of the House and Vice President in Congress -- breaks
a tie (for a handy summary of this much-disputed question, see
Thomson, val. 2, pp. 220-222).
But this trial is the source of
the proverbial phrase used in the ancient world to signify an
acquittal by tie vote: in Greek, psephos Athenas; in Latin, calculus Minervae (lit. 'voting-pebble of Athena').
It is precisely Aeschylus' trial of Orestes that was invoked
by Lucian, writing several centuries later but in intentionally
archaic Greek, in his satiric dialogue The Dead Returning to bifeL
or The Fisherman (Anabiountes ~ Halieus, often cited by its Latin
title Piscator).
In this witty neo-Aristophanic conversation
Lucian talks with Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Diogenes, and other
~a~ly philosophers.
There comes a point where the discussants
adjourn to the Acropolis and Lucian apostrophizes Athena: "0 Goddess of the Citadel, help me against the charlatans (alazpnoi) ...
If you see that I am losing out and that the black stones number
more [kan pleious osin hai melainai], then add your own vote and
save me." (Sect. 21].
One modern scholar even chose to render the
clause "that the blackballs are in the majority" (Casson, p. 345).

Thus we come back to the point from which we started.
And
the small sampling gathered here should suffice to show that the
modern word blackball reflects a practice that, far from emerging
in the 18th century, extends back at least 2500 years and has an
origin lost in ancient history and myth.
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*****
COMMENT FROM THE EDITOR
I would like to persist in my original suggestion concerning
the derivation of blackballing.
The voting pro~edures described
by Professor Titcomb all seem to pertain to a majority decision,
whereas blackballing is in essence a veto.
So, even though voting
with black and white balls (earlier, pebbles) antedates the blackballing of the 18th century Italian music societies, I believe
that the 18th century Accademia Philharmonica in Bologna is still
the earliest society for which blackballing as such is attested.
Professor Titcomb's documentation is very valuable, but
perhaps the title of the article would be more appropriately
'Antecedents to Blackballing.'
7/25/91 REPLY FROM CALDWELL TITCOMB
(UPON READING THE PAGE PROOFS)
' ... In your editorial comment at the end, you say that
"blackballing is in essence a veto."
By this I assume that you
are asserting that the term designates a denial of membership by a
single adverse vote.
In the case of Mozart, which started the
whole discussion, all the votes were in his favor.
So there is no
telling whether it would have taken one black ball, a half dozen
black balls, or a majority of black balls to keep Mozart out.
On
taking a look at the OED definition, I find it says, "To exclude
from a club, etc. by adverse votes, recorded by placing black
balls in the ballot-box, or in other ways."
Note the plural word
"votes." This led me to look at a half dozen other dictionaries
in my library.
None of them implies a single-vote veto.
Does
this not mean that groups have been and are free to determine
through their own rules or bylaws how many adverse votes are needed
to blackball a candidate?'
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REFLECTIONS ON DEGREE IN LANGUAGE 1
Gerald Leonard Cohen
I.

BOLINGER 1972

The importance and extent of degree words in language has
been underscored by Bolinger 1972, but his treatment, of course,
does not exhaust the subject.
His main emphasis is upon
cataloguing and commenting on numerous degree words/expressions,
while the relevance of his study to general linguistics and the
nature of language is limited to a tantalizingly brief discussion
(pp. 18-19).
My own work on degree words/expressions began
independently in 1969 and was largely developed already prior to
the appearance of Bolinger 1972.
It turns out that our work
overlaps only in the listing of various intensifiers (my list was
miniscule compared to Bolinger's, though) and in our realization
that degree is an integral and widespread part of language.
But I
had also developed a few thoughts of a general nature that do not
appear in Bolinger, and I will set them forth here.
2.

DEGREES OF A QUALITY AND THEIR ANALOGY TO A CAR

In a car we see:
Gears:
Gas:

~

~

little

more

3rd

2nd

1st

much

little

more

much

~

little

more

much

That is, the driver starts out in . first gear and speeds up by
adding gas.
But as long as the car remains in first gear, it can
go only so fast, and at that point further speed requires a shift
into second gear; and once again speed can be increased by pressing harder on the gas pedal.
Then, when the speed limit of second
gear is reached, one must shift into third gear.
A similar situation exists in language,

limits may be rendered by a
in a language one sees:
Gears:

although the upper
fourth as well as a third gear.
E.g.

2nd

1st

great

Gas:

pretty

very

3rd
fabulous
marvelous
fantastic

19 8 2 , pp .

e.g. He's
another Babe
Ruth

especially
really
etc.

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology,

Jan.

4th

11-16 .

Vol.

11, #7-8,
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Any gas here
('pretty,' 'very,' etc.)
shifts the adjective
toward a lower gear;
e.g.
'very critical condition'
in9icates that 'critical'
is not the outermost limit.
Also e.g.:
At the extreme (3rd or 4th gear)

'very delighted.'

one finds various devices,

e.g.1
(a)

( b}

hyperbole -

I

metaphor -

thought of you
often)

~

~i1ljo!}

·!;_J_!I!_e _~

so ... (that)

-

(for:

I'd swim the deepest ocean for you.
devoted)

(for:

He's another Babe Ruth.
player)

baseball

(for:

He's another Boss Tweed (for:
(c)

today.

good,

corrupt)

He's so helpful he'd give you the shirt oft
his back.
(for: helpful)
He's so absentminded he'd forget his head if
it wasn't screwed on.
The performance was so bad most people left dt
intermission.

(d)

simile -

He's nutty as a fruitcake
poor as a churchmouse
dead as a doornail
pure as the driven snow
He's as silly as they come
take off like a bat out of hell. (for:
quickly; with respect to leaving)
I went out like a light.
(for: quickly; with
respect to falling asleep)
strong as a horse

1 See

the index of Bolinger 1972 for more illustrations.
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white as a ghost
shaking like a leaf
mad as hell
packed like sardines

(e)

repetition -

Never,

never,

Oh you poor,
Russian:

never!
poor boy!

tlxo-tixo.

(~ixo

= quietly)

Incidentally, one of the purposes of repetition in
poetry is therefore to express emphasis (of the poet's
feelings).

(f)

exclamation -

Oh it was beautiful.
Oh to be in London in the springtime.

{g)

(h)

exclamation
plus question-

imagery other than
simile or
metaphor

Boy was that ever beautiful!
(or): Oh, boy, was that ever beautiful!
I'm up to my ears in work.
come within an eyelash.
I wouldn't hurt a

fly.

(for:

(for:
(for:

kindhearted)
(for : edgy)

He had them rolling in the aisles
comedian)

(for:

They'd screw up a
incompetent)

miscellaneous
others -

near)

He's sitting on pins and needles.

when pigs sprout wings (for:
time; wait)

(i)

busy)

etc.

long,

two-car funeral.

It was too moving for words.
fantabulous.

a

funny;

long

(for:
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A FEW MORE EXAMPLES
2nd

1st
smart

brilliant

~

rather very especially

4th

3rd
a genius

smart
as a
whip

dull

stupid

moronic

like

love

mad about you
worship the ground he
stands on
head over heels in love
with someone

poor, bad

terrible

pathetic

poor, bad

rotten

It stunk (to high heaven)

angry,

furious

hopping mad
fit to be tied
almost broke a blood vessel
hit the roof
etc.

afraid,
frightened

( -

terrified
petrified
scared stiff

tired

exhausted

too tired to go another
inch, etc.

happy

delighted

ecstatic
elated
delirious with joy

an imbecile
an ignoramus
an idiot
He's so stupid
(that) he ...

(e.g. a performance)"

mad

SHIFT OF DEGREE WORDS TOWARDS A LOWER GEAR
Superlatives lose at least some of their original force due
to overuse (cf. Hollywood movies that are routinely advertised as
'fantastic,' 'fabulous,' etc.) and the use of such adverbs as
'very,' 'really,' etc.; e.g. 'very delicious' implies that merely
'delicious' is not the outer limit for 'good tasting.'
The result
is that the extreme 'gears' are constantly in need of replenishment, and Bolinger clearly had this replenishment in mind when he
accurately wrote (1972: 18-19):
'Degree words are an antidote to
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the overconfident description of language as a system.'
But he
overdramatizes the replacement process when he comments right
afterwards:
'It is a system, but one fighting for survival, and
forced to modify itself at every instant.'

THE REPLACEMENT PROCESS
The replacement of the most intensive degrees is apparently
accomplished by the originality (or at least colorfulness) of the
word/expression used, by off-color language/imagery, which is
1striking in itself, or by both.
The latter of cou~se are the most
forceful.
A good example of a creative superlative is Lyndon
Johnson's celebrated comment about Gerald Ford:
'He's so dumb he
can't walk and chew gum at the same time.'
Off-color examples
('You stupid ... ') are so numerous, they hardly need to be mentioned.
And as for a combined off-color and highly-creative piece
. of imagery, the following comments from two NYC cab-drivers (in
mrelated conversations) may serve as examples: (for: she talks a
J lot): 'She could talk the balls off a grasshopper'; and (for: it's
very cold outside}: 'It's so cold it could freeze the balls off a
grasshopper. '
Two more examples of creative superlatives I

have encountered

are:
'He's lower than the dust under my feet.'
(comment ca. 1970
by a U.N. diplomat about one of the Mideast leaders)
A few have become part of the standard language but retain
their freshness by not being used too often; e.g.:
(for: bad [chances]):
'That proposal has as much chance as a
snowball in hell.'
(for: a long time; Russian):
(That will happen) kogda rak
svlstnet =when the crab whistles; i.e. when pigs sprout
wings.
1 (for: very aware; German) :

Sie hart das Gras wachsen.
Sie hart den Tau fallen.
Sie hart die Mticken husten.l

Colorful expressions, therefore, do not merely exist to liven
up an otherwise placid conversation.
They are rather {at least
often) an integral part of the grammatical picture of a language,
rendering the extreme degrees of a quality.
Also, since colorful expressions lose their vitality from
frequent use, and since true originality is very helpful in
rendering the strongest superlatives, there is a constant demand
for new colorful superlatives.
1 = She can hear the grass grow; she can hear the dew fall;
she can hear the mosquitoes cough.
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Attitude plays an integral role in language, and the relationship of degree and attitude has yet to be explored.
Just as a
start, language can render not only the degree of a quality (e.g.
big, huge) but the degree of an attitude, e.g. pers~~-t~~~ (neutral), stubborn (usually unfavorable), pigheaded (always very
unfavorable; a man might proudly characterize himself as stubborn
but never as pigheaded).
Conceivably there can be an attitude for
every degree and a degree for every attitude.
To what extent does
language in fact realize these possibilities?
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Philosophic
NY: Macmillan.

Traugott, Elizabeth Closs 1989.
On the rise of epistemic meanings
in English: an example of subjectification in semantic
change.
Language 65.31-55.
Cf. Traugott's mention of the
importance of attitude in linguistic analysis:

1 (G. Cohen): my underlining.

- degree (p.
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subjectification involves increase of coding of
~~aker attitude,1 whether of belief, assessment of the
truth, or personal commitment to the assertion.
To put
it another way ... , the development of epistemic and
evidential meanings increases codin~ of speaker informativeness about his or her attit~~~-~
There may be a
weakening of the semantics of deontics, but there is
strengthening of focus on knowledge, belief, and the
speaker's attitude 1 toward the proposition.'
1

•••

1 (G. Cohen)

my underlining.

-13218TH CENTURY FIREARMS TERMINOLOGY
IN MODERN AMERICAN ENGLISH 1
James J. Pontillo
It is almost a linguistic dictum that technology important to
a society's existence will add items to that society's lexicon.
As these new times are added they often acquire figurative meanings, quite different from their original connotation.2
As that
technology becomes obsolete or is superseded the terminology which
accompanied its use either · falls into disuse or survives only in
the amplified or figurative sense it has acquired.
In time the
provenance of these terms is either completely lost or falls into .
the realm of folk etymology.
Although the flintlock 3 is an obsolete firearm used today
only by a relative handful of muzzle-loading enthusiasts, some of
the terminology which accompanied its use is still a part of the
American Idiom. 4 Many of these terms, unlike other expressions
which filtered into the general inventory from specific or technical jargons, 5 are rarely identified as flintlock terms by those
who use or understand them in their general sense.
1 (ed., G. Cohen): I take full responsibility for any errors
the present article may contain.
Pontillo first published this
article as a working paper in my Comments on Etymology (val. 13,
#7-8, Jan. 1984, pp. 2-8), but recently when I tried to locate him
was unable to do so.
His article deserves dissemination, I believe, and I therefore reprint it here.
2 Nautical terms, for example, have entered American Spanish
and remained there with new, non-nautical meanings, to the point
~hat those who use these lexical items are quite unaware of their
original nautical sense.
The process whereby nautical terminology
entered common speech in Latin America began in the 16th century.
For further study on Spanish American terms of nautical origin see:
R. J. Cuervo, Apuntaciones criticas sabre el lenguaje bogotano
(Bogota, 1939); Delfin L. Garasa, "Voces nauticas in Tierra Firme, ''
in Filologia, 4 (1952-1953), 169-209; Jorge Guillen Tate, "Algunos
americanismos de origen marinero," in Anuario de estudios a~~ri
canos (Madrid, 1948), 416-634; Harri Meier, 11 Rancho, 11 in Lengua,
literatura, folklore: Estudios dedicados ~ Rodolfo Oroz, (Santiago
de Chile, 1967), 301-306; Berta Elena Vidal de Battini, "Voces
marinas en el habal rural de San Luis," in Filologia, 1 (1949), 8150; James John Pontillo, "Sixteenth-Century Nautical Terms in
""" Modern American Spanish, .. in Boletin de Filolgia de la Universidad
de Chile, 28 (1976), 151-162.
3 There were flintlock rifles, smooth-bore long guns and
-pistols; for our linguistic purposes we need make no distinction
since, in their operation, they were essentially the same.
4 Some of the terms under discussion here are, I am sure,
part of the British speech pattern.
Which are, and to what extent,
however, are beyond the scope of this paper.
5 For example, hook, line and sinker, meaning "completely,"
is derived from fishing terminology and is recognized as such by
almost anyone who hears or uses the expression.
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From the first quarter of the 17th Century until it was
replaced by the percussion lock in the early part of the 19th
Century, the flintlock ignition system was standard for all types
of firearms throughout the world.
In America the flintlock was
carried by soldiers and settlers alike.
Until the development of the met~llic cartridge and breechloading firearms in the 1870's, most firearms had to be loaded
from the muzzle.
A measure of black powder was poured down the
muzzle; a bullet was then rammed down on top of the powder charge.
The term "flintlock" 1 comes from the manner of igniting the powder
charge and thus propelling the bullet.
The flintlock itself is a
mechanism attached to the side of the breech end of the barrel.
A
piece of flint held in the jaws of the "cock," or hammer, is caused
to fall against a piece of steel, called the "battery"2 or frizzen.3 The sparks which result from the striking of the flint on
the frizzen fall into a depression under the frizzen.
This depression, called a pan, lies against the side of the barrel.
A
vent hole is drilled through the barrel where it meets the pan.
When the sparks from the frizzen fall into the pan, fine powder
previously placed therein ignites or "flashes" and the flash goes
through the vent hole and ignites the powder charge.
The ignition
of the powder charge produces a gas which, as it expands at great
speed, propels the bullet.
1 The term firelock was also used.
Previous to the invention
and perfection of the flintlock, the matchlock and the wheellock
were used.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford,
1933), the term firelock was first given to the wheellock and, in
the 17th Century, it was transferred to the flintlock.
2- It is tempting to derive the term battery, "a device for
generating an elect~ical charge by chemical reaction," from battery
or frizzen of a flintlock, which also generates sparks.
A study
of the history of the electrical battery shows that it was invented
by Benjamin Franklin who placed a number of Leyden jars together
"in battery" to create what he called an "electrical battery."
3 The word frizzen is not listed in OED (Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford, 1933), AHD (William Morris, ed. The American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Boston, 1978), ODEE
(C. T. Onions, ed. The Oxford Dictionary of Englis~ Etymology, New
York and Oxford, 1974), ACD (C. L. Barnhart, ed. The American gallege Dictionary, New York, 1964).
It is, however, the word commonly used in the literature on firearms.
Some of them (Henry J.
Kauffman, The Pennsylvania Kentucky Rifle, New York, 1960, and J.
Kindig, Thoughts on the Kentucky Rifle in its Golden Ag~, York,
Pennsylvania, 1960) are based on surviving records of early Pennsylvania Dutch gunsmiths.
The term frizzle (variants frezel,
friz(z)el) is listed in OED as "the piece of iron acted on by the
flint to produce the explosion." This could be taken from frizz,
"to make a sputtering noise in frying, .. which could be related to
the sound made by sparks as they bounce around in the pan of a
well tuned flintlock.
How frizzle becomes frizzen in the writings
of Pennsylvania Dutch gunsmiths, however, is a mystery.
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As primitive as it all seems, it was a a procedure with which
18th Century Americans were intimately familiar.
It was the
ignition system which fought the French and Indian Wars, the
American Revolution, and the War of 1812.
Flintlocks were even
carried by some Confederate troops in the Civil War. 1 The rifle
carried into what was then Kentucky was a flintlock, and until the
widespread use of the percussion system 2 in the 1840s and 1850s,
the flintlock was well known in what was then a very rural America.3 The percussion system, rapidly followed by the advent of
single and then multiple shot breechloading firearms in the 1860s
and 1870s, effectively ended the reign of the flintlock in America
and virtually throughout the world.
As widespread as the use of the flintlock was in America, we
would expect that it leave its mark on our vocabulary.
Advances
in firearm designs in the 19th Century, however, eliminated the
flintlock, to the point that there is no one alive today who
learned to use a flintlock while the gun was still in common use.
Thus, while some of its terminology has survived in other, nonflintlock contexts, very few of those who use and understand these
terms are aware of either the context that generated them or of
their original meanings.
The first and most obvious term 4 is lock, stock and barrel,
meaning "completely." Since the traditional components of a flint1 "Firepower along the Mason-Dixon'' in Toby Bridges, ed. Black
Powder Gun Digest, Northfield, Illinois, 1972, p. 56.
The military . museums at Gettysburg Battlefield display flintlock muskets,
used by Confederate troops and picked-up ·an the fields after the
battle.
2 In the percussion system, a bolster is attached to the side
of the barrel, into which is screwed a tube or 'nipple.'
To fire
the piece, the hammer comes down and crushes some fulminate of
mercury which sits on the nipple.
The ignition of the fulminate
of mercury then ignites the powder charge.
The system was invented
by a Scottish clergyman, the Reverend Alexander John Forsyth and
later patented by him in England in 1807.
A further development
was invented by Joshua Shaw of Lincolnshire, England, who, by
1807, invented a copper or brass cap to contain the fulminate and
fit over the nipple.
(James E. Serven, "The Many Faces of Firearm
Ignition," The American Rifleman, Dec. 1973, pp. 18-24.}
3 It is important to remember the rural nature of America in
the 18th and 19th Centuries.
While it may be argued that firearms
are not sufficiently well-known for its terminology to enter general speech with a generalization of meaning, this can only be
said for present day America.
Frontier and rural life was tied to
the use of firearms, whether for defense, hunting, or recreational
shooting.
4 I have purposely left out of this study two types of ~erms
which relate to the flintlock: the first are those terms, such as
dry-balling it, "forgetting to place a powder charge under the
bullet," which did not become part of general American speech; the
second group is comprised of terms such as ramrod, originally,
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lock firearm, as well as of later muzzle-loading firearms, were
the lock, or ignition device, the stock or wooden body, and the
barrel, as opposed to more modern terms such as stock, receiver,
trigger housing, etc., to buy something lock, stqc~ a~9 ~~rrel,
would be to buy it completely.
Another term which gives rise to a number of related terms
and expressions is cock.
The cock is that part of the lock which
holds the flint.
It derives its name from its similarity in
appearance to a rooster (OED)l
There is no evidence that this
piece of the lock was originally called a "hammer," as it is more
generally called today.
The name "hammer" on a flintlock used to
refer to the piece of steel against which the flint struck.
The
term "hammer," meaning that part of the firing mechanism which
falls and causes ignition, does not seem to have become current
until the advent of the percussion lock, when the function of the
cock changed from holding the flint in its jaws to striking a fulminated cap placed over a nipple which was connected to the ~arrel.
Indeed the term cock, "hammer," survived into the percussion
period and was used even in the Civil Wa~. 2
The noun cock gives to the verb to cock, "to pull back the
cock or hammer" which even if applied to a modern revolver or rifle
which may not have a recognizable hammer, or to a dog rep9sitioning
his ear, is a survival of the old flintlock terminology.
In the same vein the term cock-sure is of interest to us.
I
propose that this term originated with early flint1ock mechanisms
and was first applied to those guns or gun-locks which would not
discharge when the cock or hammer was pulled back to the .. halfcock" or safety position.
A firearm which was cock-sure would not
accidentally fire and would be "as reliable as a cock or faucet in
shutting off the flow of liquid."
I suggest that this term was
originally a flintlock term because the consequences of a dripping
faucet were not near those of a firearm which was not cock-sure
and thus, as a flintlock term, would make a much greater
impression and be a much more vibrant metaphor.
Closely related to cock-sure is the expression gQ of( halfcocked.
Originally a weapon not cock sure might gQ off halfcocked, that is, detonate while in what was presumed to be a
safety position.
"stick used to push the ball down the barrel," generalized to "one
who pushes or gets things done" and keep your powder dry, because
they are in my opinion, not sufficiently part of American speech
to warrant their inclusion.
1 OED = Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford, 1933.
For other
abbreviations used herein, see above.
2 Two Civil War era manuals use cock for "hammer":
"W. W.
Van Ness, The National School for the Soldier, New York, 1862; and
W. J. Hardee, Hardee's Rifle and Light Infantry Tactics, New York,
1862.
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In the flintlock mechanism and even in later lock-works, the
cock or hammer is attached internally to a notched piece of steel
called the tumbler.
The main spring acts on the front of the
tumbler, pulling it, and the attached cock, forward.
When the
cock is pulled back, the notches cut in the tumbler catch on a
wedge shaped piece called the sear.
The action of the trigger on
the sear causes it to disengage from the tumbler and allows it and
the hammer to strike forward in response to the pull of the mainspring.
For safety's sake one of the notches in the tumbler is
cut deeper than the other and should not become disengaged even if
the trigger is accidentally pulled.
Faulty construction or poor
design, however, sometimes results in a firearm which will gQ off
half-cocked.
Once this expression lost its original application to firearms, those using the term gQ off half-cocked took gQ off to be
"leave" rather than "detonate," but retained the original negative
feature.
The expression then came to mean "to start to do something without being quite prepared for it." So in modern American
English, when we say that someone went off half-cocked, that is,
"unexpectedly, or before he was prepared," we are actually using a
term which originally was applied to the flintlock, i.e., that the
piece discharged before we were ready for it, or rather, when the
cock was set on the half-cock notch.
As has been pointed
flint held in the cock's
battery producing sparks
the pan.
The flash thus
vent hole and ignite the
the vent hold is clogged
damp or missing, then we
that is, it seemed as if
nothing did.

out, the falling of the cock brings the
jaws sharply down against the frizzen or
which ignite the fine powder contained in
produced should then travel through the
charge and fire the bullet.
If, however,
or if the powder charge in the barrel is
have what is known as a flash in the pan,
something were going to happen, but

The next term, "skin-flint," is not obvious and stems from
the working of the flintlock mechanism.
After repeated firings
the flint held in the jaws of the cock becomes worn and dull.
In
order to produce a good shower of sparks, a flint should be sharp.
The obvious solution to poor sparking is to replace the worn flint
with a new one.
However, it is possible to resharpen a flint.
Gentle strikes with a tiny hammer will nibble away or "skin" the
flint back to a sharp edge.
In this way a thrifty person could
keep skinning his flints and avoid having to expend the few cents
necessary to purchase new ones.
From this practice American
English has taken "skin-flint" to mean "a cheap or miserly
person."l
1 The OED gives •one who would skin a flint to save or gain
something• and AHD 'from the notion that one would go so far as to
try to skin a flint for money,' both of which, while showing a
clear understanding of the literal meaning of the term and its
usage, demonstrate no knowledge of the context which generated it.
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In the loading of flintlocks there are two separate operations: the powder charge and ball are put down the barrel from the
muzzle end and the pan is primed or filled with finely ground
powder.
Since the piece cannot fire until there is powder in the
pan and, conversely, can fire once there is, for safety's sake, in
civilian use, the piece is usually not primed until it is loaded
and pointed in a safe direction.
Military use differed.
In the era of the flintlock, the various armies of Europe and America relied on volume of fire rather
than accuracy.
Commanders knew that a body of troops of a given
size could deliver a determined number of shots per minute.
The
commander also knew that enemy troops advancing on his position
would have to pass through a hail of lead balls and would suffer a
percentage of casualties on every volley.
It was imperative,
therefore, that soldiers be taught to load and fire at a set
rhythm.
To this end powder and ball were rolled together in a
paper tube or cartridge.
To load, the soldier ripped the end of
the paper tube, primed the pan with some of the powder and then
poured the rest of the powder down the barrel.
The ball, together
with the remnant of the paper tube serving as wadding, was then
put down the barrel with the aid of the ramrod.
The soldier was
then ready to fire.
It is important to note that the pan was primed first.
If
the soldier loaded the barrel first, there would be no powder left
to prime the pan and that would necessitate the use of another
container for priming powder.
The use of a separate priming flask
or horn, common in civilian or sporting use, would take time and
would slow th·e all-important rate of fire.
In a military setting,
by command, the placing of the powder in the pan would be first or
prime.l Thus, I believe that prime, meaning "to fill, charge or
load," related by ODEE to the "allowance for the loading of a cargo" but admitted therein that "the basic meaning is not clear," is
rather related to the general English term prime, cf. Lat. PRIMUS,
"first," and takes its specific meaning of "to prepare or make
ready" for a particular purpose or operation as in "prime a gun"
or "prime a pump" from this military custom of priming the musket
before loading the charge.
Finally, we have the adjective shot which, in informal
speech, means "worn out or ruined" (AHD).
If it had derived from
shoot, "to discharge a weapon," we would expect shot to mean
"wounded or killed by gunfire" or, metaphorically, "destroyed suddenly by some external source."
I believe that this is also a
flintlock term, or at least one surviving from the early days of
gunsmithing in America.
Early flintlock barrels were handmade.
Iron bars were heated
and hammered around a mandrel, bored out and rifled and then shaped
on the outside.
The quality of the iron used was poor and, after
1 Cf. prime,
fencing• (AHD s.v.

'the first position of thrust or parry in
prime) .
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repeated use and the highly corrosive effects of black-powder, the
interior of the barrel became corroded and its rifling was ruined.
In this case the rifle was said to be shot out or shot, that is,
"worn out or ruined."
The solution to a shot barrel was to have the bore re-cut and
rifled to a larger size.
Thus one particular rifle might become
shot ~ a number of times in its life.
A farmer or frontiersman
who had experienced a shot out or "worn out .. barrel would have had
no difficulty making the semantic shift from firearms to other
implements, and from there the term has come down to us.
The survival of these terms in an amplified context illustrates an interesting linguistic situation.
Unlike other specialized terms which are used figuratively in the general lexicon, the
majority of these flintlock terms have almost completely lost contact with their original referent.
That some terms, such as lock, stock. anq barrel, might be
recognized as at least old fashioned gun terms is understandable.
The modern rifle in many instances retains the general lines of
the flintlock and, thus, the referent kept pace with the term as
it entered the general vocabulary.
Terms such as prime and skin-flint, however, are less obvious
as flintlock terms, simply because their original referent disappeared long ago.
Flash in the pan might be thought of as a term
from the act of panning for gold, but that is mere folk etymology,
since the "showing of color" in gold-panning is the opposite of a
flash in the pan.
When techniques are important to a society's existence, such
as was the flintlock in America until the first half of the 19th
Century, that technology adds items to the society's inventory of
words.
Once America's technology developed beyond the flintlock,
however, the terms lost their original meanings and were retained
only in a figurative sense.
That so many terms have remained so
long after the flintlock's use died out only attest to the important position that the flintlock firearm once had in American
society.
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PULL SOMEONE'S LEG: 'JOKE/TEASE' FROM 'COAX'
-- MATERIAL FROM LEE CRAWLEY KIRKl
1. INTRODUCTION BY GERALD COHEN
A breakthrough has apparently occurred in determining the
origin .of the hitherto troublesome pull someon·e • s ~:
Lee
Crawley Kirk 1989 draws attention to the practice of tying a leg
of a skittish goat or heifer (less often a horse) until they got
used to being suckled.
By extension: to milk, or bilk, an old
woman out of her money.
Cf. an 1867 rhyme quoted by Kirk 1989
(found in Funk's Heavens to Betsy!), with draw instead of pull:

He preached an' at last drew
the auld body's leg
Sae the kirk got the gatherins
o' our Aunty Meg.
Kirk also cites an interesting example from Edgar Potter's Cowboy
Slang concerning greenhorns:
'So green we had to tie one leg up to give 'em a haircut.'
We thus far deal with pull ~ ~ being used to coax/wheedle/
persuade an animal or person to do something they are reluctant
to, and once this meaning became clear, I found myself on familiar
ground:
(To) kid now means 'joke,. tease,' as in 'I was jus~ kidding.'
But the 1865 memoirs of a London thief (Leaves ... } contain
numerous examples of cant (to) kid, and most carry the
meaning 'coax/wheedle/persuade,' e.g.:
p.

'"Well, she has 'namased' [left] with my 'wedge
super' (silver watch] what I 'slung' (gave] her, to
'kid' [coax, persuade] her going with me to the 'gaff,'
(theater]
"'

27:

From 'coax/persuade' a person/animal to do something
worthwhile we arrive at 'coax/persuade' a person to do something
not worthwhile; i.e. to deceive, then softened to 'tease' in pull
someone's ~·
For kid, the degree of deception is less, i.e. we
deal only with teasing.

REPRINT OF KIRK 1989; ARTICLE TITLE:
'TAKING A STAND ON PULLING SOMEONE'S LEG'2
Not long ago a friend asked for the source of the phrase you're
pulling~~·
"Easy," I said.
"Piece of cake."
It wasn't.
1 address: 1350 Charnelton #20, Eugene, OR 97401.
The
present item first appeared in Comments on etymology, vol. 19, #4,
Jan. 1990, pp. 12-16;
2 Righting Words, March/April 1989, p. 29.
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Phrase dictionaries offered one or both of two meanings: "To
obtain favors, especially money, from a person, as by cajoling,
hoodwinking, or deceiving" (~ Deskbook of Idioms and Idiomatic
Phrases, Vizetelly and De Bekker, 1923) or "to befool, impose on,"
(~Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English, Partridge).
Sometimes, as Charles Funk points out in Heavens to Betsy! the
word draw is substituted for pull, i.e.:
He preached an' at last drew the auld body's ~
Sae the kirk got the gatherins o' our Aunty Meg.
(Rhymes, Anderson, 1867)
Even the Oxford English Dictionary is mum on the origins of
pulling one's leg, and although a couple of sources suggest that
it might have to do with "tripping," Funk states, "Just why one's
leg was something to be either drawn or pulled for the success of
a delusion is most uncertain."
However, I found a clue in Edgar R. "Frosty" Potter's Cowboy
Slang.
Potter offers this phrase concerning greenhorns:
"So
green we had to tie one leg up to give 'em a haircut."
If you've got a freshened heifer who won't allow her calf to
nurse, you can often solve the problem by tying up one of her hind
legs until she gets used to the calf's suckling.
The trick is
often used when handling goats for ge~ting a first freshner used
to the ailkstand, immobilizing an animal for shots, or the like.
In the show ring, even a normally placid doe can react to a judge
examining her udder the way a spinster in a movie theater might if
the man sitting next to her tried to grab an analogous part of her
anatomy, so the handler often pulls up one of the goat's front
legs so she (theoretically) can't jump.
Leg-tying is sometimes
used with horses, too.
To bilk, or milk, an old woman of her money, as indicated in
the quotation about Aunty Meg, is a common concept, and one that's
easy to visualize when you think about the heifer.
And if you can
fool a goat into standing still for a shot by pulling up her leg,
why not fool a human into accepting an idea the same way? A human
on one leg is as off-balance as an ungulate on three.
Etymologies are fine, but sometimes it takes a little common
sense to figure things out.
Or, at least, a farmer's knowledge of
tricks of the trade.
3.

5/17/1989 LETTER FROM LEE CRAWLEY KIRK

(G. Cohen)
After reading Mrs. Kirk's article in Righting
Words, I asked her if her familiarity with leg-tying of animals is
first-hand and whether she might be able to provide any further
details.
Here now are excerpts from her 5/17/89 letter to me):
' ... As for "pulling someone•s leg" and your questions.
My information is partially from personal experience.
We
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raised dairy goats for many years (my two daughters' 4-H
projects), and I'm well acquainted with two occasions that
call for leg restraint.
One: Some goats are reluctant to be milked for the first
time.
Some of the books recommend tying one hind leg to the
rear post of the milking stand (which holds the goat's head
in a stanchion).
The combination of restrained head and tied
leg theoretically immobilizes the goat so that she can't kick
or step into the bucket.
In practice, this hardly ever
works.
The doe will put tremendous effort into hopping on
the one unrestrained hind . leg, and often such animals manage
to hook a toe on the edge of the bucket, dumping it over, or
even to plank the foot right smack dab into the bucket of
milk, thereby spoiling it.
Once such a doe has managed to
spill or defile the milk, she seems to be perfectly content
to stand there quietly and finish her ration of grain!
Happily, few does are this intractable, and most enjoy being
milked as soon as they feel the relief of an emptying udder.
Two: The other occasion for restraining a goat's leg is
much more common.
In the show ring a judge will need to
examine a doe's udder.
Goats are remarkably habitual
they
don't like changes of any kind.
The stress of the show, and
the surprise of having a stranger go for her udder, will
sometimes make even the most placid doe take a · flying leap.
This looks bad from the point of showmanship (where the showman is supposed to maintain control) and because it spoils
the doe's appearance (showmanship techniques are quite refined} and besides, it can really tick a judge off to have a
goat plant· her front feet on his .. .. uh ... clean trousers.
(Women judges are less nervous about it, but don't take
kindly to such shenanigans, either.}
So when a judge approaches a doe and reaches for the udder, the showman (who is
standing behind the goat, holding it in show position by its
collar) reaches over the top of the goat, grabs the front leg
near the pastern {just above the hoof) and squeezes, forcing
the doe to bend her knee.
The showman then holds the leg
(with the knee bent) up toward the animal's chest {at the
same time leaning into the doe's body from the other side to
keep her from rocking away from the judge, which could make
her udder attachment appear less solid).
If you think this
sounds like fun, you should try it sometime.
We also kept a horse at one time.
I'm sure I saw something in an old book about tying up a horse's leg as a method
of restraint, but modern breeders and trainers shudder at the
thought.
It is common, however, to pull a horse's hind leg
when shoeing or cleaning the hoof.
You do this (at least,
I've done this) by clamping the hind foot between your legs
just above your knees, then moving away to extend the horse's
leg as far as possible.
Theoretically, the horse can't kick
with its leg extended.
Humph.
If the horse is a real problem child, someone stands at its head on the same side as the
person working on the foot, so that if the horse tries to
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re-orient its center of gravity to that side (and reclaim its
restrained foot) it can be nudged in the other direction.
Big dairy and beef operations have, of course, modern
equipment for restraining animals for various purposes.
But
there is still the old farmsteader's trick for heifers who
won't accept their calves when they freshen-- head-tie them,
and tie the hind legs so the calf can suckle without being
kicked away.
The young cow will usually settle down and
accept the calf once the suckling process has started.
Thank
goodness, I've nev~r had to deal with cows at this level.
There was, a number of years ago, a story in Redbook
which described this procedure.
The story had a horrid error
in it, which I assumed at least 5,000 readers would leap upon.
But when the story appeared some time later in an anthology
of "best fiction" from Redbook, the glaring mistake was still
there.
The story had to do with a young family who moved
from the city to enjoy the environment of country living.
Among other problems, their cow, who delivered during the
night, refused to nurse her calf.
So the couple hassled
around with the irate bovine in order to get her legs tied,
got the calf to suckle, and finally released the then-contented cow and returned to bed exhausted.
When they checked
the cow a couple of hours later, she was dead -- bloated with
her "legs sticking out like broomsticks."
Both the veterinarian they called, and the renderer who came to pick up the
carcass, identified the problem as a prolapsed uterus.
Phooie!
I've seen plenty of prolapsed uteruses (on
chickens, mainly, but it's the same thing).
All it means is
that the uterus comes out with the newborn (or egg) and winds
up inside-out on the outside of the animal.
It usually
doesn't affect the animal at all, unless it is torn or
becomes septic. With larger animals, it can be cleaned and
replaced using a kind of vacuum method.
(When it happens to
a hen, she winds up in the soup.)
It's inconceivable, though,
that anyone could spend a half an hour or so mucking around
behind a cow trying to tie her legs, and not notice so formidable an organ as a bovine uterus.
And it's not really
conceivable that a prolapsed uterus would cause almost instant
death and bloat.
What they meant, I think, was a collapsed
uterus, a condition the old-timers sometimes referred to as a
"cracked chine."
Aside from this practical experience with animals, I've
written numerous articles on livestock-keeping for various
farm-oriented publications (my article on poultry housing was
in the Jan/Feb. and Mar/April issues of Maine Organic Farmer
& Gardener this year, and the current issue carries my article on bats.
A "farm story" about our pet pigeon was in
last month's issue of Ruralite.
The book I'm currently working on is a book of . rural humor, drawn in part from previouslypublished articles).
I also edited/published a monthly tabloid for a dairy goat association for several years, and was
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a 4-H leader (poultry, goats) for about 10 years.
Not only
was I involved in raising chickens and dairy goats for years,
but I was also a participant in breeders' clubs and shows.
I've also written for Poultry Press, Capital Press (an Oregon
weekly agricultural newspaper), Da!~ Goat Guide, Farmstead,
US Dept. of Agriculture bulletins, and other animal publications.
While I don't raise animals now, I do collect antique
books on farming, livestock, poultry and other fowl.
So yes,
the experience is personal and practical .... '
REFERENCES
Haynes, N. Bruce (D.V.M.)
1978.
Keeping livestock healthy. Charlotte, Vermont: Garden Way Publishing. -- ed.: Lee Crawley
Kirk drew this book to my attention and added: 'Probably the
best home veterinary guide ever published.'
It contains
information on livestock restraints for various purposes (pp.
100-119), although not for helping a heifer overcome her
skittishness to nursing a calf.
Kirk, Lee Crawley 1989.
Taking a stand on pulling someone's leg.
in: Righting Words, March/April 1989, page 29.
Leaves from the diary of a celebrated burglar and pickpocket.
1865.
anonymous.
First serialized in the NYC newspaper The
National Police Gazette (1863-1864) and then 51 chapters were
put forth in book form (NYC: George Matsell).
Now apparently
available only on microfilm; currently being reserialized in
Comments on Etymology.
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WITH BELLS ONl
Lee Crawley Kirk
1350 Charnelton, #20
Eugene, Oregon 97401

PREVIOUS SUGGESTIONS: FROM THE BELLS
OF THE COURT JESTER'S OUTFIT
"I'll be home with bells on!" my mother would say on those
rare occasions that she went somewhere without me when I was a
child.
I was always disappointed when she returned as she had
left -- sans bells.
"Well, it's just an expression," she'd
counter my objections.
Tad Tuleja (The eat's ~ajamas, Fawcett, 1987), credits with
bells on to the court jester's outfit and to the exaggerated form
seen in Mardi Gras costumes.
The figurative b~lls imply both
enthusiasm and being dressed in one's best.
The jester's bells,
he says, are derived from the bells carried by lepers in medieval
times, so that" ... the metaphoric 'bells' that make one stand out
in a crowd today originally made one stand far apart.
11

Dear old Eric Partridge agrees that with Qells on refers to
being dressed up and "being in a joyous mood," but also offers an
earlier British nuance, "with lurid or, at the least, picturesque
additions" (~ Dictionary of Catch Phrases, Stein and Day, 1977).
Partridge indicates that the phrase had become "archaic" by 1960.
That may well be true in some parts of the world, but here in
the American West it's still common.
And it is the West that
yields another clue to the meaning of the phrase.

MORE LIKELY: FROM TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY FREIGHT-HAULING
IN THE AMERICAN WEST
In the late nineteenth to early twentieth century, Western
freight haulers would connect several of their heavy wagons together and hitch them to teams of six or more horses.
This kind
of hauling was sometimes dangerous, especially since many roads
were primitive and often treacherous.
It was customary to outfit the lead pair of animals in the
team with a hame covered with bells.
It was also the custom, if
the wagons bogged down or ran into other difficulties and had to
1 (ed.) Reprinted from Righting Words, III.4, July/August
1989, p. 28, where it was titled: 'A Peal of History Explains This
Phrase.'
I have added the headings.
Information on Riqhting
Words may be obtained by writing to Michael Ward, Feredonna Inc.,
Drawer 9808, Knoxville, TN 37940.
The present reprinting (with
headings) was also made in Comments on etymology, val. 19, #5,
Feb. 1990, pp. 11-12.
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be rescued by another team, to forfeit the bells to the freighter
who provided assistance.
Thus, to "come home wit~ bells on"
signified a successful journey during which the bells did not have
to be relinquished.
It's hard to say whether the phrase originated in the West
and traveled to other parts of the country (and even across the
Atlantic) where stories of 11 the Wild West" were read and relished,
or if it had two separate sources.
Partridge gives American usage
a citation of "since c. 1909," and a British dating of 1880-1914,
so its origins are contemporaneous with turn-of-the-century
teamsters.
Just last week I responded to an invitation with the reply,
"I'll be there with bells on!
and I don't even own a horse, let
alone a team ....
11
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TWO ITEMS ON TOAST 1
1.

EXCERPTS FROM LEE CRAWLEY KIRK'S ITEM ON TOAST
IN RIGHTING WORpS (March/April 1989, p. 29)

'"Let's drink a toast .....
piece of charred bread? ...

Come on, now, how can we drink a

First, let us consider the custom of lifting a salutary cup.
It originated in ancient times, a ritual whereby the host drank
the first serving to assure his guests that the wine had not been
poisoned ....
From this came the custom of drinking to the health of
another, or to a salubrious outcome.
The word toast comes to us via the Old French verb taster,
presumably from the Latin torrere, tostum, meaning "to parch,
burn, or roast" ....
There are different interpretations of how toast got into
libations .... 2
... even the Romans are known to have put toast in their
wine. '

2.

5/23/1989 LETTER FROM GARY BERTRAND

Professor of Chemistry
Specialty: Oenology
University of Missouri-Rolla
(Editor: I sent Ms. Kirk's material to Gary Bertrand for an
expert's view on just what was intended by the addition of
toast to wine; herewith his reply):
Re: "Toast" from sweetening sour wine with charcoal.
My understanding of the origin of "toast" is that the French
had a custom of floating spiced bits of toast on various drinks
(including coffee and tea) on festive occasions.
It is certainly
possible that some spoiled wines were served this way so that the
spoilage could be hidden by the spices, and also so that the toast
could absorb some of the odors.

1 Reprinted from Comments on etymology, vol. 19, #4, Jan.
16-17.
The first item, in turn, comes from Righting
Words.
2 (G. Cohen): Mrs. Kirk informs me that her suggestion on this
point was somehow omitted in the editing process; sour wine could
be sweetened by adding charcoal.
1990, pp.

-
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The primary odor of sour wine and vinegar is acetic acid, but
most people have a high threshold for detecting acetic acid by
itself.
In wine, acetic acid reacts with the alcohol to form
ethyl acetate, and the presence of very small amounts of ethyl
acetate lowers the threshold for detecting acetic acid.
I can
take a good wine and add acetic acid at twice the legal limit and
few people will be able to detect it.
However, if the wine is
warmed then chilled again -- or simply allowed to stand around for
a few hours -- practically everyone will call it vinegar.
The
same effect can be produced by adding a small amount of ethyl acetate.
The interesting thing is that you don't smell the ethyl
acetate, which has a very -distinctive odor, it sensitizes your
detection of acetic acid.
In the late 1700's, English wine merchants sweetened sour
wine with "sugar of lead" (lead acetate) then sold the wine at a
reduced price.
This was discovered when there was a near-epidemic
of lead poisoning amongst the "winos" of the day.
While charcoal and probably toast can remove ethyl acetate,
this is a short-term solution because they are not very effective
at removing the acetic acid.
The primary use of charcoal in the
wine industry is the removal of unwanted color and some off-odors.
Some wineries produce "wino wines" from cheap grapes which are
often rotting, then fortify the wine to about 20% alcohol with
cheap brandy.
The wine is not vinegary, but has lots of spoilage
odors, and is often treated heavily with charcoal.
In the late
forties, they found that super heavy treatment with charcoal could
remove all odors, colors, and taste.
They sold the resulting
product to bars as a gin substitute to be sold to customers after
they'd had a couple of drinks of the real stuff.
The Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) frowned on this practice,
not because people were being cheated, but because the wine was
taxed at a lower rate than gin.
To stop the practice, a new regulation was introduced limiting the clarity of fortified wine -- i f
a wine is too clear, it has to be blended with cloudier wines to
reduce the clarity.
An instrument, the White Light Spectrophotometer, was developed for quantifying the clarity.
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ORIGIN OF

TANK

'ARMORED VEHICLE' 1

Gerald Cohen
Tank •armored vehicle' is well known to have originated with
the British in World War I as a term to camouflage this newly
invented weapon; see e.g. Morris-Morris (1977:556).
But there
seems to be some disagreement concerning the details:
(Klein 1967):
'When the first armored cars of the British
army were made in 1915, the workers were made to believe that
they were fabricating ingredients for benzene tanks.
The
tank thus obtained a new meaning, that of an armored car.'
(Flexner 1976:411):
'Tank was British Colonel Sir Ernest
Swinton's secret code name for this new weapon when it was
being built and tested (the workers who assembled the first
ones were told they were working on a new type of portable
water tank for use in Mesopotamia).'
(Marshall 1964:181):
'But one interesting thing happened.
Britain had brought along a new weapon created to break the
deadlock on the Western Front.
Many minds contributed to the
innovation, but the main credit goes to Winston Churchill.
While at the Admiralty, he had winked at regulations and made
available the funds for developing a land battleship.
Colonel
Ernest D. Swinton had earlier urged the building of an armored
fighting vehicle that could charge cross-country on caterpillar treads.
In this was born the tank, sired by several geniuses, damned
by the military hierarchy.
The origin of the name is more
curious.
During development, the vehicle had to be kept
secret.
That was a problem.
A large, mysteridus object
shipped around the country under canvas would surely whet
public curiosity.
How to camouflage the secret became the
question.
Someone suggested that it be called a "water
carrier," with the attendant explanation that it was for use
in the Sinai desert.
One planner said:
"We call everything
by initials; I will not stand for being on anything called
the W.C. Committee." The word "tank" was suggested as a
compromise, and it stuck.'
Marshall presumably heard this story from his military
colleagues, but it would have been helpful if he specified his
sources and their reliability.
The mystery on this score will
remain, since Marshall is no longer living, but perhaps other
sources may be located that will shed further light on the subject.
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology Jan. 1984, Vol. 13,
No. 7-8, p~. 16-17. -- My thanks to my colleague, Jim Bogan, for
drawing this item to my attention.
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LA MANO BLANCA (EL SALVADOR DEATH SQUADS)
The following item is excerpted from Jack Anderson's syndicated column 'Washington Merry-Go-Round' : 1
• ... I have been investigating the death squads, which operate
throughout Latin America under the name of La Mana Blanca (White
Hand).
In the cause of executing communists, they have
slaughtered tens of thousands of suspected leftists -- including
four U.S. churchwomen-- without the formalities of a trial.
All
i t takes is a loose rumor or accusation to bring a death sentence
upo~ an entire family.
La Mana Blanca's political assassins are protected by a
Mafia-like code of loyalty and silence.
One of the rare sources
who dared to talk about the death squads explained to my associate
Jon Lee Anderson:
"La Mana Blanca means that whoever is involved in the
killing is protected by powerful, invisible hands.
These hands whitewash all evidence leading to a member."
The admitted assassin ... boasted:
"We go by different names
in each country and make up new ones to confuse our enemies.
But
we are all La Mana Blanca."'

1 Rolla Daily News, January 26, 1984, p. 5; title:
be powerless to stop Central American death squads.'

'U.S. may
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NOTE ON THE NAME STEINBRENNER!
- ---·
Gerald Cohen
Steinbrenner is transparently a German name meaning "stone
burner." A check of Brechenmacher 1847 reveals that the burning
concerned limestone and that the name dates from 1572.
Limestone, it turns out, is burned to yield lime for commercial use.
A ceramics engineering student2 at my campus informs me
that lime has long been used in making cement, brick, and potterystoneware.
And he kindly drew my attention to a passage of general
interest in Brown (1917:3):
'From very earliest times lime has been the fundamental
ingredient in cementitious building materials.
It is only
within the last 150 years, however, that the value of argillaceous substances with lime has been fully recognized in the
production of a strong, reliable binding agent.
Mr. John Smeaton in 1756, when seeking the most suitable
material to use in the building of the Eddystone Lighthouse,
demonstrated the fact that limestone containing clay, when
burned and ground, possessed the property of hardening under
wate·r . . . . •
And on a general note.
What role might science/engineering
play in etymology?
I assume the role would be that of providing
background information, as here.
How extensive might this role
be? And is there any chance that science/engineering information
might actually clarify an uncertain etymology or two?

REFERENCES
Brechenmacher, Josef Karlmann 1847.
Etymologisches Worterbuch der
deutschen Familiennamen.
3 vols.
reprinted 1957 by C.A.
Starke Verlag, Limburg a. d. Lahn.
Brown, William Alden 1917.
Nostrand.

The Portland Cement industry.

NY: Van

Meade, Richard K.
1926.
Portland Cement.
Easton, Pa.: The Chemical Publishing Company.
pp. 6-7: the invention of Portland
Cement (involves burning).

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology,

vol.

18, #4, Jan.

1990, p. 35.
2 George Carini, to whom I am grateful for this and other
information.
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JUDAS ISCARIOT

=

JUDAH THE DEliUERER 1

Joseph Wallfield
Cathedral Station, Box 277
New York, New York 10025-0277
The name of the faithless disciple of Jesus, Judas lscariot, has conventionally been interpreted
on the basis of the form which Westcott and Hort and Nestle-Aiand read in Mark 3 19 : ·rcrKapLwe, as if<
Hebrew 'is q eriyoth = "man of Qerioth", and this explanation is repeated in nearly all the psittacine commentaries on the Gospels. Yet it is remarkable how the Vetus Latina and the Vetus Syra fail to support the
form with initial iota. Not one manuscript of the Old Latin translation has initial i- in this passage, and the
Syriac form slay~' departs completely from the transcription that should have been expected.
I therefore follow the suggestion made early in this century by William Benjamin Smith 2 that the
first syllable of the name is Aramaic skar- in the meaning "to deliver", but I interpret -;otes as a suffix of
agent, so that the primary form is Greek L KC!pLWi'T']S, whence Latin Scariota and Syriac skry~' , which in
turn became Arabic 'st;ryv~y and Persian s!}ry~y 3 . The !J. of the Arabic and Persian reflects the Syriac pronunciation of k as kh, while the emphatic ~ shows that the Greek original had T and not e. The
form LKapLwe is a pseudo-Hebrew variant that cannot be analyzed, although the onomastica sacra of late
antiquity were at no loss to derive it from the root zkr and the word yah, explaining Scarioth as memoriale Domini.
In Biblical Hebrew the usual form of the root in question is sgr in the hipb.il, but s ikker is attested at Isaiah 194 , we-s ikkorti, which the LXX translates K<lL napaowcrw "and I shall deliver". In all
probability this is an Aramaism intended to mimic the wording of a treaty or decree 4 . The root is further attested in Mandaic, the Eastern Aramaic dialect of the Mandaeans, a Semitic Gnostic sect that regards John
the Baptist as the Messiah.
That an inkling of this interpretation circulated in the first half of the third century is shown by
the passage in Origen's commentary on the Gospel of Matthew which reads:
... Cuius mysterium fuit ludas Scariota, qui abiit ad sacerdotes, et de
traditione Christi pactus est pretium. Audivi aliquem exponentem patriam
proditoris ludce secundum interpretationem hebraicam exsuffocatum vocari;
quod si ita est, magna convenientia invenitur nominis patrice eius cum exitu
mortis ipsius, quoniam et ipse laqueo se suspendens prophetiam nominis
patri~ su~ suffocatus implevitS.
This passage indicates that Origen, reading L Ka~)LWi'T']S in his Greek text, explained the name
as the pe•alof Jewish Aramaic skr = "to strangle, choke" +the gentile suffix -;otes, so that Judas was a
native of the country whose name meant "strangled", a prophecy of his later suicide by hanging. Hence
the formal if not the semantic analysis that I here propose had by the middle of the third Christian century
dawned on interpreters of the mysterious epithet.
The significance of the name Judas (l)scariot had been surmised earlier by Gustav Volkmar in
his commentary on Mark 6 when he wrote: "Der 'Iouoas ELS -rwv L~" ist fur Me. das Abbild des
Christum in den Tod bringenden Judenthums, das in der alten Jungerschaft mit ihm bis zuletzt aufs
engste vereinigt war" = NThe Judas one of the twelve is for Mk. the symbol of the Jewry that sent Christ to
his death, which in the old group of disciples was most intimately associated with him to the very end" .
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William Benjamin Smith further saw that Judas is the symbol of the Jewish people in the Gospel
narrative, although he missed the fairly obvious explanation of the name 'IoUSa.s as the LXX form of Judah (Genesis 29 35 and passim) , the eponymous ancestor of the nation, so that 'IoUsas L:KapLC.0TllS =
·Judah the Deliverer. That Judas stands for Jewry collectively, for the Jewish people, "seems to become a
necessary hypothesis as soon as we perceive the impossibility of understanding Judas as a man.... I suspect that the oldest thought was of the surrender of the great idea of the Jesus , of the Jesus-cult , by the
Jews to the heathen. This, in fact, was the supreme, the astounding, fact of early Christian history, and
engaged intensely the minds of men. It is not strange that it should find manifold expression by parable
and by symbol in the Gospels" 7.

words

os

More recently Smith's expalnation has been revived by J .-Aifred Morin, who points out the the
Kat nap€5wKE:V atrr6v which follow the name 2:KapLw9 in Mark 3 19 are an interpretation of

the epithet: "which is to say, the one who delivered him" 8 . The name is similarly glossed in Matthew 10 4
and Luke 6 16 .
The initial iota of 'IcrKapLWTllS can best be ascribed to Phrygian influence, as inscriptions
from Phrygia present examples of words with prothetic L- (Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik , I 123).
Since Antioch was the focal point of primitive Christianity in the Hellenistic world , the initial vowel can be
explained merely as a dialectal innovation within Greek, not as part of the Semitic etymon of the name . .
It is regrettable that even the latest (1983) edition of Nestle-Aiand consistently downplays or
ignores the evidence for L:KapuJTllS. For example, at Mark 3 19 the ~ditors cite the ltala, the Vetus Syra
and the Persian Diatessaron as support for the reading 2: KctpLw9, when in fact Latin scariore3 and
Scariora, Syriac 3kry~' and Persian 'biY~Y are joint witnesses for L: KapLW1:llS. In John 12 4 all the
readings are mustered under various permutations with 'IcrKapLWTllS, as if no evidence for L:Kapu.JTllS
could be found ; even though not one Old Latin manuscript writes the name with initial 1- .
Highly instructive are the readings of the Codex Bezae:
Matthew 1 4

6 LK<XpLWTl'lS

Scariotes

Matthew 2614

LKctpLCJTllS

Scariotes

Mark 319

LK<XpLW9

Scarioth

Mark 1410

L K<lpLWTl'lS

Scariotes

Luke 6 16

L:KctpLWe

in Scarioth

Luke 22 3

TOV

John 6 11

LK<lpLW9

Scarioth

John 12 4

cino KaptWTOU

a Caryoto

John 13 2

cino KapuJTOU

a Caryoto

o

KaAOU~E:VOV

'IcrKapu.Js

qui uocatur lscar ioth
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John 13 26

a Caryoto

John 14 22

OtJx o cino

KapWiOU

non qui a Scaryotes

In the last of these passages there has been a contamination of the peculiar Greek
reading and the Latin one; the scribe wrote non qui a and then followed these words with Scaryotes < :l: K<tpLWTrtS of the original.
Not usually cited in the discussion, but of relevance are the forms of the name in the
manuscripts of the Toledoth Jeshu, the Jewish anti-Gospel that circulated in Aramaic, Hebrew
and other languages during the Middle Ages and early modern times. Most significant of these is
the form 3krYv,t' in a recently discovered Aramaic text of the Toledoth that perfectly matches the one in
Syriac sources 9 . This and later forms such as '3k.ry~' and '3k.ryvt' in the manuscripts collated by
Krauss 10 give no support to the interpretation "man of Qerioth", and all rather point toward an original
:l: K<XpLWiT')S, under the influence of the Syriac and later of Old Italian Scariotto (Dante, Inferno, XXXIV,
62), itself a secondary witness for the tradition of the Vetus Latina and of Saint Jerome, a reading that survived into Caxton's version of the Legenda Aurea. The same is true of the reading 'yskry'~v at Matthew 1o4 in the Hebrew translation made in the late medieval period and published by Christian scholars
of the sixteenth century 11 . Hence the testimony of the Greek papyri and manuscripts written later than
the middle of the third century can be deemed outweighed by the agreement of the Vetus Syra with the
Aramaic Toledoth Jeshu and the Vetus Latina, supported by the daughter versions of these early translations.
In conclusion, it may be affirmed that against the confused and contradictory evidence of the
Greek witnesses, the testimony of the Vetus Latina, the Vetus Syra, the Arabic and Persian texts of the
Diatessaron, and the Toledoth Jeshu establishes the name of the faithless disciple of Jesus as 'I ouoas
:l: K<XpLWil1S = Judah the Deliverer, in.the Gospel drama the symbolic persona of the Jewish people who
delivered the Nazarene to arrest. trial and crucifixion.
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REFLECTIONS ON HITTITE

'MUWATALLIS NAMED ME FOR THE WHEEL' 1

Gerald Leonard Cohen

ABSTRACT
A solution is proposed here for the hitherto enigmatic
Hittite phrase 'Muwatallis named me for the wheel.'
The
wheel may refer to a trial, with the community gathered in a
circle; cf. Vaillant's work on Slavic rota -'oath-taking,'
which he relates to Lithuanian ratas 'wheel.'

*****
The Apology of Hattusilis contains the engimatic phrase:
'Muwatallis named me for the wheel.'
It appears in the following
context, with the question mark added by Sturtevant and Bechtel
(1935:67):
' ... And Armadattas, son of Zidas, and other men too
began to stir up i l l will against me.
They brought
malice against me, and I had bad luck; and my brother
Muwatallis named me for the wheel (?).
My Lady Ishtar,
however, appeared to .me in a dream, and by means of the
dream said this to me: "Shall I abandon you to a
(hostile) deity?
Fear not."
And I was cleared from the
(hostile) deity.
And since the goddess, My Lady, held
me by the hand, she did not ever abandon me to the
hostile deity, the hostile court: and the weapon of (my)
enemy never overthrew me.
My Lady Ishtar always rescued
me ... '
(1967:110) cites the phrase in question-ANAGISDUBBIN lamnija --defining it as "'zum Rade berufen' = 'zur
Rechenschaft ziehen, '" but one is still left without an explanation as to the possible connection of a wheel and the giving of an
accounting.
Meanwhile, Schuler (1959:470) sees the wheel as part
of th~ king's war-chariot and draws attention to the legal formula
ANAGI GIGIR katta halzai 'to call to the war-chariot.'
Is it
really likely, though, that court sessions would be held next to a
war-chariot?
~riedrich

Another possibility may be furnished by Vaillant's (1963:122)
etymology of Slavic rota (= taking of an oath).
Vaillant first
points out that this word, particularly in Old Russian, is used in
phrases expressing movement (towards a rota): iti rot~, iti ~a
rotu, zaxoditi rote (all= to go to the oath-taking), and voditi
rot~, ku rot~, vu rotu (all = to lead (vodlti) to the oath-taking).
Vaillant then visualizes the community sitting in a circle for the
ceremony, with the oath-taking named for this circle; Slavic ro~~
{=oath-taking is thereby related to Lithuanian ratas =wheel;
circle).
1 This article is revised from a working paper in Comments on
Etymology, vol. 7, #14, April 15, 1978, pp. 10-11.
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'oath-taking,' Vaillant writes:

- Cohen 'circle'

(< wheel) and

'Puisqu'il s'agit d'un terme de droit, la prestation du
serment, ne faut-il pas penser a une facon dont se
pretait un serment solonnel dans le droit slave?
Surement devant l'assemblee des hommes du clan, et c'est
a cette assemblee qu'on allait (iti rote) au qu'on etait
mene {vesti rote) .r
When one approaches Hattusilis' wh~el with Vaillant's Slavic
etymology in mind, the following picture emerges:
The wheel for which Hattusilis was named refers to a
solemn assemblage of part of the community, gathered in
a circle; the ceremony here is not an oath-taking, however, but a trial of some sort.
As Hattusilis says a
few lines later: "(Ishtar) did not ever abandon me to ...
the hostile court."
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1 (translation):
'Since we are dealing with a legal term,
the oath-taking, is it not necessary to think of the way in which
a solemn oath was taken in Slavic law? Surely [it was administered] before the assembled men of the clan, and it is to this
assemblage that one went (iti rote) or was brought (vesti rot~).
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'I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.'
ROBERT FROST, 'The Road Not Taken'
(last verse} -- 1916
As I mentioned in the final chapter of volume 1, it is
premature to speak of firm conclusions, although a few reflections
and general considerations are possible.
INSIGHT VS. PRECISION
I remain skeptical about the article of faith among many modern linguists that linguistics is a science, with language subject
to mathematically precise description.
There is simply too much
evidence to the contrary.
Linguists would therefore do well not
to base their theoretical work on the assertion that linguistics
is a science but rather ask:
what role might science play in contributing to an understanding of language?
The most basic question in any case, is how to gain insight
into language.
Once insight is obtained the description will come
along as a by-product.
In volume 1, I suggested that a study of the stre~s of the
Russian short adjectlves indicates that sometimes there really is
disorder {n language.
In the present volume the study of reduplication indicates that we often deal with tendencies in development
rather than natural laws.
SYNCHRONY VS.

DIACHRONY

Once the central question facing linguists is framed in terms
of the search for insight (vs. precision}, they may find themselves
heading up a different path than most of their colleagues.
They
might wonder, for example, whether synchrony deserves to be dominant over diachrony in modern linguistic thinking.
Diachrony,
after all, includes synchrony just as an entire sausage includes
all the potential slices that can be cut from it.
Should not diachrony therefore be dominant? Diachrony is the
whole, and synchrony is its parts.
In medicine the symptoms of a
mental illness may be known; but how well will anyone understand
that illness without knowing how it arose and developed?
Saussure•s statement that synchrony and diachrony are two
sides of the same coin, i.e. they are co-equal, has been quoted by
modern linguists like Scripture.
But that does not make the
assertion correct.
And if synchrony and diachrony really are coequal, why has synchrony so overshadowed diachrony in linguistic
theorizing?
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LANGUAGE IN ITS SOCIAL CONTEXT
Might one not also wonder whether language can really be
understood independently of its social context? Or, to what extent
does an understanding of language require an understanding of its
social context? With bells on 'successfully' makes much more
sense if its teamster origins are explained,. as Kirk has done.
Flash in the pan in reference to a person seems much clearer with
Pontillo's flintlock explanation before us.
Similarly, the names
Joseph and Naftali turn out to derive from the religious beliefs
of the ancient Hebrews (Susskind article), and does not Susskind's
information deepen our understanding of the names? Moreover, are
there not hundreds or perhaps thousands of such studies waiting to
be done, leading ultimately to a deep understanding of various
aspects of language now only dimly sensed?
Studies such as those just mentioned represent pieces of a
mosaic, and I believe that one of the tasks of linguists is to
compile those pieces and see what mosaic or mosaics take shape.
We deal of course with a long-term project.
Malkiel draws attention to the possibility of etymology helping to give shape to a cultural mosaic, but I would add that such
a cultural mosaic _might then in turn be used to shed light back
onto etymology.
Malkiel's observation is made in reference to his
work on seafaring terminology, but it is pertinent also to terminology in other areas:
'From slivers of knowledge thus provided by the
etymologists a whole newly-emerging landscape and
seascape of fine-meshed cultural relations -- including
the dimensions of trade and ·navigation -- can be
painstakingly reconstructed.'
As for the relevance of the above paragraph to the present volume,
cf. the several items pertaining to burning:
PIE *dheghom 'land'

< 'burnt land'

Russian pol-yj

'hollow'

Sumerian gibil

'new'

< 'hollowed out (by burning)'

< gl 'land,' bil

'burn'

toast
Steinbrenner,

literally 'stone burner'

Cf. too the Missouri creek Bob Ruley, known to derive from French
Bois BrQle 'burnt woods,' and Russian pol'e 'field,' of uncertain
origin, but in my opinion clearly connected with Slavic pol-/pal'burn.'
The above items, however preliminarily compiled, suggest the
possibility of a larger research project:
The Role of Burning/
Fire in Etymology.
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Apparently degree and attitude are each integral parts of
language, and yet their role has yet to be fully understood.
See
above , p . 131 .
Re attitude, cf. also Allen Walker Read's 'A Personal Journey
Through Linguistics,' written after some 60 years of research on
language:
'But there are other motivations that we must not lose
sight of -- especially as I shall now maintain, the PLAY
SPIRIT.
I have produced a cycle of studies in this area,
dealing with adult baby talk, pig Latin, mock Latin,
double talk, intentional mispronunciation, the sportive
naming of non-existent objects (beguilers), and the like.'
Read goes on to cite a "Symposium of Linguistic Play," held at the
annual meeting of the American Anthropological Association in NYC,
resulting in Speech Play (ed. Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett,
Philadelphia, 1976).
He also discusses the great Dutch historian,
Johann Huisinga, who prepared his classic study Homo ludens in
1938 (English translation, 1950).
Humor, of course, exists in much of slang, although this
humor is usually considered irrelevant to linguistic analysis.
Read's studies suggest that a second look may be in order here;
humor (or more broadly, attitude in general) may well be an integral part of language and therefore call for incorporation into
linguistic theory.
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INDEX
Abraham thrown into furnace
only one son was demanded of him {vs. Hanna's 7)
agva (Sanskrit) 'horse' - 79
Adair, James - 109
Adams, Mary - 52
aeks6 {Greek) 'I grow' - 90
Aeschylus - 122
Agada sections of Talmud - not reliable - 40
Aguda - 14
Ainu language - 89
Akiba, Rabbi - 40
(akum (acronym for idolator) - 16, 19
Aman, Reinhold - 54
The American Rifleman - 134
Americanisms (should not include cranberry) - 106
Anderson, Jack {columnist) - 150
Anderson, Jon Lee {journalist) - 150
animals - See boar, dog, horse, black sheep, 2ull som~on~s leg,
with bells on.
See alsop. 72.
Antiochus (Epiphanes), King - 44-45
Aristophanes - 122
Armageddon - 41
Asher, Yakov ben (Rabbi) - 21
· attitude in language - 130
Aurelius, Marcus {emperor) - 20: friendship with Juda bar Ilai
Austronesian - 56
Azariah - 45
45 46 -

Baal Shem Tov (would-be messiah) - 47
backformation - 68
bagoda (Hebrew: 'utterly faithless wife') - 3
Bar Kochba - 13, 19, 23
battery - 133
bear on ~ knees - 27-29
bells: in with bells on - 144-145, 159
Bertrand, Gary - 146-147
Bilha (Rachel's maid) - 29, 34
Black Powder Gun Digest - 134
black shee2 - 96
(to) blackball - 116-124
Bloch, Chayim (discovered ha kasher sheba Mitsrim as being
original) - 1, 5-7, 9, 22
boar - 113
boats (hollowed out) - 92
Bob Ruley (Creek), in Missouri, from French bois brule 'burnt
woods' - 93, 159
Bolinger, Dwight - 125-126
Bologna, Italy - 116-118, 124
Braslaver, Nahman (would-be messiah) - 47
Bridges, Toby - 134
b'shalab (and its hidden message when read by Shimon ben Yo9ai) 10; see also p. 24

-162Budge, Wallis E. A. - 65
'build' and 'son/children' - same root in Hebrew build me ~ - 27-29
Burke, James - 104
'burn' -(1) > 'land' - 82-83, 91, 93. 159
( 2) > 1 hollow 1 ( > 'boat' ) - 9 2, 159
(3) Steinbrenner- 151, 159
Byington, C. (Rev.) - 110

27

calculus (Lat.) 'pebble' -(1) 67-68
(2) for voting: 119, 121
Caligula (nickname for Gaius) - 44, 46
canard (French; < c- + Lat. an-) - 73, 77
cant - 139
Carini, George (student) - 151
Catawba River Basin - 109-112
Celtic - *snis, *swis: 64
chamberpot - 52-53
charcoal (used to sweeten sour wine) - 146-147
childbearing- 27ff.
Chinese characters:
(1) for 'speak' - 80
(2) for 'burn,' 'trees' - 91, 93
Churchill, Winston - 148
cock (firearms term) - 135
cock-sure - 135
code words - 22f. - 'Egyptians' as a code word for Romans
Cohen, Hayim (The Trial and Death of Jesus) - 39
colorful expressions (as an integral part of the grammatical
picture of a lang~age) - 129
concubine - 27ff.
cracked chine 'collapsed uterus' - 142
cranberry - 103-108
creative superlatives - 129
cuc (Sanskrit) 'grieve, sorrow' - 73
Daily Jewish Forward (newspaper) - 4
Dan- etymology: God judged Rachel (favorably) - 29
danish pastries - 52-53
degree in language - 125-131
*dhegh-om (Primitive Indo-European) 'land' - 82-83
*dheg~h (Primitive Indo-European) 'burn' - 82-83
dissimilation - 55ff.
55: can produce palatalization, laryngeals, zero
distaff 97
'divide' > river name (Catawba) - 110
'dog' - 74, 77-80
(to) dry-ball it - 134
dual - 70
dyed-in-the-wool - 97

Egyptian
(1) heshes 'fire, flame' - 82-83
(2) words for 'beat' - 65
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6: Pharaoh pursues Israelites
Also: 15, 18
ekw- - 79
El Salvador - 150
elephant's ear (pastry) - 54
Elqoshi, Gedalya - 16
engineering - 151 (Steinbrenner)
Ephrayimite would be Redeemer - 41
Ernout-Meillet (et. die. of Latin) - 58, 67
eschatology - 38
Esther, Book of - 52
ethyl acetate - 147
euphemism:
53 - Shelumiel for Zimri
53 - Haman's pockets for Haman's ears?
Feldblum, Meir - 15
Finno-Ugric - 69-70
firearms terminology - 132-138
firelock - 133
flash in the pan - 136, 138, 159
flaxen - 97
(to) fleece - 97
fleeing, not in winter neither on the Sabbath day - 38
flintlock - 134ff.
folk-etymology (for flash-in-the-pan) - 138
food: homentashen· et al. - 52-54
forda (Latin) 'pregnant' - 64
Forsyth, (Rev.) Alexander John- 134
'four' (1) Van Windekens: < 'and' + 'grasp' - 69
(2) possible borrowing from Finno-Ugric '2,' with
reduplication - 69
freight haulers - 144-145
French bois br~le (> Bob Ruley Creek, Missouri) - 93
French custom (with toast) - 146
Frisk, Hjalmar - 58
frizzen (firearms term) - 133
frizzle ( > frizzen; firearms term) - 133
Funk, Charles - 139-140
Gaius, Emperor (nickname: Caligula), wants to be deified - 46-47
gannav (Hebrew: 'common, professional thief') - 4
Gatschet, Albert S. - 109-112
German name (Steinbrenner) - 151
Gesenius - 30
gezerot shavot - 41
Ginzburg, Louis (Legends of the Jew~) - 45
gQ off half-cocked - 135-136
gold-panning - 138
Goren (Chief Rabbi) - 22
Grayevsky, Philip - 14, 23
Greek enclitic pronouns - 86-87

-164grenouille (French) 'frog' - 73, 78
gutturals for onomatopoeia - 73, 77-78
hackles - 97
Hadrian (emperor) - 6, 19, 23
Hakulinen, Lauri - 69
Haman - 52-53
Hamp, Eric -(1) 55-57, 61, 67, 77-78
(2) -d participle: 64, 74-75
(3) 'star' - 74-75
handspinning terms - 95-102
Hankey, Clyde T. - 103-104
Hanna and her Seven Sons - 45-46
Hannaniah - 45
haplology - 55, 65
Haskala (Age of Enlightenment) - 21
'heart' in Primitive Indo-European - 64-66
Heavens to Betsy (book by Charles Funk) - 139
Hebrew sifsef 'flicker' - 82
{to) heckle - 97-98
heckler - 98
heirloom - 98
Herman, Louis Jay - 113-115
Hittite Q~ek 'implore' - 73; 80-81
homentashen - 52-54
homespun - 98
Homo ludens (by J. Huisinga) - 160
horeg, harag, harog {Hebrew; 3 types of killers) - 3
'horse' - 79, 115
huek (Hittite) 'implore'·- 73, 80-81
humor in language ·- 160
'hundred' -- 61-62, 83 - Szemer~nyi: < 10 lOs
Hungarian -78 - kutja 'dog'
*(H)weks (Primitive Indo-European) 'grow' - 60
.ibane (Hebrew; ' I ' l l be built up') - 27-29
idolatry 44-45: Jewish aversion to it
45: standards of the Roman legions (with effigies of Caesar)
were regarded by Jews as idols
'implore' - 73, 80-81
Indians, American - 92, 109-112
initials (for 'water carrier') - 148
intensives 2ff.: (Hebrew) qatol pattern
8: 'asoq - horrible oppressor
Iscariot, Judas - 152-155
Ishmael, Rabbi- 10, 17, 24-25
Issachar 'reward' - 29
Jacob - 27ff.
Jesus - 38ff.
38-39 - 'Pray ye that your flight not be in winter neither on
the Sabbath day.'

-165Joseph- 'May he add {another son)' - 29; more on Joseph: 30ff., 159
Joseph (husband of Mary) 41-42: name given in connection with the need to explain a
'succumbing messiah'
Josephus - 40 - part on Jesus is not reliable
Joshua ben Peraqya (2nd century B.C.E.) - 40
Juda, bar (son of) Ilai -- (praised Rome, to Shimon ben Yohai's
irritation) - 5-6, 15, 20, 22-23
20: Exilarch; friendship with Marcus Aurelius
24: successful in 'lobbying' efforts
Judas Iscariot - 152-155
kashrut - 51
keraunos (Greek) - 65
ket (Hungarian) 'two' - 69
Kirk, Lee Crawley - 137-146, 159
*kmtom (Primitive Indo-European) '100' -- 61-62, 83: < 10 lOs
Kossofsky, Adela - 14
*~td (Primitive Indo-European) 'heart' < *ker-ker-d - 64-65
Krueger, John R. - 103-104
*~uon (Primitive Indo-European) 'dog' - 77-78
Kuti(m) 'Samaritan{s)' - 2, 7, 18-19, 25
*kwekuon {Primitive Indo-European) 'dog' - 77-78
*k~el (Primitiye Indo-European) 'round' - 67
La Mano·Blanca (death squads) - 150
'land' from 'burn' -· 82-83
Leah - 27, 34
28 - feels rejected by Jacob
Lermontov - 72
Leviathans - 11-12, 24
libels against Jews - 4-5
limestone - 151
linen - 98
lock, stock and barrel - 134-135, 138
Luria, Isaac Rabbi (would-be messiah) - 47
Maaseh Toluy - 42
Maccabees, Book of - 45
Maine Organic Farmer and Gardener - 142
Malkiel, Yakov - v, 159
Marshall, S.L.A. - 148-149
Mary (mother of Jesus) 41 - possible origin of her name:
!sa.: 7.14 almah 'maiden,' mistranslated as 'virgin' ('a
virgin shall conceive')
Almah in Ex. 2.8 refers to Miriam {Mary), Moses' sister.
Therefore, almah of Isaiah becomes Mary.
Maultasche (pastry) - 54
Meillet, Antoine - {See Ernout-Meillet) - 58
Mekhilta (commentary on Exodus) - 2, 5, 9-10, 17-18, 24
18: Many older sources quote Mekhilta's Tov sheba Mitsrim
Messiah - legend of the succumbing Messiah, the son of Joseph 41-42
metanalysis - 59, 69
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Missouri creek ~ob Ruley - 93, 159
Mozart - 116
*ms-mes (Primitive Indo-European) 'we' ~ 62
Murray, Thomas -95-102: handspinning terms
103-107: cranberry
music and etymology (blackball) - 116-117
~---

Naert, Pierre (on 'six') - 89
Naftal, Avraham Moshe - 21
Naftali - 29, 31, 36-37, 159
Natick (Am. Indian language) - 73
Nazarenes-Ebbionites - 49
Nebuchadnezzar - 12, 45
needle, v. - 99
Nehring, A. ('six' < 'grow') - 60
Neturey Karta - 14
Nimrod - 45
numerals
( 1 ) 'three• ( *sv.ek?) - 70
( 2 ) •·four' - 67
( 3) 'six' - 58-60, 64
( 4) •seven• - 60
( 5 ) 'eight' - 70
( 6) 'hundred' - 61-64; 83
onomastics 41 -naming of Mary (Jesus• mother)
29ff. - naming of Joseph (son of Jacob)
41-42· - naming of Joseph, husband of Mary
53 - Shelumiel for Zimri
109-112 ~ Catawba River Basin
150 - La Mana Blanca (El Salvador death squads)
151 - Steinbrenner
onomatopoeia - 72ff.
Ostyak -(1) njylych - 'eight'
(2) amp-ygh- 'two dogs'
oto ha-ish - 40, 43
Ovid - 119
palatalization- 55ff. (from dissimilation: 55, 58)
Papus ben Judah (2nd century C.E.) - 40
Parthia(ns) - 20, 23
participle (present)
(a) in -d- - 64, 74-75 (Eric Hamp)
(b) in -T-? - 75
Partridge, Eric - 140, 144-145
pastry - 52-54
Paul - 49-50
*peku- (Primitive Indo-European) 'dog; cook' - 74, 77ff.
Perla, Avigdor - 1, 8, 1-12, 14, 18, 21, 24
Petiha- 7, 9
Petronius (Roman general), sent by Gaius to Judea - 46-47
~
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Pharisees - 38ff.
38 - Pharisees warn Jesus against Herod
38-39 - are less strict on Sabbath observance than Jesus
50 - as admiring questioners of Jesus
Also: 51
Pilate - 39-40, 45, 50
prsu {Slavic) 'dog• - 77
Pius, Antonius (emperor) - 19-20, 23
Play in language - 160
Pliny the Elder - 119-120
Plutarch - 121
Pokorny, Julius - 64-65
Polome, Edgar - 55
pol-yj (Russian) 'hollow; open, uncovered' - 92
Pontillo, James - 132-138, 159
Potter, Edgar (author of Cowboy Slang) - 139-140
prime(d) (firearms term) - 137-138
pronouns
(1) in Prim. Indo-European (for 'we, 1 'you' [pl.]) - 62
(2) Greek enclitics min, nin - 86-87
(3) Sanskrit mama 'of me' - 88
pull someone•s ~ - 139-143
Purim - 52-53
gen-gen (Egyptian)
ger-ger (Egyptian)

'to beat, strike' - 65
'to beat, strike' 65

Rachel- 27ff., 36
ramrod - 134-135
RaShBaM (i.e. Rabbi Shmeul ben Meir) - 34
Rashi ·- 3, 28, 34
Read, Alien Walker - 160
Redbook (magazine) - 142
reduplication - 55-88
(1) broken reduplication points to full reduplication (2) motion back and forth - 72
(3) in Hebrew and Egyptian - 65, 82-83
Reimarus - 49
Remsburg, John E. (The Christ) - 40
Righting Words - 139
'roll' - 85
'round' (in reduplication) - 9, 67
run-of-the-mill - 99
rural sources of standard colloquialisms
(1) pull someone's ~ - 139-143
(2) with bells on - 144-145
Ruralite (magazine) - 142
Russian pol-yj 'hollow; open, uncovered' - 92

56

Sadan, Dov (said: HRG is not harog 'Kill!; but harog 'killer'} 1-2, 7-8,

22

Samaritan(s) - 2, 5, 7, 18-19, 25, 50 (the Good Samaritan)
Sanhedrin 39-40 - could only have met to try to saye the life of Jesus
Sanskrit mama 'of me• - 88
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Schweinsbhrl (pastry) - 54
science, linguistics as - 158
Serven, James - 134
Shimon ben Yobai, Rabbi- lff.
5, 20, 23: hid in a cave
19, 23 - sent as a (reluctant) petitioner to Rome
20 - Rome regarded him as ungrateful
20-21, 24 - his sermon on the Pious Egyptians
Also: 8-15, 17-18, 22, 25-26
shoddy - 99
shot 'wornout, ruined' (originally a flintlock term?) - 137-138
showing of color (in gold-panning) - 138
shuttle - 99-100
'six' in Primitive Indo-European -(1) 58-60
(2) Szemerenyi's thoughts (s- from s-ept~ '7'; 'six' from
'grow': *(H)weks - 60
(3) maybe from 3 + 3 (with *syek '3' hypothesized) - 70
(4) article by Joseph Wallfield - 89-90
(5) P. Naert: 'six' < 'one out of (the hand)'
skinflint - 136, 138
slavery- 27ff.
Smeaton, John - 151
Smithsonian Institute - 109
snake- 2, 6, 10-11, 14-17, 25
2, 25: 'The best snake
crush its head.'
17: snake and Solomon's court
Song of Songs - 13
'speak' (in Primitive Indo-European) - 73-74, 80-81
spin ~ yarn - 100
spinster - 100, 140
~rn~ti (Sanskrit) - 65
standards of the Roman legions (were regarded as idols by the
Jews) - 45f.
Steinbrenner - 151
sudus (Latin) 'dry, hot weather' < *sus-do - 64
*syek (may have meant '3' in Prim. Indo-European, besides *trei)
70
suffixes
(1) -ul (Latin) from a root? - 68
(2) -ych (dual in Ostyak) - 70
Sumerian gibil 'burn; new' < gi 'land, • bil 'burn' - 91
Susskind, Nathan - 1-54
Swinton, Sir Ernest - 148
syllabic sonants < reduction following reduplication? - 62
Szatmar ijasidim - 14
Szemerenyi, Oswald -(1) thoughts on 'six' - 60
(2) '100' < 10 lOs- 61-62
(3) 'heart' as the 'jumper/leaper/skipper' - 64-65
(4) Many numerals defy a rational analysis - 69
taboo - 115
Tacitus - 50

-
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Talmud - 1-26
Talmud (Mishna and Gemara) - 40ff.
40 - mention of Jesus
Agada - not reliable
42-43 - story of a Yeshu
52 - Haman story
tank
- - 'armored vehicle' - 148-149
tease, n., v. - 100-101
teb-teb (Egyptian) 'to beat (of the heart) - 65
Temple, destruction of - 49
tendencies vs. laws - 55
tenterhooks, on - 101
Tetragrammaton - 42
The Cat's Pajamas (book) - 144
theled cal birkay 'she shall bear [children] on my knees'
Tiberius - 45
toast (to drink) - 146-147
Toledot Yeshu - 42
Tara: Treat foreigners well - 14
Tov shebagoyim harog 'Kill the best gentile' - 1-26
Tov sheba-Mitsrim harog - 6, 24
towhead - 101
towsack - 101
Tractate Soferim - f, 7
translation difficulties (with Biblical Hebrew) - 30f.
true blue - 101
tsihtsuab (Hebrew) 'glistening, flashing' - 74
Tuleja, Tad - 144
'turn' - 85
Ohu lGerman)

'eagle owl' -

~2

Van Windekens, A.J. - 69
vesl6 (Russian) 'oar' - 72
Vizetelly and De Bekker - 140
Wallfield, Joseph- 89-90 (re 'six'); 152-155 (Iscariot).
w.c. - 148
Wescott, Roger - 108
West, i.e. the American West - 144-145
wine - 146-147
with bells on - 144-145, 159
woolgathering - 101
xaliks (Greek)

'pebble'

- 68

Yehuda, Rabbi (See Juda, son of Ilai)
Yerushalmi (Palestinian Talmud) - 14, 17-18
Yishmael, Rabbi - (See Ishmael, Rabbi)
Yosef 'Joseph' 31: technically a participle
3lff. literally: 'May he add [for me another son]'
Yosef ha-Shem - 32ff.
*y~es-~es >Gothic izwis 'you'
(dat., ace. pl.) - 62

-

27-29

-170-

zero
(1)

64,

70

(2) zero < dissimilation following reduplication - 55ff.
( 3) *kulkul > *klkul
Zilpa - 28-29
zvati (Slavic) • call' - 73
zvon (Slavic) 'ring' - 72

A 1975 article by Yakov Malkiel deplores the modern-day divorce of etymology
and general linguistic research, calling for each to shed light on the other and
serving as a stimulus for the present monograph series. The series is being
started as an experiment to see where the vigorous effort to carry out Malkiel's
directive may lead. The editor's overall view is that insight (vs. precision), arrived
at by whatever means, should be the main goal of linguistic research and that
etymology can play a key role in this pursuit.
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The editor of this series was born in 1941 in New York City. He majored in
Russian Civilization at Dartmouth College (1958-1962), received a Diploma in
Slavonic Studies from Oxford University (Linacre House, 1963) and then studied
Slavic linguistics at Columbia University (Ph.D., 1971 ). He is presently Professor
of Foreign Languages at the University of Missouri-Rolla.

